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Chapter One
Introduction
World and national leaders have expressed great hope that local communities
including cities will provide the leadership and take the necessary steps to conserve
energy and natural resources, to protect the ecosystems in which we live, to develop our
communities, and to govern our cities in such a way that we as a civilization become
more sustainable. It is important to obtain an understanding of how the phenomenon of
the leadership of local communities emerges and how that leadership is used to help the
members of communities better understand the context in which they live and work.
These include their communities of place, their local landscape and ecosystems, and the
changes in the ways of thinking about their environment. The purpose of this study is to
examine the phenomenon of the leadership in two Oregon communities that have,
through official action, led their communities to make the policy decision to become
more sustainable. The leaders within these communities will be interviewed to discover
their experiences in leading toward becoming more sustainable.
Sustainable development has been defined as that which meets the needs of the
present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their needs.
Agenda 21, as part of five documents that were produced as part of the Rio Declaration,
called for leadership by local governments and communities in adopting strategies to
become sustainable (WCED, 1984). International networks of cities and communities
Such as Local Governments for Sustainability (ICLEI, 2009) and the U.S. Conference of
Mayors’ Cool Cities program (USCM, 2011) have been established to further the goals of
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achieving sustainability by cities and communities (World Commission on Environment
and Development (WCED), 1984).
To bring about changes in the lives of citizens that will be subject to the effects of
climate change, local governments will need to make substantial changes in their ways of
thinking, governance, and development in order to become more sustainable. To
undertake the change towards becoming more sustainable, local community leaders will
use change leadership styles and strategies that lead their respective communities to make
the necessary changes in their operation, development, and governance.
It is important to gain a better understanding of the types of change leadership
those leaders use in communities that have embraced the goal of becoming more
sustainable. It is the intent of this study to examine the leadership experience of
communities that have been relatively successful in striving toward becoming sustainable
in their operation, development, and governance in order to discover information about
the phenomenon of change leadership. The information gained from such a study may be
useful by local governments that intend to engage in efforts to reduce their environmental
or carbon footprint in order to conserve energy and protect the ecosystems which they
inhabit and share. This research may also be used by others interested in conducting
further research in change leadership.
Statement of Purpose of the Study
Leon de Caluwe and Hans Vermaak (2003) in their review of change leadership
theories developed a typology of five categories of color-print thinking that describes five
different worldviews and approaches to change. Each of the five color-print types
(yellow-print, blue-print, red-print, green-print, and white-print) represents one of five
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different paradigms used in seeking change in organizations or communities. The purpose
of the study is to discover how local leaders of communities that are engaged in efforts to
become more sustainable use change leadership theories and paradigms or ways of
thinking that have been described in de Caluwe and Vermaak (de Caluwe & Vermaak,
2003).
Significance of the Study
Little or no literature exists indicating how the change theories identified under
the typology of color-print thinking developed and identified by de Caluwe and Vermaak
(2003) effect change in a community. This study, using a qualitative approach to research
that will examine the phenomenon of the use of different color-print paradigms by
community leaders in identifying and defining the challenges of climate change. How the
local leaders determined what it meant to them to become a sustainable city will be
examined through the interviews of their leaders in that change experience.
The actors that are engaged in furthering the goals of becoming more green or
sustainable also are engaged in furthering the goals of community and economic
development. They may be guided by community development theories that foster the
actions of the community leaders seeking growth and development as well as concepts
and theories relating to ecological systems, and social justice.
Research Questions
The primary research question was how did the leadership engage in community
attempts to become more green or sustainable?
The sub-questions related to this primary question were:
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1. How did the participants and citizens of a community who were interested in
changing their city to become more green or sustainable determine what that
meant to them and how did they determine what criteria to use to evaluate the
success for the achievement of their vision of a sustainable community?
2. In what way did the leadership of a sustainable community demonstrate the
use of the different color-print ways of thinking or paradigms identified in de
Caluwe and Vermaak’s (2003) typology?
Definitions
Complexity leadership theory—Complexity leadership theory (CLT) can be
defined as a framework for leadership that enables the learning, creative, and adaptive
capacity of complex adaptive systems CAS in knowledge-producing organizations or
organizational units. The framework fosters CAS dynamics while enabling control
structures appropriate for coordinating formal organizations and producing outcomes that
are appropriate to the vision and mission of the system (Marion & Uhl-Bien, 2001, 2003,
& 2007).
Complexity theory—Goldstein (2008) explains that there is no one unified
discipline to which the term complexity theory (CT) actually refers but, identifies nine
major interrelated research traditions that contribute to form the collection of concepts
that form the constructs of complexity theory.
Community development—is the process by which the efforts of the people
themselves are united with those of governmental authorities to improve the economic,
social and cultural conditions of communities, to integrate these communities into the life
of the nation, and to enable them to contribute fully to natural progress. This complex of
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processes is, therefore, made up of two essential elements: the participation of the people
themselves in efforts to improve their level of living, with as much reliance as possible on
their own initiative; and the provision of technical and other services in ways which
encourage initiative, self-help and mutual help and make these more effective. It is
expressed in programs designed to achieve a wide variety of specific improvements.
Enabling leadership—refers to the actions of individuals and groups in formal
managerial roles who plan and coordinate activities to accomplish organizationally
prescribed outcomes in an efficient and effective manner (Marion & Uhl-Bien, 2001,
2003, 2007).
Green—is an adjective describing an attribute of being more concerned with
aspects of community thought and practice that accepts certain limited concepts of
environmental awareness that include conservation, reduction of environmental pollution,
recycling, and other practices necessarily without embracing the paradigm of
sustainability and its definitions, principles, elements, and ways of thinking.
Leadership—
1. A process of using influence to help a group achieve its goals; the beliefs
individuals have about what makes effective leaders, and the qualities,
behaviors, skills and knowledge of persons perceived as effective leaders
(Vandenberg, Fear, & Thullen, 1988).
2. The process of leaders inducing followers to act for certain goals that
represent the values and the motivations, the wants and the needs, and the
aspirations and expectations of both leaders and followers. The genius of
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leadership lies in the manner in which leaders see and act on the values and
motivations of their followers (Burns, 1978).
3. An influence relationship among leaders and followers who intend real
changes that reflect their mutual purposes (Rost, 1991).
Political culture—
“Can best be understood in terms of the framework it establishes for individual
and group political behavior—in terms of the political thoughts, attitudes, assumptions,
and values of individuals and groups and in the range of permissible or acceptable action
that flows from them. Political culture, as such, directly determines behavior within
relatively few situations or in response to relatively few particular issues. Instead, its
influence lies in its power to set reasonably fixed limits on political behavior and to
provide subliminal direction for political action in particular political systems (Elazar,
1994, p. 3).”
Qualitative research—This is an inquiry approach useful for exploring and
understanding a central phenomenon. To learn about this phenomenon, the inquirer asks
participants broad, general questions, collects the detailed views of participants in the
form of words or images, and analyzes the information for description and themes. From
this data, the researcher interprets the meaning of the information, drawing on personal
reflections and past research. The final structure of the final report is flexible, and it
displays the researcher’s biases and thoughts (Creswell, 2008, p. 645).
Sustainable—In 1987 the Brundtland report, Our Common Future was published
(WCED 1987). This report defined sustainable development as “development that meets
the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet
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their own needs” (WCED 1987, p. 1). The report also contained the first statement of the
contemporary meaning of sustainability—the importance of evaluating any proposed
initiative with reference to the interaction of three fundamental criteria:
ecology/environment, economy/employment, and equity/equality, known today as the
Three Es (WCED, 1987).
Systems Thinking—Thinking that acknowledges a complex whole, sets of
connected things or parts, or, an organized body of things, a method or scheme of action,
or classification.
Systems Analysis—Analysis of a complex process in order to improve its
efficiency.
Triangulation—This is the process of corroborating evidence from different
individuals, types of data, or methods of data collection in descriptions and themes in
qualitative design.
Assumptions
This study assumes to: (a) be descriptive; (b) involve fieldwork; (c) be concerned
primarily with process rather than seeking specific outcomes or products; (d) be
inductive, exploring open questions rather than testing hypotheses, including the
gathering of information from field study interviews, data, and activities; (e) involve the
identified researcher for this study as the primary individual for data collection and
analysis; and (f) be mostly interested in meaning, how community participants and
leaders develop a sense of place and meaning of green or sustainable for their
community.
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Limitations
The following limitations will ground this study:
1. The informants for this study will be limited to participants in the local
movement within each of the communities studied, Eugene, Oregon, and
Corvallis, Oregon that were leaders in the placement on the public agenda of
the local governing body the matter of becoming sustainable cities.
2. The results of this study will be limited to the participants observed,
interviewed, or journal entries made within the study.
3. The findings of this study can be subject to further interpretations.
Researcher Bias
The principal researcher in this study became interested in the study of leadership
in sustainable communities as a result of the experiences and insights gained from a
career in local government planning, community development, and city management.
The writer was raised in Corvallis, Oregon, attended the local public schools and also
attended Oregon State University in Corvallis. He also lived in Eugene, Oregon, where he
attended the University of Oregon. Although he did not work in the local governments of
the communities that are sites of the multiple case study, this background and the
knowledge, attitudes, and beliefs gained from the experiences of working in local
government in other communities and living in the communities that will be sites for the
multiple case-studies may influence the researcher’s objectivity and serve to bias the
interpretation of the information discovered during the research study.
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Delimitations
The cities of Corvallis, Oregon, and Eugene, Oregon, are only two of several
thousand incorporated cities within the United States. Results for a qualitative oriented
study of leadership efforts and processes in these two communities may not be
generalized to other communities.
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Chapter Two
Review of Related Literature
Introduction
In this chapter the theories will be examined that relate to: change theory
paradigms, systems thinking, and executive leadership theory; definitions and theories
related to community change, community development, and sustainable communities; the
contexts of the local ecosystems, landscapes, and political culture. The phenomenon of
the leadership of sustainable cities may be formed, framed, and constrained by these
several theories. The practices and theories relating to these several paradigms as well as
the physical geographic space or landscape and the temporal space, form the social,
cultural, and ecological systems context within which the efforts to create more
sustainable communities take place.
Leadership Change Theory Paradigms and Community Change
Leadership change theories. The community change involved in becoming
greener or more sustainable involves change leadership. The research done by Bennis and
others on change leadership theory has been reviewed by de Caluwe and Vermaak.
They developed a typology of five categories of color-print thinking: yellow-print, blueprint, red-print, green-print, and white-print thinking (de Caluwe & Vermaak, 2003). The
first category or type of color-print thinking, yellow-print thinking, is based on sociopolitical concepts about organization in which interests, conflicts, and power play
important roles. Blue-print thinking, the second type of color-print thinking, is based on
the rational design and implementation of change. The third type, red-print thinking, has
its roots in the classic Hawthorne experiments. McGregor (1960) developed the tradition
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further. Green-print thinking, the fourth category of color-print thinking, has its roots in
action-learning theories. It has been expanded enormously in the more recent thinking on
“learning” organizations (Senge, 1990). The fifth and final type of color-print thinking is
identified as white-print thinking. This type of thinking arose as a reaction to the
deterministic, mechanistic, and linear worldview derived from Newton and Descartes (de
Caluwe & Vermaak, 2003). It was nourished by chaos thinking, network theory, and
complexity theory, all of which are based on living and complex systems with limited
predictability (Bateson, 1984; Capra, 1996). Self-organization is a core concept of whiteprint thinking.
The conditions that result in the emergence of white-print thinking are present in
the phenomenon of complexity leadership theory (CLT) (Marion & Uhl-Bien, 2001,
2003, 2007; Wheatley, 1999) and are present in communities and cities as multidimensional social systems and complex organizations. The emergence of complexity
leadership theory is a paradigmatic shift from previous leadership styles and ways-ofthinking represented by the yellow, blue, red, and green color-print typology (de Caluwe,
& Vermaak 2003). The color-print typology strives for an overarching concept in which
to describe past heroic and traditional power based leadership theories along with newer
concepts incorporating complexity theory (de Caluwe & Vermaak, 2003).
Related theories include the theory of loose coupling (Weick, 1976) that is
applicable to the organizational level and individual level of organizations and the
“garbage can” theory that demonstrates that a similar phenomenon can occur at a group
level. Organizations are at times ambiguous in terms of their objectives, their technology
or the work process and their participation. This is the case when an organization
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functions with various badly or vaguely defined and conflicting goals (Cohen, March, &
Olsen, 1972).
Weick’s (1976) theory of loose coupling is a reaction to the systems approach
where rational principles dominate. Loose coupling plays a role not only at the
organizational level but also at the individual level: the way in which intentions and
behavior influence each other. The implications for change agents are that ambiguities
increasingly occur in organizations which mean that it is difficult to characterize
organizations as entities that follow a univocal course and a clear rational approach
(Weick, 1969). The term pocket veto describes the power that teachers or professionals
have when innovations for interaction are introduced from above in the organization. The
term pocket veto is used because its power is exerted through inaction (Hanson, 1996).
Classic action theory includes the concepts of power and political processes as
views on organizations. The informal organization may be stronger than the formal one
and undermine it, and an unspoken economic exchange can be observed in groups and
organizations. Action theory holds that people have their own interests and goals and
cannot help but pursue them. In order to achieve their goals and interests they form
coalitions and power blocks (Cummings & Worley, 1993; Hanson, 1996). Power is used
as the instrument for meeting one’s interests. Action theory argues that each individual or
group tries to hold on or increase its influence.
Thoughts about organizations within the Human Relations School were
enlightened by the Hawthorne studies (Mayo, 1933; Roethlisberger, 1941; Roethlisberger
& Dickson, 1939). These experiments aroused interest in informal group processes and
interpersonal relationships. The informal organization could be seen as those processes
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and behavior that are not formally planned or anticipated but occur spontaneously as a
result of peoples’ needs. Informal activities identify the culture of an organization better
than any set of formal activities (French & Bell, 1984).
No social system can exist without a certain bond between the people that make
up that system through economic exchange in group behavior. A bond can be interpreted
as the degree of mutual exchange within this group where members give and take
(de Caluwe & Vermaak, 2003). There is a parallel meaning between exchange in social
systems and in economic systems. In this view, social behavior in groups requires that
people exchange immaterial goods such as prestige, signs of approval, information, or
loyalty (Blau, 1963; Homans, 1958).
There are important implications for change agents and change processes drawn
from the three sets of theories related to change processes. All three theories emphasize
the invisible world: a world that can frustrate or help a change process (de Caluwe &
Vermaak, 2003). The first implication for change agents is that this world deserves to be
diagnosed, but that this need not necessarily be done in great detail. The informal
organization is difficult to recognize fully and gaining knowledge of this world demands
much more effort and perceptive ability than understanding the formal organization
(French & Bell, 1984).
The second implication concerns the use of these insights during the change
process. Change agents will have to use their insights concerning power relations and
positions when assigning roles in the change process. If power plays a dominant role in
the organization, they would do well to involve the most influential players in crucial
decision-making processes, or to entice influential opponents into taking responsibility as
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champions of important parts of the change process or instead exclude them altogether
from the process (de Caluwe & Vermaak, 2003).
The dominant way of considering change is exemplified in the terms planning and
contingency approaches (de Caluwe & Vermaak, 2003). The contingency approach
appears in the principle that all these aspects are considered to be in a balanced and
coherent relationship to one another depending on the kind of organization or
organizational environment in which the organization operates. The planning approach is
important where a change process is considered to consist of placement on a time axis
with neat decision moments where all the activities that merge, step-by-step, and at the
same time, all the differences between the present and the future (de Caluwe & Vermaak,
2003).
Change paradigms in five different colors. Change may be defined as a process
plan of approach, working method, route, or activity. The transition from one situation to
another is the change process. There are several change strategies and approaches. The
best-known strategies are those of Bennis, Benne, and Chin (1985). They distinguish
three main strategies for change: power-coercive strategies, empirical-rational strategies,
and normative educative strategies.
Boonstra (1992, pp. 72-74) adds a fourth strategy, barter, taken from Mastenbroek
(1986), and Zaltman and Duncan (1997). People do their own cost-benefit analysis, work
out how changes might hurt or serve them, and base their actions on that. When enough
incentives are put into place, change will happen.
There are five different ways of thinking that are associated with the distinct
meanings that the word change can have (de Caluwe & Vermaak, 2003). The five
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different ways of thinking differ in the assumptions that they make one makes about why
and how people or things change. Each way of thinking is labeled with a color. Each
color has its own ideals; that is, what change agents dream of for the long run. But each
color also has its pitfalls: situations or conditions when the approach is no longer
effective or even becomes counterproductive.
Yellow-print thinking. Yellow-print thinking assumes that people change their
positions only if their own interests are taken into account, or if you can compel them to
accept certain ideas. Combining ideas or points of view and forming coalitions or power
blocks are favored methods in this type of change process. Change is seen as a power
game or negotiation exercise aimed at feasible solutions.
Yellow-print thinking is based on socio-political concepts about organizations in
which interests, conflicts, and power play important roles (Greiner & Schein, 1988;
Hanson, 1996; Morgan, 1986; Pfeffer, 1981). Yellow-print thinking assumes that getting
everyone on the same page or wavelength is a change in itself. Policy making or
producing a program for action requires getting the powers that be behind it, be it power
based on formal position or on informal influence. It is thought that resistance and failure
are inevitable if you do not get all or at least the most important players on board.
Blue-print thinking. In blue-print thinking it is assumed that people or things
will change if a clearly specified result is laid down for examination. All steps are
planned down to the last detail. Control over the result, as well as the path to be taken, is
kept well under check. It is a favored approach to change processes where the result and
the path can be well defined and predicted. Change is considered to be a rational process
aimed at the best possible solution.
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Blue-print thinking is based on the rational design and implementation of change
(Hammer & Champy, 1993; Kluytmans, 1994). An example of this way-of-thinking is
project-oriented management (Kor & Wijnen, 2000; Wijnen, 1997). Scientific
Management (Taylor, 1913) is a classic example. The theory behind blue-print thinking is
to carefully describe and define the outcome or the result beforehand. The activities
needed to achieve the result are planned according to rational arguments and expertise.
There are continuous monitoring based on predetermined indicators to check whether the
activities are leading to the desired result as planned. The process and the result are, more
or less, independent of the people.
Red-print thinking. The third way of thinking is red-print thinking. Change in
this way of thinking is accomplished by stimulating people, by making things appealing
to do. It is important to seduce them into acting as desired. Red-print thinking assumes
that people and organizations will change if the right human resource management tools
are employed and used correctly. People change and therefore their behavior is rewarded
with salary, promotion, bonus, and good evaluations or it is penalized with demotion or a
poor evaluation. A key concept with this way of thinking is barter: the organization hands
out rewards and facilities in exchange for personnel taking on responsibilities and trying
their best. The human being must be influenced, tempted, seduced, and stimulated.
The theories associated with red-print thinking have their roots in the classic
Hawthorne experiments (Mayo, 1933; Roethlisberger, 1941). McGregor (1960)
developed the tradition further. In recent years, human resource management has been a
much discussed subject (Fruytier & Paauwe, 1996; Paauwe, 1995; Schoemaker, 1994).
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The intention of the red-print changer is to change the soft aspects of an organization,
such as management style, competencies, and cooperation.
The red-print school of thought contends that people change as a result of the
deployment and adequate use of a set of human resource management tools such as
rewards, appraisals, career paths, structures, assessments, recruitments, out-placements,
and of getting the best out of people—an optimal synergy between the organization and
its employees. People will do something or change if they get something back.
Green-print thinking. In green-print thinking, the terms change and learning
have very similar meanings. People change if they learn. People are motivated to
discover the limits of their competencies and to involve themselves in learning situations.
They are provided with means of learning more effective ways of acting.
Green-print thinking has its historical roots in action-learning theories (Argyris &
Schon, 1978; Kolb, Rubbin, & Osland, 1991). It has been expanded enormously in the
more recent thinking on learning organizations (Senge, 1990; Swieringa & Wierdsma,
1990). Changing and learning are conceptually closely linked according to de Caluwe
and Vermaak (1997).
White-print thinking. In this paradigm, change is filled with meaning and
everything is continually changing. It is nourished by chaos thinking, network theory, and
complexity theory, all of which are based on living in complex systems with limited
predictability (Bateson, 1984; Capra, 1996). Self-organization is a core concept. Stacey
(1992, 1996) defines self-organization as, the process by which people interact with one
another within a system according to their own codes of behavior, without there being an
overall picture that makes clear what has to be done or how it is to be done. The self-
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organization process encompasses the emergence of new structures and behavioral
patterns through developmental, learning, and evolutionary processes. The system finds
its own optimal dynamic balance.
In the white-print way of thinking, change is autonomous, the route is the refuge,
and the flux metaphors of Morgan (1986) are all expressions of this view. People and
organizations are in a constant state of change. The inner desires and strengths of people
both individually and as groups, are the decisive factors. In white-print thinking, outside
influence, whether from a change agent or a manager, can have only a limited effect; and
then only if the ones who are changing welcome it. The concept of planned change is
somewhat at odds with this type of change process. Planning, controlling, and managing
the change are, to a great extent, irrelevant notions. Resistance is also an irrelevant
concept.
New colors and meta paradigms. The fact or reality that each color in practice
has its own strong and weak points is an important concept (de Caluwe & Vermaak,
2003). The circumstances or context, the outcome, the kind of organization, the kind of
resistance, the principal actors, and the change agent are recognized as factors that
strongly influence what change strategy, in terms of color, might make a difference.
Some kind of combination of the colors will often be used during a change process, but
preferably one color will always be dominant at a given time.
Violence and repression are also strategies: one of manipulating and threatening
people, the other infusing hate and fear. This type of thinking about change is called
steel-print thinking. This form of thinking characterizes methods employed in
contemporary organizations as well, and that it is effective is obviously still believed by
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current practitioners. Another alternative world view or color-print thinking is a religious
orientation held by some cultures that agreement might be obtained for a desired change
but leaving the action more up to circumstances like the weather, people they met, and
the hand of God. If God wants it, the change will happen (de Caluwe & Vermaak, 2003).
The change process. Four phases of a change process are: diagnosis, change
strategy selection, intervention planning, and interventions. Diagnosis has two aspects:
the process by which you try to find out what is going on, and the information that is
gathered as a result. In selecting a change strategy, it is argued that isolated attempts to
bring about permanent change are probably doomed to failure because of the stabilizing
resistance of dominant existing systems. The idea is to look for leverage and to
concentrate on the seeds from which change will grow. This underlines the importance of
finding a cohesive set of basic principles to structure the change---the change strategy.
The change strategy is the link between understanding what is going on, arrived at by
diagnosis, and the impulse for action, specifically through planning of interventions (de
Caluwe & Vermaak, 2003).
Change is a two part approach or strategy where first the analysis of all the
diagnostic material by means of six basic questions is made and second, choosing a
change strategy based on the answers to those questions is selected. The six basic
questions relating to the change process are:
1. The outcome: what has to change?
2. The diagnosis: what is the present situation?
3. How large is the difference between the desired and the present situation?
4. Are there resistance and opposition or is there motivation and energy?
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5. Is this what the change agents want and are capable of?
6. Is it feasible? Can it be realized? (de Caluwe & Vermaak, 2003, pp. 120-121)
White-print color thinking, systems theory and complexity theory. Elements
and principles of systems thinking form the concepts of the blue-print thinking and of
complexity theory form the concepts of the white-print color way-of-thinking or
paradigm identified by de Caluwe and Vermaak (2003). The complexity leadership
theory and paradigm developed by Marion and Uhl-Bien (2001, 2003, 2007 and
Wheatley, 1999), is based on complexity theory. The sustainable paradigm is based on
theories that form that concept (Boulding, 1978; Brown, 1981; Edwards, 2005; Harris,
Wise, Gallagher, & Goodwin, 2001; Prugh, Costanza, & Daly, 2000). These theories are
relevant to the communities and embrace efforts to develop communities that are more
sustainable in their practice, development, and governance (Hallsmith, 2003; Maser,
1997).
The color-print thinking paradigms identified by de Caluwe and Vermaak (2003)
as yellow or power centered, red or human relations or bargaining centered, and green or
learning oriented are mainly centered on thinking based on the scientific method
approaches. The blue-print thinking or planning oriented paradigm is centered on the
linear and single causation aspects of systems thinking. A major qualitative shift is
included within the white-print color way-of-thinking or paradigm where nonlinear and
multi-causation factors associated with complexity theory play a significant role in
decision making and change.
The efforts of communities to embrace the concepts, principles, and elements
related to sustainable practices, development, and governance may require that the
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leadership of those communities also embrace and engage in the white-print way-ofthinking or paradigm that includes aspects of complexity theory that include:
consideration of linear as well as nonlinear effects of change, single as well as multicausation factors, and the elements of emergent or complexity leadership thinking.
White-print thinking includes complexity theory oriented thinking which has
become prominent during the current historical period. The theoretical emphases of
complexity theory are reflected in: interconnectedness, interdependencies, and
unprecedented rates of change. White-print thinking notes that complexity theory
represents a confluence of many ideas across many fields of science and mathematics
(Goldstein, 2008).
Herbert Simon (1981) observed that “in the face of complexity, an in-principle
reductionist may be at the same time a pragmatic holist” (Simon, 1981, p. 86). British
theoretical biologists J. H. Woodger, Joseph Needham, and C. H. Waddington (Depew &
Weber, 1996), interpreted the approach of Alfred North Whitehead as a way to bulwark
their realm of research into biology from the encroachment of reductionist/ or mechanist
physicists and chemists. Whitehead’s work shifted the focus of biology toward the
organizing relations making up biological wholes, phenomena which could be dealt with
in a scientific, yet nonreductionist manner (Jones, 2003). Waddington took Whitehead’s
metaphysics as providing the theoretical foundation for a method Waddington termed
delving downwards, which unlike the reductionist strategy of building-up a complex
phenomenon from a given set of simpler entities, delving downward searched downwards
from a given, whole complex phenomenon to the simpler entities which proved adequate
to explain the whole (Waddington, 1977) .
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Systems thinking and complexity theory are advocated by some leadership
scholars as possible approaches to introduce and deal with change (Hallsmith, 2003;
Wheatley, 1999). Wheatley (1999) has argued that systems thinking and strategic
planning are still limited by linear based thinking and that complexity theory
accommodates better the problems of the postmodern world.
Theories related to executive and strategic leadership of organizations, mayors and
city managers:
Executive and strategic leadership theory- The communities that engage in the
quest to become sustainable in the development, governance, and social relationships are
composed of individuals, groups, and organizations that make up the social milieu that
forms a community of place. All organizations whether formal or informal in their
operation exercise executive functions carried out by their leadership. Formally contrived
organizations define the roles of executive and policy making leadership by their
charters, enabling statutes, bylaws or articles of incorporations. As a practical matter, all
formal groups demonstrate the use of executive action and decision making by
undertaking a course of action in line with their purpose for existing or allocating
resources and contemplation of satisfying potential liabilities or obligations.
Certain significant community organizations such as local governments organize
into systems of executive, legislative, judicial, or administrative functions as prescribed
by law.
The aspect of executive and strategic leadership that is exercised at the apex of the
city government is associated with the community of place is of special importance
because that is personified in the form of the executive head of the city government. In
cities that operate on the council-manager form of government, the executive function is
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primarily carried-out by the city manager whereas the mayor performs the role of
political head and symbolic leader of the city government and the community.
The aspects of executive and strategic leadership theory relate generally to all of
the executive leaders of for profit firms, nonprofit organizations, and local governments
within a community. There are other aspects of executive and strategic leadership theory
that relates to the leadership of the apex of the city government. The small group of
people at the top of an organization can dramatically affect organizational outcomes
(Finkelstein, Hambrick, & Cannella, 2009). Executives make decisions that shape the
frameworks by which their organizations hire, mobilize, and inspire others to make
decisions. They represent their organizations in dealings with external environments.
Executives must accomplish all these things under conditions of uncertainty.
The study of executive leadership from a strategic choice perspective, or more
concisely, strategic leadership, focuses on the executives who have overall responsibility
for an organization. The persons who are the subjects of strategic leadership research can
be individuals, groups (top management teams), or other governance bodies councils or
boards of directors (Finkelstein, et al, 2009). The term strategic leadership connotes
management of an overall organization. It also implies substantive decision-making
responsibilities, beyond the interpersonal and relational aspects usually associated with
leadership (Finkelstein, et al, 2009). In their definition of strategic leadership, Finkelstein
and his colleagues (2009) do not rule out the interpersonal aspects of leadership; but
unlike some theorists, they do not insist on their presence to invoke the word leadership
(Kotter, 1988; Kets de Vries, 1994).
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One of the earliest treatises on the definition and nature of senior leadership was
offered by Barnard (1938), who described the functions of organization executives. Katz
and Kahn (1978) argued that leadership emerges also as individuals take charge of
relating a unit or subsystem to the external structure or environment. Leaders are
responsible for maintaining and managing organizational boundaries, particularly the
organization’s external dynamics and interactions. Such responsibilities are also referred
to as boundary-spanning activities.
A senior leader’s external focus is also characterized by an orientation toward
environmental opportunities that may allow the organization to enhance its position and
viability within its environment (Katz & Kahn, 1978). A major senior leadership function
that emerges from the leader’s external boundary management activities is the
introduction of organization-wide policies and structural changes intended to increase the
organization’s ability to adapt to its environment (Thompson, 1967).
Senior managers have been an integral part of major theories of organization
(Barnard, 1938; Selznick, 1957; Chandler, 1962). In the early stages of the development
of executive and strategic leadership theory or the field of strategy, top executives were
seen as central determiners of the direction of the firm. The Harvard model (Learned,
Christensen, & Andrews, 1961; Andrews, 1971), focused on the role of senior executives
in shaping their organizations. Under the Harvard model, the individuals at the top of the
enterprise were seen as pivotal for understanding what happens to the enterprise. The
Harvard model served as the principal guide for business policy theorists in the 1960s and
1970s.
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The first executive leadership models posed the view that certain contextual
conditions---notably, environment, technology, and size---determine an organization’s
design (Hage & Aiken, 1969; Hickson, Pugh, & Pheysey, 1969; Blau, 1970). Population
ecology followed the deterministic view, where the focus was on explaining the birth,
growth, and death of organizations. In this view, the environment was the centerpiece,
containing resources and favoring certain organizational forms. Another stage in
executive leadership theory building was the new institutional theory (Meyer & Rowan,
1977; DiMaggio & Powell, 1983), which argued that organizations are under great
pressure to adopt practices and policies that appear legitimate in the eyes of external
resource providers (Finkelstein, et al, 2009), The field of strategy did not include
consideration of the role of senior executives in the late 1970s and early 1980s
(Finkelstein, et al, 2009).
Executive leader direction setting generally takes the form of a vision. An
organizational vision is a desired image of the organization at some future point in time.
As suggested by several theories of visionary and inspirational leadership, leader values
are a defining element of such visions (Bennis & Nanus, 1985; de Caluwe’ & Vermaak,
2003; Nanus, 1992; Senge, 1990). This vision becomes operationalized in terms of an
organizational strategy that becomes shared at lower organizational levels. Once a vision
and strategy are formulated, they become the guides for organizational environmental
analysis.
Knowledge and expertise- Jacobs and Jaques (1987) argued fundamentally that
executive leaders add value to the organization by developing a framework of
understanding, or a causal map of the organization within its environment, that is used to
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provide meaning for the activities and efforts of organizational members and units.
Strategic choice models and behavioral complexity theories also propose functional
knowledge and expertise as critical executive leadership competencies.
Mayoral leadership- The nature and types of executive or strategic leadership
provided by mayors in council-manager cities have not been adequately developed in
previous studies (Svara, 1987). A major shortcoming has been the tendency to measure
the office and performance in terms of the executive mayor whose leadership, according
to the innovator model, stresses policy innovation and implementation. Neither of these
dimensions of leadership is appropriate to non-executive mayors who work with equals
on the council and an appointed manager. The council-manager form of government
does, however, offer opportunities for leadership in two areas: improving the
coordination among the participants in the government process and guiding the
development of policy (Svara, 1987).
The literature relating to council-manager mayor leadership suggests that only by
achieving de facto chief executive status does an incumbent become a real mayor yet
rarely will the preconditions be favorable for such leadership (Svara, 1987). One of the
principal goals of the reform movement of the Progressive Era was the proposed changes
in city government structure unifying and strengthening the executive, either through a
strong mayor in its initial formulation of a model charter for cities, or since 1915 by
means of the council-manager form of government (National Municipal League, 1964).
The chief executive officer in this form is the appointed manager. The mayor is a member
of the council and typically has no formal powers other than to preside over the council
and be recognized as ceremonial head of the city.
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An assessment of the impact of direct election of the mayor on the manager’s
authority was conducted by Kammerer (1964) and Booth (1968), the former arguing that
the practice threatens the manager and the latter concluding that it makes no difference.
Four major studies of council-manager mayors have attempted to define the dimensions
of the office and the sources on which leadership is based. Two of these examine the
office from the strong executive perspective (Pressman, 1972; Sparrow, 1984), and two
reflect the norms of council-manager cities in analyzing mayoral performance (Boynton
& Wright, 1970; Wilkstrom, 1979). A fifth includes council-manager cities in a general
study of mayoral leadership (Kotter & Lawrence, 1974).
Research has found that the form of government does not preclude mayoral
leadership. (Boynton & Wright, 1971). The preponderance of collaborative or team
relationships in large cities indicates that cooperative relationships between elected and
appointed officials are common, and clearly contradicts an assumption of inherent
conflict in relations among officials. Boynton & Wright (1971), identified three
significant spheres of activity in city government---legislative, public and bureaucratic.
The mayor’s significance derives from the dominant role he typically plays in the first
two and the unusually close relationship he has to the third because of his extensive
interaction with the manager.
A study by Kotter and Lawrence (1974) of 20 cities, including seven with council
manager form, analyzed three processes: agenda setting, network building, and task
accomplishing. Kotter and Lawrence argue that the scope of the mayor’s domain---those
areas in which the mayor behaves as if he has some responsibility---is determined more
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by the nature of the mayor’s agenda-setting activities than by the assignment of formal
responsibility.
Svara, (1987) argues the Kotter and Lawrence’s framework leads to conclusions
that leadership is likely to be limited unless the mayor has rare personal characteristics.
This conceptual approach, according to Svara (1987) does not include task
accomplishment would be more relevant to council-manager mayors. Also, their
emphasis on the need to build networks, fails to recognize the inherent potential for
mayors in this form to handle communication and facilitate cooperation, starting with the
close relationship to the manager (Svara, 1987).
It is conceptually possible for the internal process of city government to be
characterized by cooperation rather than conflict as the normal condition (Svara, 1987).
Axelrod (1984) has shown that cooperation can evolve in any setting, and the cooperation
possible in council-manager systems goes beyond the self-interested accommodation he
describes. Interactions in the council-manager form may approximate Barnard’s (1938)
concept of organizations as cooperative systems.
Mayoral leadership roles in council-manager cities- The council-manager mayor
is analogous to the chairman of the board the resources and contribution of the chairman
mayor are more difficult to discern. Research by Svara (1985) indicates that mayors have
opportunities for two kinds of leadership beyond traditional ceremonial functions. One of
these is the coordinative component in which the mayor pulls together the parts of the
council-manager government to improve their interaction. The second opportunity is the
guidance in the initiation and execution of policy, which may be done through the
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coordinative dimension or separately. The mayor occupies a strategic location shaped by
his special and close relationship with the council, manager/staff, and the public.
The council-manager mayor is constrained by the formal weaknesses, but he or
she has great potential to guide other officials toward the accomplishment of goals
favored by the mayor. There is much research that depicts the city manager as a principal
policy actor, constantly feeding information and advice to elected officials (Ammons &
Newell, 1989, pp. 46-52; Nalbandian, 1989). Thus, any model of policy making in
council-manager cities must take account of the policy activism of the appointed
executive. The leadership gap in council-manager government also provides an
opportunity for mayors to shape community interests (Protasel, 1989; Svara, 1985, 1987).
According to Newland (1989), mayors frequently help set the agenda, manage council
meetings, and influence public policies by voting and exercising their veto power. In fact,
the conventional wisdom now contends that in council-manager cities the most effective
means for providing policy leadership is through some version of shared authority and
responsibility between elected and appointed officials (Boynton & Wright, 1971;
Browne, 1985; Nalbandian, 1990; Protasel, 1989; Svara, 1985).
Svara’s (1985, 1990,) dichotomy-duality model has seen increasingly acceptance
as both a conceptual construct and an empirical referent in studies of the role of the city
manager in the policy process. He contends that elected officials should and generally do
dominate in the formulation of the mission of municipal government. Managers, though,
have nearly exclusive control over the management of organizational affairs. In between
these two polar positions, there is extensive sharing among elected officials and
administrators, including an almost equal division between manager and council in the
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policy realm. According to Browne (1985), the municipal environment and council
member attitudes shape the manager’s policy role more than do personality
characteristics or population size. Stillman (1977) insists that the political environment,
city, size and the incumbent’s role definition all affect the manager’s involvement in the
policy process.
Similar reasons have been cited as to why mayors become involved in policy
leadership. Council-manager government, with its focus on technocratic expertise, does
not encourage formal brokering between the public and administrative officials (Svara,
1987). When managers are unable or unwilling to assume a politically active role, mayors
often step in to fill the void. As pointed out by Sparrow (1984) and Wilkstrom (1989) the
mayor is capable of acquiring considerable power to initiate and advocate certain policies
via political brokering. As with managers, city size is frequently considered to influence
mayoral policy involvement. Yates (1978) vividly describes the myriad problems
plaguing the nation’s large ungovernable cities. In such places, a heterogeneous
population contributes to group conflict, the resolution of which is made more difficult by
a complex and fragmented political structure. These chaotic conditions, creates great
pressures for the big city mayor, who must exercise skillful political and policy
leadership just to survive (Yates, 1978).
Several other institutional and structural variables may help thrust mayors into a
leadership position (Morgan & Watson, 1992). Mayors today typically chair finance and
rules committees help create the agenda, manage council meetings, and make
appointments to boards and committees, albeit with council consent (Newland, 1989).
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These activities contribute to the power and leadership potential of mayors (Morgan &
Watson, 1992).
Eleven roles for the mayor’s office were identified in Svara’s research (1987) that
can be grouped into five dimensions of leadership, major areas in which a mayor may
make contributions to the functioning of city government:
Dimension A. Ceremony and Presiding:
Roles: 1. Ceremonial tasks
2. Spokesman for council
3. Presiding officer
Dimension B. Communication and Facilitation:
4. Educator: informational and educational tasks vis-à-vis council,
manager, and/or public.
5. Liaison with manager: promotes informal exchange both ways between
the council and the manager and staff.
6. Team leader: coalescing the council, building consensus, and enhancing
group performance.
Dimension C. Organization and Guidance:
7. Goal setter: setting goals and objectives for council and manager,
identifying problems, establishing tone for the council.
8. Organizer: stabilizing relationships, guiding council to recognition of its
roles and responsibilities, defining and adjusting the relationship with the
manager.
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9. Policy advocate: developing programs, lining up support for or
opposition to proposals.
Dimension D. Promotion:
10. Promoter: promoting and defending the city, seeking investment,
handling external relationships, securing agreement among parties to a
project.
11. Directing staff: Giving orders to staff, directing the manager
expediting action by staff.
Types of mayoral leadership- Svara (1987) identified six types of leadership. He
used twelve roles as an inventory of the scope of leadership provided by the mayors of
the five North Caroline cities studied. A twelfth role, selecting the city manager, was
added to the eleven roles identified under the four dimensions of the roles a mayor can
perform in most council-manager cities. Mayors develop a leadership type for themselves
by the way they combine the five dimensions and the eleven roles of leadership. The six
types of leadership that were identified in the study include: caretaker, symbolic head,
coordinator, promoter, activist/reformer, director, and chief executive. The types of
leadership and the roles filled are
-CARTAKER: No roles fully developed
-SYMBOLIC HEAD: Roles 1-3
-COORDINATOR: Roles 1-6
-PROMOTER: Roles 1-3, 10
-ACTIVIST/REFORMER: Roles 103, 7-10
-DIRECTOR: Roles 1-10
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-CHIEF EXECUTIVE: Roles 1-12
Svara (1987) explained that: “A mayor may invest so little in the office and define
its scope so narrowly that he simply is a caretaker---a uniformly underdeveloped type of
leadership. A mayor who fills these roles actively but performs no others can be called
the symbolic head of government. If the next set of roles is performed as well, the mayor
becomes coordinator. Pursuing these activities effectively contributes to a smoothly
functioning council-manager government with strong elected leadership. The council
does not necessarily work together well, nor do the council, manager, and public
necessarily interact smoothly without coordinative leadership from the mayor. The
coordinator is a team leader, keeps the manager and council in touch, and interacts with
the public and outside agencies---all contributing to improved communication. “The
coordinator is not a complete type of leadership since the organizing and guidance roles
are not part of the mayor’s repertoire (Svara, 1987, p. 221).” Another incomplete type of
leadership was defined by Svara (1987) even though it was not observed in pure form in
the cities studied. This is a specialized promoter. This type of mayor provides effective
guidance in that single role. The specialized promoter leaves a vacuum of responsibility
for tasks involving coordination, organization and policy guidance. The forth type of
mayor is similar to Kotter and Lawrence’s (1974) personality-individualist mayor. The
activist or reformer type emphasizes policy guidance and advocacy but neglects
coordinative activities especially team building, essentially going it alone. The activist
wants to get things accomplished quickly, and succeeds by force of his personality. Too
much emphasis on the policy roles can induce a mayor to overreach his position and
alienate the council. Such a mayor would then fall into the reformer type of leadership
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which is possible for any mayor who ignores or maladroitly handles the task of
coordination. The director is a complete type of mayor who not only contributes to
smooth functioning of government but also provides a general sense of direction. A
mayor is able to fashion a unique type of leadership by the roles which he chooses (or
happens) to develop. Certain types are cumulative, building on the successful exercise of
more easily accomplished roles. To be a successful director or chief executive, it is
necessary to maintain strong support from the council and the public sustained by the
performance of traditional and coordinative roles. The existence of incomplete types
indicates that some mayors do not adopt more difficult roles---the ceremonial heads and
coordinators---or experience the consequences of emphasizing higher ranking roles over
lower ones---the activist, reformer, and specialized promoter. Such variation directs
attention to the factors that influence adoption of different roles and success in filling
them.
Svara (1987) suggest a different basis for a distinctive form of leadership which
does not depend on a superior power position. He explains that, unless the mayor wishes
to assume the chief executive type of leadership, there are resources available in the
council-manager form to develop leadership in the areas of coordination and policy
guidance. The strategic location occupied by the mayor becomes an important
precondition in itself (Svara, 1987). Mayors with a clear conception of the job---its
possibilities, interdependencies, and limitations---are more likely to be able to take
advantage of this resource (Svara, 1987).
Implications for mayoral leadership- Council-manager mayors can contribute
substantially to the performance of their governments and the betterment of their
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communities. The creation of the position of mayor should not be viewed as an attempt to
compromise the essence of the purpose of the council-manager plan. (Svara, 1987).
City manager leadership in council-manager cities- The job of the city manager
is a difficult one, made even more difficult by the ever-present threat of termination
Interviews reveal that this threat is a constant subtext in the city managers daily activities.
The research on the turnover rates in local governments of city managers illuminates the
nature of the local political culture in terms of power structures and the leadership styles
that city managers use in their local environments. Research indicates that instability in
the executive office delays important policy decisions and raises he transaction costs of
major contracts with outside providers (Feiock & Stream, 1998).
The general conclusion from research that examined the policy-making and
political roles of city manager was that city managers had to be good politicians to stay in
office; to lengthen their tenure; however, they should not draw attention to that fact but
instead maintain a low public profile (Ammons & Newell, 1989; Hough, Bagwell, &
Morgan & Watson, 1992; Loveridge, 1971; Mosher, 1982).
James Svara (1985) renewed scholarly interest in the politics/administration
dichotomy. He clarified the dividing line between the city council’s and the manager’s
proper spheres of influence by expanding the dichotomy to embrace four concepts:
mission, policy, administration, and management, and he found substantial agreement
between council members and managers over the boundary separating their
responsibilities (Svara, 1990). Svara later observed an increased blurring of the lines
(Svara, 1998). He did not address the issue of political climate, however, which would
have added even more uncertainty to the manager’s expected area of operation.
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The study conducted by Freyss (2009) to explain the turnover rates among city
managers examined the effect of local political power structures. The political cultures in
this study are defined as the community power structures, which the rich research in
urban politics has uncovered. Managerial leadership styles are taken from literature in
public administration and organization theory. The findings related to political factors are
of the greatest interest to this study because they reflect an early effort to relate retention
rates to political power structures.
Freyss (2009) uses types of power structure that have been identified by research
of urban politics over the previous 50 years. Based on this research, control of city hall
can range from highly concentrated to highly disperse. Freyss’ (2009) study focused on
seven major community power structures: (1) the political machine, (2) one elite in
power, (3) competing elites, (4) the partnership regime, (5) classical pluralism, (6)
hyperpluralism, and (7) network governance.
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Freyss (2009) proposes a typology of city management styles that can be matched with
the community power structure (See Table 1-4):
Table 1

Matching community power structures with appropriate CA style: the model

Community power structure Chief Administrative officer’s administrative style

_____________________________________________________________
Political machine
Elite politics (one elite in power)
Competing elites
Partnership regime
Classical pluralism
Hyperpluralism
Network governance

Caretaker
Professional CAO/chief executive
Power broker/mediator
Power broker/mediator
Umpire/facilitator/coach
Community builder/catalyst change agent/turn-around
artist/educator/trustee
Hub manager/explorer/master student/team leader

The executive management styles of city manager- City managers are supposed to
rely on elected officials to provide the vision, mission and goals, as well as the needed
resources. However, as the community power research indicates, the leadership capacity
of the city council varies, so city managers must be flexible in their responses, able to be
low-key or assertive as needed. The political neutrality of the professional administrator
is a product of the politics/administration dichotomy, or separation of powers, in which
the political side makes public policy while the administration executes it (Svara, 1998,
1999).
Executive and strategic leadership and change theory- The ability of mayors
or city managers to effectively execute their respective roles may be affected by their
background including their personality and the knowledge, skills, and abilities acquired
from their personal background including their family upbringing, education,
occupational oriented knowledge, skills, and abilities that form the basis for their world
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view and their predominate orientations with respect to a paradigm or color-print
orientation under the color-print typology proposed by de Caluwe’ and Vermaak (2003).
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Theories Related to Communities
Definitions of community- The organization as business firm, non-profit
corporation, or governmental unit is relatively easy to define and delimit (Warren, 1963).
There is no difficulty in one pointing to the formal organization of a business company,
of a church, or municipal government; but where is there an organization chart for the
formal organization of the community? Warren defines community to be the combination
of social units and systems which perform the major social functions having locality
relevance (Warren, 1963)
The community has been recognized: as a place to live (qualitative approach),
spatial unit (ecological approach), a way-of- life (ethnographic approach), and social
system (sociological approach) (Sanders, 1958, 1966). Interaction has been identified as a
core property of the community and three elements of community: a locality, a local
society, and the process of locality-oriented collective actions (Wilkinson, 1991). The
process of locality-oriented collective actions is termed the community field and is a
process of interrelated actions through which residents express their common interest in
the local society (Kaufman, 1959; Wilkinson, 1970). A locality is a territory where
people live and meet their daily needs together or a comprehensive network of
associations for meeting common needs and expressing common interests (Wilkinson,
1991).
Groups and organizations in communities. Communities differ from other
social systems such as formal organizations in three ways: “the community is a system of
systems; the community is not structurally and functionally centralized in the same sense
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as a formal organization, and the community as a social system is implicit in nature as
compared with the explicitness of a formal organization” (Moe, 1959, p. 29).
Organizations within the context of communities relate to the group as a set of
social relationships. The existence and importance of informal and formal organizations
within the community suggests that the importance of formal groups lies in the fact that
these groups through the active members, link together the underlying network of
informal association in the community at large (Sanders, 1958, 1966).
The implications for practice seems to be that for community leaders such as
mayors, city managers, or environmental advocates, enabling leadership should endeavor
to create catalytic environments in complex adaptive systems within communities. Also,
organizations that foster the emergence of change will not only engage in and embrace
the complexity theory paradigm but will also enhance and embrace the sustainable
paradigm and lead communities to understand the principles and concepts so that they
may be discussed and adopted.
To embrace and understand complexity leadership theory it is also necessary to
appreciate its precursor systems thinking (Hallsmith, 2003, Wheatley, 1999). The
applicability of theories of leadership and especially complexity oriented leadership and
executive leadership in organizations may only reasonably be applied to the organizations
within a community that possesses bureaucratic structures and functions.
Within a specific locality the local government units are only one of many of the
groups and organizations and individuals that make up the community. The community
as a whole is not an organization with a unifying bureaucratic structure, governing body,
or an executive leadership component that may direct or lead the community as a social
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system or as a community as place. The mayors may be the executive head of the cities
and they may or may not be the symbolic leaders of the community as a whole yet, they
do not function as the executive head of the community in its true existence as a social
system (DeSantis & Renner, 2002; Montjoy & Watson, 1995; Svara, 1999, 2002;
Wheeland, 2002; Wilkstrom, 1979).
A comparative study examined the relationships of elected and appointed
executives of city governments within several different countries of Western democracies
(Mouritzen & Svara, 2002). The study found that the technical expertise and
organizational position separated appointed local chief executive officers from politicians
(Mouritzen & Svara, 2002; Putnam, 1975). Although, the executive leadership and
functions of mayors or city managers may be limited to only the organization of the local
city government, their influence within the community in effecting change is significant.
They may serve as agents of change throughout the whole community. They may by their
role as the principal leaders of their organization influence the collective resolve of the
whole community toward a vision or a set of goals. They possess access to the center of
public policy decision making to apply resources of the local government towards
achieving that vision of change for the community. This executive function of local
government is a significant factor in implementing community change, such as becoming
a sustainable city. If there is no execution of action plans to achieve community goals and
objectives or those plans are not provided with resources or scheduled there will be no
community change.
Community change. A pair of opposite models of social relations and a theory
of change was developed by Ferdinand Toennies (1940) to measure change and compare
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change of societies. In one model, the relation of sympathy among the members was a
primary feature and emphasis was on the value of the group. The basic type of group
where the focus was on the value of the group in and for itself, such as a family,
neighborhood, and friendship groups was called Gemeinshaft. The other type of group,
Gesellshaft, whose purpose, or task was more rationally organized to achieve a purpose,
demonstrates greater formularization of interaction. The second group, Gesellshaft, may
be the city and state that provide this more rational, formalized, goal-oriented type of
group or organization. These concepts represented not only abstract types of groups but
also a model for the assessment of change that took place from the Gemeinshaft type of
human association toward the Gesellshaft type of change (Toennies, 1940).
Change has been recognized as a broad and complex process that cannot be
determined by any single force, such as human will or by the will developed by a
community as an interactional structure. Community interaction is a dynamic and
emergent process rather than one determined in its course by natural laws or universal
principles of order. The potential influence of the imposition of human purpose into that
process cannot be discounted as a force (Wilkinson, 1991). Wilkinson’s (1991) view of
community change marks a transition from the linear bound systems thinking model to a
systems view that includes the concepts of indeterminate or multiple causations and
interaction as an emergent process that forms important attributes or elements of complex
systems under complexity theory and sustainable communities (Goldstein, 1999;
Hallsmith, 2003; Hazy, Goldstein, & Lichtenstein, 2007; Hopkins, 2008; Kauffman,
1993; Skyttner, 2005; Wilkinson, 1991).
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Community development. Cornelia Butler Flora and Jan L. Flora (2004 &
2008) explain that the concept the term community is used in several different ways. In
one use of the term community refers to a place, a location in which members of a group
interact with one another. A second use of the term looks at the social system itself, the
organization or set of organizations through which a group of people meet their needs.
Finally, the term is used to describe a shared sense of identity held by a group of people
who may or may not share the same geographic space. Cornelia and Jan Flora (2004 &
2008) argue that the structures and institutions of the locality are determined by how
people, who reside in them, interact and those structures and institutions in turn shape the
activities of the people who interact.
Communities of place- It is important to acknowledge the community as a place
and one can do so under a topical division of three categories: (a) the community as a
settlement pattern, (b) the competition for space within a community, and (c) the
establishment of the boundaries of a community. Sanders (1966) defines the term habitat,
which is natural, consists of location, shape, and size as well as surface features, climate,
and natural resources. Culture is man-made and is the accumulation of things, ideas, and
social arrangements that a given people have invented or borrowed from other people.
Local territory is a necessary element of the community and if the essence of
community is a natural process of social interaction, there is little doubt that community
can occur in local settlements where people interact with one another daily. The
realization that the local settlement itself is a product of social interaction delineates and
then maintains the local ecology as a unit. Territory then is defined by social interaction
(Wilkinson, 1991).
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Community natural resources, landscape and the meaning of place- Social
scientists have debated the extent to which nature and society interact. They argue that
one line of thought, proposed by Emile Durkheim (1951), suggests that social
consequences have social causes and to understand how humans interact in a community
context, only social factors offer a valid explanation (Barton & Selfa, 2011). Therefore,
those who believe that social behavior is best explained by social causes generally do not
recognize the natural context. Others argue that human behavior is always embedded in
nature (Burch, 1997; Buttel & Humphrey, 2002; Firey, 1999; Wilson, 1978) and that
humans are biological beings whose behavior is controlled at least in part by genetic
codes and chemical reactions. Furthermore, human groups live in a natural context within
ecosystems that establish boundaries within which people must operate to construct and
reproduce social systems. They find meaning in the natural environment and use natural
elements in processes of social construction (Kooser, 2002). Under this approach
“humans cannot escape nature, even analytically, and social scientists should consider the
natural environment” (Barton & Selfa, 2011, p. 36). Community developers often look to
social theory to guide their actions but they must also take into account the real-world
circumstances of their own communities (Barton & Selfa, 2011). Many community
development analysts now use the concept of landscape to illuminate the reality that
communities and nature are linked in complex and multifaceted ways (Greider &
Garkovich, 1994; Hinrichs, 1996; Petrzelka 2004; Walker & Fortmann, 2003).
Natural resources describe the plants, animals, minerals, and water that make up
natural communities, an approach that separates human communities and its
environment. This approach suggests that nature is separate from human communities
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and that its primary function is to provide for human wants and needs as inputs and
factors of a production process. As humans interact, they assign social meaning to place
and use these meanings as symbolic markers that facilitate mutual understanding through
interpretations of shared settings and events. These meanings shape how people view
themselves and others around them and also, produce conflict between social groups,
each of which interprets the meaning assigned to nature and landscapes in a different way
(Barton & Selfa, 2011).
Community residents may also develop an identity for their community about the
landscape, based on how that landscape can generate income for the community (Silver,
1993). This process involves more than the conversion of natural elements into
commodities (Shepherd, 2002) in that the landscape itself, including the people and their
sense of self, takes on the form of a commodity. This landscape identity over time can
evolve into a type of “logo” that can be used to sell the stories of the landscape (e.g.,
Eugene, Oregon is the Emerald Valley).
Sociologists have applied a social constructionist perspective that explores the
shared values and symbols that when applied to a landscape create common meanings.
These place-based meanings may provide a framework for understanding complex and
contentious issues (Berger & Luckmann, 1967; Greider & Garkovich, 1994). Places play
an important role in developing and maintaining self-identity and group identity
(Proshansky, Fabian, & Kaminof, 1983) and that place attachment is important to a
person’s well-being in that it reflects a sense of belonging and purpose which give
meaning to individual lives (Davenport & Anderson, 2005). Several researchers have
posed that place changes affect place meanings (Davenport & Anderson, 2005; Greider &
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Garkovich, 1994; Mitchell, Force, Carroll, & McLaughlin, 1993; Stedman, 2003;
Williams & Patterson, 1996), and that there is an acknowledgement that understanding
the construction of meaning and threats is the heart of natural resource management:
“Public participation, planning, and policymaking must be understood as part and parcel
of creation, negotiation and the destruction of meaning” (Williams & Patterson, 1996,
p. 517).
Geographers have commonly taken a phenomenological approach to the
examination of how spaces become places through personal activities and experiences
(Relph, 1976; Steele, 1981; Tuan, 1974). Psychologists have taken a cognitive approach
to sense of place that assumes that individuals process information internally about their
environment which subsequently shapes their attitudes and behaviors toward the
environment (Canter, 1977; Proshansky et al., 1983; Stedman, 2002; Twigger-Ross &
Uzzell, 1996). Every person experiences a strong connection with the place they were
born or in which they had significant experiences and that this association provides a vital
source of both individual and cultural identity and security that helps communicate
qualities of self to others and enhances efforts to maintain one’s self esteem (Cuba &
Hummon, 1993; Korpela, 1989; Proshansky et al., 1983; Relph, 1976; Twigger-Ross &
Uzzell, 1996). The importance of individual and community perceptions of placeoriented values has implications for future planning for sustainable communities within
the complex forces of climate change (Lefebvre, 1991; O’Neill, 2005).
Every community has resources within it and when those resources, or assets, are
invested to create new resources they become capital. Flora and Flora, (2004 & 2008) use
a typology of six types of capital: cultural, human, social, financial/built, natural, and
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political, in order to identify resources that can either enhance or detract from one or
another (Flora & Flora, 2004, 2008). Resources can be transformed from one form of
capital to another and when one type of capital is emphasized over all others, the other
resources are decaptitalized, and the economy, environment, or social equity can be
thereby diminished. The forms of capital are as follows:
Cultural capital includes values and approaches to life that have both economic
and noneconomic implications.
Human capital is the skills and abilities of each individual within a
community.
Social capital includes the networks, norms of reciprocity, and mutual trust
that exist among and within groups and communities.
Financial capital consists of money that is used for investment rather than
consumption. Investment means using a purchase or a financial instrument to
create additional value. Financial capital is important for communities and
individuals within them because it can be transformed into built capital: factories,
schools, roads, restored habitat, community centers, and the like, all of which
contribute to building other capitals for communities.
Natural capital is the landscape, air, water, soil, and biodiversity of both
plants and animals.
Political capital is the ability of a group to influence the distribution of
resources within a social unit, including helping set the agenda for what resources
are available and who is eligible to receive them (Flora & Flora, 2004, pp. 9).
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Local Political culture- The local political culture is formed through the local
political, social, and cultural history and by the local definition of the meaning of place
that is a result of the local experience of individuals within that particular ecosystem or
landscape. The local political culture of specific communities affects the view points of
the residents, citizens, and leaders involved in community betterment or community
development and sustainable community development and governance of the
communities (Clucas &, Henkels, 2005; Reese & Rosenfeld, 2002). The local political
culture constrains the leadership change processes in which local community leaders may
engage. The concepts related to the local political culture held by local leaders is part of
the context in which environmental leaders work to bring about measures that will make
their communities more sustainable. Elazar (1994) defines political culture as the
particular pattern of orientation to political action in which each political system is
imbedded. It is an element in general culture that is analytically separable for some
purposes. The study of political culture requires that distinctions be made regarding the
sources of political culture, such as race, ethnicity, religion, language, and life
experiences; manifestations of political culture, such as political attitudes, symbols, and
style; and the effects of political culture, such as actions, institutions, and policies
(Elazar, 1994, p. 9).
Elazar proposed a typology of three political subcultures that synthesize into a
national political culture that jointly inhabit the country, existing side by side or even
overlapping each other: individualistic, moralistic, and, traditionalistic (Elazar, 1966,
1984, 1994).
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It is the actions of people that transmit culture and legacy as well as determine a
community’s development options and make decisions that is often most effective
through groups. It is ultimately the quality of community social capital that affects the
extent to which people expand their scope of concern beyond self-interest and beyond
their family to include the community as a whole (Flora & Flora, 2004, 2008).
Bonding and bridging of social capital are differentiated by Woolcott and
Narayan (2000): bonding social capital enables people to get by and bridging social
capital enables people to “get ahead.” Bonding social capital is evident in close-knit
relationship of friends and families who can depend on other family members or friends
for basic survival in times of stress. Bridging social capital provides leverage in
relationships beyond the confines of one’s own affinity group, or even beyond the local
community (Flora & Flora, 2004, 2008; Gitell & Vidal, 1998; Putnam, 1993, 2000).
The concepts of bridging and bonding need to be applied to the needs of the
community when considering the principles of asset-based community development
(Mathie & Cunningham, 2003). Asset-based community development is a strategy for
community-driven development that is based on the principle that people in communities
can organize to drive the development process themselves by mobilizing existing assets
within the community that they identify that will then create local economic opportunity
(Mathie & Cunningham, 2003).
The asset-based community development concept integrates themes from current
community development research and practice. One such theme is the construction of
shared meaning, learning from the practice of Appreciative Inquiry (AI) which is a
process that promotes positive change in organizations or communities by focusing on
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peak experiences and successes of the past (Elliott, 1999). Appreciative inquiry relies on
interviews and storytelling that draw out these positive memories, and on a collective
appraisal of what were the elements of success in those events. It draws on theories of
knowledge construction and communications as well as on lessons learned from
educational psychology about the sources of personal and collective motivation (Elliot,
1999; Mathie & Cunningham, 2003). Appreciative inquiry assumes that reality is socially
constructed, and that language is a vehicle for reinforcing and developing shared meaning
attributed to that reality (Anderson, Cooperrider, Gergen, Gergen, McNamee, Watkins, &
Whitney, 2005; Berger & Luckmann, 1967; Cooperrider, Sorensen, Yaeger, & Whitney,
2001; Cooperrider & Whitney, 2005; Elliot, 1999; Hammond, 1998). To achieve this
transformation, appreciative inquiry adopts the heliotropic principle which holds that just
as plants grow towards their energy source, so do communities and organizations move
towards what gives them life and energy. Two concepts central to appreciative inquiry:
memory and imagination (Elliot, 1999).
Community development is “a planned effort to build assets that increase the
capacity of residents to improve their quality of life” (Green & Haines, 2008, p. xi).
These assets may include several forms of community capital. Green and Haines (2008)
identify four stages of the community development process: community organizing,
visioning, planning, and implementation or evaluation that will engage residents in the
strategic decisions affecting their localities. They argue that power is central to the
community development process and that before engaging in a community development
project, it is essential to understand the local power structure, as it is equally important to
know how to organize residents to build community power (Green & Haines, 2008).
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The true meaning of community development is formed by mostly practice and
some construction through theoretical discussions (Robinson & Green, 2011). They
define two key concepts of community and development:
Community has a multitude of meanings-from a geographically bounded physical
place with people living together and meeting their livelihood and social interaction
needs (e.g., urban neighborhoods, small towns, cities) to groups of people whose
interaction is based not on physical proximity but on common interests. Development
also has several meanings, including modernization, urbanization, industrialization, social
or political transformation, technological improvement, and economic growth. Implicit in
all of these is the idea that development involves change directed toward some particular
social or economic goal. (Robinson & Green, 2011, p. 13).
Citizen Participation- To undertake community change for community
development or to bring about change in a community to become more sustainable it is
necessary to involve the citizens or residents. Sherry R. Arnstein (1969) defined citizen
participation in terms of the amount of actual control citizens have over policy decisions
in terms of the metaphor of a “ladder of participation.” She divided participation into
three categories, ranging from no control to complete citizen control. The categories are
nonparticipation, tokenism, and citizen power. She then labeled and grouped the types of
citizen involvement under the appropriate categories. The type, manipulation, a type of
citizen involvement which includes placing citizens on advisory panels, is a form of
nonparticipation. Therapy, drawing attention away from basic economic causes of local
problems and centering it on changing the individual’s reaction to the problem, is another
form of nonparticipation. Informing citizens of decisions already made which affect
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them, consulting citizens by holding public hearings or attitude surveys, or placating
them by appointments to boards in an advisory capacity, with no delegation of authority,
are degrees of tokenism. Partnership, in which authority is shared by citizens and
officials, and delegated power, in which citizens actually have final project approval over
a plan or some aspect of a plan, and actual citizen control over decision making are at the
top of the ladder under the category of citizen power. Arnstein (1969) argues that:
Without an actual redistribution of power citizen participation is an
“empty ritual” and is basically a frustrating process. In order to bring about
significant social reform, citizens must engage in activities high on the ladder of
participation. The degree of citizen participation that actually occurs will, she
argues, be the result of to what degree the citizens really want control and the
willingness of the involved agencies to share control (Arnstein, 1969).
Sustainable Communities
The sustainable paradigm contains values not fully understood by most
Americans who are raised in the classical and neoclassical economic theory way of
thinking that growth is essential (Daly & Farley, 2004). American culture highly
appreciates the individualistic orientation that has been part of our thinking since the
puritan origins of the founding of the country.
The values associated with sustainability represent a broad context of issues that
have been identified in all sectors of society throughout the world. Their intentions and
objectives are similar. They include: concern for the environment, the economy and
social equity; understanding of our dependence on the health of natural systems for our
survival and well-being; knowledge of the limits of the Earth’s ecosystems and the
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detrimental effect of unchecked human activities; and a long-term, intergenerational
perspective in actions and goals.
The Sustainability Revolution has no single ideology but instead a collection of
values centered on healthy ecosystems, economic viability and social justice.
Sustainability encompasses a wide array of issues including: conservation, globalization,
socially responsible investing, corporate reform, ecoliteracy, climate change, human
rights, population growth, health, biodiversity, labor rights, social and environmental
justice, conflict resolution, and women’s rights. These issues cross national boundaries,
socioeconomic sectors, and political systems, touching every facet of society and driven
by life-affirming values that influence policies and initiatives at the local, regional,
national, and international levels (Edwards, 2005).
Sustainability as a contemporary concept emerged from the United Nations’
creation in 1983 of The World Commission on Environment and Development (WCED),
headed by Gro Harlem Brundtland, former prime minister of Norway. The Worldwatch
Institute published its first State of the World annual report in 1984 (WCED, 1984). This
report provided a global perspective on the relationship between the world’s resource
base and the dynamics of economic development. In 1987 the Brundtland report, Our
Common Future was published (WCED, 1987). This report defined sustainable
development as “development that meets the needs of the present without compromising
the ability of future generations to meet their own needs” (WCED, 1987, p. 1). The
report also contained the first statement of the contemporary meaning of sustainability—
the importance of evaluating any proposed initiative with reference to the interaction of
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three fundamental criteria: ecology/environment, economy/employment, and
equity/equality, known today as the “Three Es” (Harris et al., 2001; WCED, 1987).
There are three crucial issues in ecological sustainability: (a) short-term versus
long-term perspective; (b) piecemeal versus systemic understanding of the
indispensability of ecosystems for the viability of human existence; and (c) the concept of
built-in limits to the human impact the ecosystems can sustain. The first “E,”
environmental sustainability, requires the long-term viability of our resource use,
especially in areas such as resource extraction, agriculture, transportation, manufacturing
and building (Harris et al., 2001).
The second “E,” economic sustainability, is viewed differently by Harris et al,
(2001) than the traditional environmentalism position in its recognition of the importance
of providing secure, long-term employment without jeopardizing the health of
ecosystems. Creating a healthy environment, free of pollution and toxic waste and
providing the basis for a dynamic economy that will endure for an extended time period
are viewed as complementary rather than conflicting endeavors.
An economically sustainable system must be able to produce goods and services
on a continuing basis, to maintain manageable levels of government and external debt,
and to avoid extreme sectorial imbalance that damage agriculture and industrial
production (Harris et al., 2001).
The third “E” addresses the needs and concerns of humans and the sense of
community to ecologically oriented, long-term economic development. Communitybuilding recognizes the importance of cooperation and concern for one’s neighbor. The
well-being of the individual and the larger community are fundamentally interdependent.
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Social cohesion, compassion and tolerance are more likely to thrive in an environment
where all members of the community feel that their contribution to the whole is
appreciated and where an equitable distribution of resources is recognized as essential for
long-term viability of the society. A socially sustainable system must achieve fairness in
distribution and opportunity, adequate provision of social services, including health and
education, gender equity, and political accountability and participation (Harris et al.,
2001).
There is justification for the statement of a theory of sustainable development
which must have an interdisciplinary nature. The nature of the theory would include the
concept of development and also the concept of sustainability. Drawing on the economic,
ecological, and social perspectives the main themes that are necessary for the
construction of a new paradigm are present. The original concept of development is based
on progression from traditional to mass-consumption society. Within this framework,
based on classical and neoclassical economic theory, a tension has developed between the
promotion of economic growth and the equitable provision of basic needs.
Development as it has proceeded over the last half century has remained
inequitable. The conservation of ecosystems and natural resources is essential for
sustainable production and intergenerational equity. Social equity, the fulfillment of basic
health and educational needs, and participatory democracy are crucial elements of
development, and are interrelated with environmental sustainability.
Sustainability is more than limits or constraints on consumption. It means that in
the choice of goods and technologies that society must be oriented to the requirements of
ecosystem integrity and species diversity. It also implies that the apparent independence
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of economics from biophysical science is a luxury we can no longer afford (Harris et al.,
2001).
The issue of conserving natural capital is part of a debate on the reconceptualizing
of economic theory. Where in neoclassical environmental economics, there is an effort to
apply the categories of economic theory to the environment, ecological economics
attempts to modify the conception of the economic system to acknowledge its role as a
subsystem of a broader planetary ecosystem.
Resources are distributed through an economic system to address certain
individual and community needs. The needs of individuals in communities are a source of
power to attract or demand satisfaction. Need is a lack of something required to live
whole human lives (Hallsmith, 2003).
Sustainable communities: The ecological view. Although sustainability is not a
condition in which a compromise can be achieved, the decisions leading toward that
sustainability often require compromise. Seeking sustainability to a degree, which
appears like an agreeable compromise, defeats sustainability altogether. To leave one
process out of the equation or in some other way alter a feedback loop, the system as a
whole will gradually be deflected toward an outcome other than that which was originally
intended. It is critical during any planning process to consider carefully the elements of
sustainability and the relationships that make them work and to understand that they must
be inviolate if the plan is to succeed (Maser, 1997).
The definition of sustainable community development has hermeneutical meaning
within the context of the ecosystem. First, community, in the context of sustainability, is
a group of people with similar interests living under and exerting some influence over the
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same government in a shared locality. They have a common attachment to their place of
residence, where they have some degree of local autonomy. People in a community share
social interactions with one another and organizations beyond government and the daily
requirements within the local area. The community also interacts with the larger society,
both in creating change and in reacting to it. Second, the components of community will
change when the social focus shifts from the expansionist economic world view to a
unified systemic one. When the world view becomes unified and systemic, people will
realize that they are but one species among the many in a dynamic, ever-changing,
interactive, interconnected, interdependent system, and a new sense of community will
encompass all living things, including soils, within the common area. Finally, the
community as a whole interacts with the local environment, molding the landscape within
which it rests and is in turn molded by it (Maser, 1997).
Community development and economic development are different in that
economic development is only one aspect of community development just as economy is
only one aspect of community. Economic development works to increase activity and
stability in the production, distribution, and consumption of products and services within
a community. To effect a true synthesis of economics and ecology and hence community,
is the second most important task of our generation next to avoiding nuclear war
(Costanza & Daly, 1992). While it is important to recognize that economic development
contributes to community stability, its primary focus is to increase economic activity
within the local area through business retention, expansion, and attraction, as well as job
training. Economic development within the context of sustainable development must be
in harmony both with the productive capacity and integrity of the environment over time
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and with human dignity and a sense of well-being. Community development, on the other
hand, focuses on increasing socialization, mutual aid, economic activity, and social
participation and control which in turn increases the social, educational, and cultural
stability of a community (Maser, 1997).
An approach to economic development as advocated by Gandhi has been
proposed by some (Maser, 1997; Schumacher, 1973) where the economy, like the
spinning wheel, was an organic whole, and if economic growth was to take place, it must
be in harmony with all aspects of the society, especially local communities. Such an
approach must be holistic. Gandhi saw that if one did not tackle the major problems of
the rural economy concomitantly with industrialization, industrial specialization would
get too far ahead of agriculture and would cause the latter to grind to a halt (Schumacher,
1973).
Sustainable community development increases the adaptability of a community
by creating and maintaining a diversified social and economic base with local shared
ownership and access to basic human services (Maser, 1997). Community adaptability,
and therefore stability, is based on the ability to meet the majority of its own needs within
itself instead of being dependent on outside resources. This includes being adaptable to
the ecological integrity of the surrounding landscape. The surrounding landscape is not
viewed as merely a source of supply for the ever expanding wants, needs, and desires of
the community and its members.
Sustainable communities: The anthropocentric view. Under the individual and
human centered or anthropocentric view of sustainable community development,
connectedness is one defining principle of any community. To perceive a community
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properly, it is important to see it as more than the sum of its parts. Interconnected systems
of relationships weave human values throughout all activities, events, regulations, and
economics. The whole community is a collection of systems people have established over
the years to meet their needs as human beings. They live in communities because they are
fundamentally social creatures, who cannot live whole human lives in isolation
(Hallsmith, 2003).
Systems exhibit patterns of behavior that provide us with clues about where
intervention might be effective. The cyclical and homeostatic nature of systems can cause
escalating effects and make systems resistant to change. The critical lesson learned from
an understanding of systems dynamics is that isolated problem solving likely leads to
unintended consequences. Yet isolated problem solving has been the dominant practice
for public policy and even for some sustainable development methodologies (Hallsmith,
2003).
Approaches to implementing sustainability:
Most organizations, however, have found it very difficult to turn the Brundtland
Commission of sustainable development into practical policies and programs. There are
many sustainability-related frameworks and tools. This has led to a lot of argument about
which framework is better. Hitchcock and Willard (2006) explain that the different
frameworks can be viewed as fitting into a hierarchy and that certain frameworks are
more useful than others in different situations.
The Triple Bottom Line-The same basic framework as corporate social
responsibility; often framed as Social, Economic and Environment or as People, Planet
and Profits. Driving companies toward sustainability will require dramatic changes in tier
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performance against the triple-bottom line. Some of the most interesting challeng of the 3
Es, however, are found not within but between lines or “shear zones” (Elkington, 1998).
Elkington (1998) argues that sustainable capitalism, with its emphasis on the
triple bottom line performance of companies and industries presents business people with
an even more complex challenge than a 3-D world but a 7-D world. He suggests that as
we move into the future we will be required to think and act in a 7-D world. The 7-D
metaphor represents the seven dimensions of a sustainable future represented by seven
revolutions which change seven sets of paradigms to a new set. Each revolution has its
own focus on: markets, values, transparency, life-cycle technology, partnerships, time,
and corporate governance.
The Natural Step- The goal of the “The Natural Step,” (TNS) founded by Dr.
Karl-Henrik Robert, an oncologist from Sweden, is to discourage people from talking
about cause and effect relationships, because they are often impossible to identify.
Instead, people should just take the natural step of reducing the potential causes of
environmental problems (Robert, 2002).
Advocates of TNS approach argue that, to have a sustainable society, the rate at
which disorder is created must be in balance with the rate at which nature can break the
waste down and restore order. If this occurs, the biosphere will not degrade. If humans
put too much waste into nature or degrade nature’s ability to naturally assimilate the
waste and generate new order and structure, the biosphere will degrade (James & Lahti,
2004).
To be sustainable, we must be able to operate in accordance with natural laws.
Any framework must take natural laws into account. Hitchcock and Willard (2006) argue
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that the only framework that translates these natural laws into rules for human society is
TNS. Some organizations use TNS as their organizing structure while others have
struggled with TNS and prefer to use another framing. Hitchcock and Willard (2006)
argue that TNS conditions must be embedded in an organization’s sustainability
framework in some fashion or, you are only working on being less bad.
Based upon a clearer understanding of unsustainable trends, agreement emerged
about four conditions that need to be met in order for a society to be sustainable. These
conditions are the four system conditions for sustainability:
1.

In the sustainable society, nature is not subject to systematically increasing
concentrations of substances extracted from the Earth’s crust

2.

In the sustainable society, nature is not subject to systematically increasing
concentrations of substances produced by society.

3.

In the sustainable society, nature is not subject to systematically increasing
degradation by physical means.

4.

And, in the sustainable society, human needs are met worldwide (James & Lahti,
2005, p. 6-4).
The four guiding objectives and types of practices associated with each objective

create new playing rules for sustainable development. The four guiding objectives
emerge from the system conditions of TNS that, used together, can help a city, town, or
region systematically develop policies and practices toward sustainability:
1.

Eliminate our community’s contribution to fossil fuel dependence and to wasteful
use of scarce metals and minerals.
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2.

Eliminate our community’s contribution to dependence upon persistent chemicals
and wasteful use of synthetic substances

3.

Eliminate our community’s contribution to encroachment upon nature (e.g., land,
water, wildlife, forest, soil, ecosystems).

4.

Meet human needs fairly and efficiently. Affordable housing for a diversity of
residents; locally based business and food production; using waste as a resource;
eco-industrial development; participatory community planning and decision
making (James and Lahti, 2005, p. 9).”
Because matter and energy cannot be destroyed or created, and because they tend

to naturally disperse, all materials and substances that are produced by society or that
society disperses into nature will continue to exist. As this occurs they will eventually
build up and contaminate the air, water, soil, plants, and animals and our bodies (James &
Lahti, 2004). Given these understandings TNS has developed four “system conditions”
that society must follow if it is to be sustainable:
1. Natures functions and diversity must not be systematically subjected to
increasing concentrations of substances extracted from the Earth’s crust (such as
fossil fuels and heavy metals).
2. Nature’s functions and diversity must not be systematically subjected to
increasing concentrations of substances produced by society (such as synthetic
toxic substances and materials).
3. Nature’s functions and diversity must not be systematically
manipulated, degraded, impoverished, or over-harvested (such as over-cutting
forests or driving species to extinction).
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4. Resources must be used fairly and efficiently to meet the basic needs of
people worldwide (such as producing more products with less resources and
distributing them equitably) James & Lahti, 2005, p.23).

While action in the direction of any one of these objectives is good, it is those
practices that simultaneously move in the direction of all four that can be relied upon to
truly move toward sustainability. Applying all four objectives in generating a plan of
action or strategy for a particular context or topic, as opposed to a single-issue or project
oriented approach that may solve one problem but create others (James & Lahti, 2004).
TNS system conditions and four guiding objectives provide a compass for
reorienting human actions from unsustainable directions to sustainable ones. It is argued,
that two trends-declining natural systems and rising population and consumption---are
like two sides of a funnel that are converging upon each other. The time available for
stabilizing these trends---the margin for action---is diminishing. And it is not known at
what point irreversible effects will occur.
Using these objectives as a compass, we can change course to actions that can
level out the converging and unsustainable trends of the funnel and eventually move to
restorative actions (James & Lahti, 2004).
This framework of four principles defines and guides the design of actions toward
sustainability. TNS’s A-B-C-D strategy is a strategic process for bringing about this
change. Because it is a systems approach, the method is particularly well-suited for
introducing change to a complex system such as a business or a community (James &
Lahti, 2004). The A-B-C-D sign posts to sustainability are:
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A. Raise awareness: introduce and discuss the framework of the four
system conditions. This creates a common understanding of what sustainability
means, introduces a set of shared playing rules for moving toward sustainability
and helps people reach agreement and mutual trust about those rules.
B. Scrutinize and take an inventory of present conditions. Use system
conditions as a lens to see where you are today with respect to those four
conditions. In other words, ask questions such as “In what ways are we increasing
wasteful dependence upon fossil fuels, scarce metals, minerals, and chemicals in
the biosphere? In what ways are present actions bringing about encroachment
upon nature? What human needs are we trying to address and how efficiently and
fairly are we working to meet those needs?
C. Brainstorm visions and solutions to create a positive vision of the
desired future where four system conditions are met and a list of actions that will
help get there. What will our organizations or community look like in the
sustainable society? This step can be run as a brainstorming session where there
are no wrong answers, and participants apply the four system conditions to the
range of operational or community issues in a future scenario. Sometimes groups
can arrive at early action and investment decisions without necessarily agreeing
on detailed future scenarios. This means people holding future visions that differ
can still cooperate in the present. A key question to pose is “What early action
steps are wise ones in that they open doors rather than close doors to future
possibilities?
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D. Create an action plan based upon results in step C, and set priorities for
actions through asking the following questions:
Does the action create a flexible platform for future
actions, or does it create a blind alley? For example, it
may not be feasible right away to install solar panels on
a new building, but if the building is build facing south,
it will be possible to do so at a later date.
Will the action give a good return upon investment?
Does it make good business and economic sense now?
To really answer this question, however, it is necessary
to expand one’s idea of investment beyond initial
capital expenditures. Investment analysis must include
social and environmental costs and benefits as well as
economic ones (James & Lahti, 2004, p. 190-192).
Back-casting using the A-B-C-D method is a systematic way to back-cast from
principles, a unique contribution of TNS approach to bringing about change. The backcasting approach places one’s mind in a state of future success, defined through use of the
four system conditions. Then the planning process proceeds through deciding on what
early moves will teach this goal. Systematically repeating this will increase the
probability of achieving concrete, across-the-board institutionalized change to sustainable
practices. “Forecasting,” the traditional methodology, takes present, often undesired
trends and projects these into the future. Then, steps are designed to accommodate a
future that people don’t want in the first place (James & Lahti, 2004).
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Another concept advocated by proponents of TNS process is “Picking the lowhanging fruit.” This concept is related to the Step D or creating an action plan. It is a
strategy that means choosing some actions that can be easily and quickly achieved in the
short-term. This strategy can demonstrate early success to process participants. It can
energize and jump-start an action plan toward sustainable practices by providing good
examples showing that change can really happen (James & Lahti, 2004).
James and Lahti (2004) argue that when top officials of a municipality endorse
sustainability principles as a guide for their municipality, it makes clear to municipal
departments, employees, and the larger community that the municipal government is
serious about its commitment. Local political leadership eventually must support the
transformation process to sustainable practices in order to succeed (James & Lahti, 2004).
Bob Doppelt, (2008, 2010) argues that to significantly slash greenhouse gases and
prepare for climate change organizations of all sizes and shapes will need to undergo an
enormous shift in their thinking, cultures, practices, and policies. Making this shift will
require the use of proven sustainability-based organizational change interventions
(Doppelt, 2010). He argues that most of the tools, technologies, and behavioral and
change mechanisms needed to decarbonizes the economy and prepare for climate change
already exist. However, most cognitive, behavioral and institutional obstacles stand in the
way of making the shift and capturing the opportunities. He also argues that cities have at
least three important roles to play in the climate change field. They can reduce emissions
from their own internal government operations. They can adopt policies and implement
programs to minimize emissions from local businesses, non-profits and households. And
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they can also adopt policies to help households and businesses prepare for the now
unpreventable consequences of climate change (Doppelt, 2010).
Sustainable development, according to Doppelt (2008, 2010), presents an
alternative to the traditional economic paradigm. At its core, it seeks to transform the
linear model into one that is circular in nature. The circular (or closed-loop) approach
utilizes environmentally benign energy, raw materials, construction and manufacturing
processes, and continually recirculates materials that are now thought of as worthless
waste back into the industrial system as feedstocks for new business activity or back to
nature where they become nutrients for renewed growth. Thus, it can be considered a
borrow-use-return system.
Ehrenfeld (2008) argues that since the rise of the Enlightenment, with its
optimistic ideas about knowledge and technology, change is normally thought to be
fundamentally progressive---leading individuals and the societies they constitute to an
always-rosier future that is bigger and better than the past. Our job as individuals is to
help this movement along by overcoming problems that impede the forward motiontypically by applying what has worked in the past. He explains that sustainable
development is not actually a vision of the future. It is merely a modification of the
current process of economic development. Sustainable development is fundamentally a
tool that suggests new means but still old ends-development remains at the core of this
concept. Our current sustainable development strategies, he explains, can barely cope
with the forces of unsustainability-a state of the world that is unlikely to be able to
provide either the biological life support for humans and other creatures or the social
characteristics that make life meaningful.
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Ehrenfeld (2008) argues that to recover the full meaning of sustainability, a
radical stance is critical. He begins with a new and distinctive definition of sustainability:
the possibility that human and other life will flourish on the planet forever. He argues
further that Flourishing is the key to vision of a sustainable future. We must shift back to
the flourishing fullness of “Being” from its impoverished modern form of “having.”
Immersion in the modernist cultural paradigm has disaffected human beings in three
critical domains of living:
The human, rising out of our (lost) sense of what it is to be a human being,
The natural, arising out of our (lost) sense of our place in the natural
world, and
The ethical, arising out of our (lost) sense of responsibility for our actions
and our relationship with others (Ehrenfeld, 2008, p. 6).”
Ehrenfeld (2008) explains that unsustainability springs from the cultural structure
of modernity itself: the way we hold reality and ourselves as human beings, and the
hegemony of technology as the solution to every problem facing individuals and the
society at large. “Unsustainability is an unintended consequence of the addictive patterns
of modern life. Almost everything that is being done in the name sustainable
development addresses and attempts to reduce unsustainability; but reducing
unsustainability, although critical, does not and will not create sustainability (Ehrenfeld,
2008, p. 7).”
Ehrenfeld (2008) in what he describes as the Tao of sustainability, explains that
“flourishing can occur only if we pay close attention to the three critical domains that
forces of modernity have dimmed: our sense of ourselves as human beings: the human
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domain; our sense of our place in the (natural) world: the natural domain; our sense of
doing the right thing: the ethical domain (Ehrenfeld, 2008, p. 59).” These three domains
form a set of overlapping fields that underlie any activity that are designed to produce
sustainability. He argues that sustainability can emerge only if we address all three
domains simultaneously. He also explains that sustainability is an emergent property of a
complex system; we can observe it only if all the relationships on which it depends are
functioning correctly.
Ehrenfeld (2008) advocates for a participatory design process. He argues that in
the technological world of modernity, design is generally the special province of experts.
He explains that in the participatory way of finding new artifactual and institutional
devices that work, the design task falls on a much larger group of players who have
diverse stakes in the outcome. Collective decisions are fundamentally different in their
quality of their outcomes. By their very nature they always affect others beyond those
making the decision. The details of the process leading to a decision is a central part of
explanation and provides whatever legitimacy is needed to enlist the consent of those
affected.
Ehrenfeld also argues that authoritative (and authoritarian) processes dominate
decisions in critical institutions in most modern societies. Governmental and business
institutions, Ehrenfeld (2008) advises leaders to: “follow ‘rational’ decision-making
processes, based on the results of applying models from the natural and social sciences.
This tradition follows from the ideals of the Enlightenment that ‘truth’ will lead to
freedom from dogmatic and arbitrary ruling (Ehrenfeld, 2008, p. 192).”
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The Ecosystem views of the community
There is a current trend of recognizing the ecosystems view as an approach to
consider the landscapes in which humans live. There are three scales to be considered: a
broader scale or macroscale landscapes that are connected to form larger units called
ecoregions; an intermediate level or mesoscale termed a landscape mosaic; and a site or
land unit scale (Bailey, 2009). The question of boundary criteria at each level of scale
may be solved through a controlling factors methodology, where ecological units are
derived by the controlling factors in terms of processes that would constitute the basic
ecological framework for analysis, which can then be described by reference to the other
layers (Bailey, 2009). The role of climate in an ecosystem is recognized in ecoregion and
ecosystem differentiation. Climate is the composite, long-term, or generally prevailing
weather of a region. As the climate changes, the other components of the system change.
As the climatic regime changes, so does the hydrologic cycle (Beckinsale, 1972).
Streamflow is one component of the hydrologic cycle we can measure. Climate
also profoundly affects landforms and erosion cycles (Ticart & Cailleux, 1972). Other
factors such as latitude, elevation, and soils can be used to differentiate a macroclimate.
Climate acts as the primary control for ecosystem distribution, including regions (Bailey,
2009).
Landforms influence place-to-place variation in ecological factors, such as water
availability and exposure to radiant solar energy. The landform is the best correlation of
vegetation and soil patterns at the meso and microscales. Landscape mosaics may be
subdivided into smaller ecosystems called sites or microecosystems. Site patterns result
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from variability in fine-scale landform pattern within relatively uniform landform classes
(Bailey, 2009).
The ecosystem view, systems thinking, complexity theory, and panarchy.
Systems’ thinking provides a heuristic tool and common language for framing situations
and exploring self-organizing phenomena. It provides guidance about how to decide what
is important to look at, and not look at, and how to describe a situation (Kay, 2008a).
Systems explanations of social-ecological complexity require different types of
perspectives at different scales of examination. There is no single correct perspective but,
a diversity of perspectives is required for understanding. These systems are selforganizing; their dynamics are largely a function of positive and negative feedback loops.
Linear causal mechanical explanations of dynamics are insufficient to understand them.
Emergence and surprise are normal phenomena in systems dominated by feedback loops.
Inherent uncertainty and limited predictability are inescapable consequences of these
system phenomena. Such systems organize around attractors (Kay, 2008b).
The new approaches remain participatory but go on to be adaptive and multiscale
in their focus. This new approach to viewing systems and ecosystems is in the mode of
post-normal science (Funtowicz & Ravetz, 1992, 1993). At the center of this approach is
the portrayal of ecological systems as self-organizing. They are also seen as requiring
multiple levels of organization and indeed link the twinned hierarchies of social and
biophysical systems in a given place. The new approach has coined a neologism,
generally accepted by practitioners in this endeavor. They are called Self Organizing
Hierarchical Open (SOHO) systems by Kay (2008b; Kay & Boyle, 2008) that portrays
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ecological-societal systems as dissipative complex systems (Boyle, Kay, & Pond, 2000;
Kay & Regier, 1999; Kay, Regier, Boyle, & Francis, 1999; Regier & Kay, 1996).
This SOHO system model provides a conceptual basis for discussing ecological
integrity and human sustainability. It furnishes us with an integrated, nested ecosystem
description of the relationship between natural and human systems and serves as a basis
for understanding their coevolution. In this model, the elements of the landscape (e.g.,
woodlots, wetlands, farms, neighborhoods) that make up the human and natural
ecological systems are seen as self-organizing entities set in an environmental context.
Self-organizing entities are understood through their constituent processes and structures
and their relationships. This model provides a framework for defining the meaning of an
ecosystems view for citizens and natural resource managers.
Models of ecosystems are observer-dependent, purpose-dependent abstractions
specific to the problem they describe. There is no single model or perspective that can
capture this complexity. Adaptive ecosystem approaches involve the identification of
appropriate spacial and temporal scales to address a situation. System exploration will
focus on this hierarchical level at least one level higher and lower than this. Ecosystems
are usefully understood as comprising multiple, nested hierarchies. Some researchers
have referred to this complex, nested context as a holonocracy or panarchy. Sets of
feedback loops exist for these systems that are relevant to the situation or context
(Gunderson & Holling, 2002; Waltner-Toews & Kay, 2008).
Panarchy is an integrated theory of complexity, economic, ecological and social
systems (Holling, 2001), the term panarchy is used to describe a concept that explains the
evolving nature of complex adaptive systems. Panarchy is the hierarchical structure in
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which systems of nature, humans, and social ecological systems are interlinked in neverending adaptive cycles of growth, accumulation, restructuring, and renewal (Holling,
2001). The transformational cycles take place in nested sets at scales ranging from a leaf
to the biosphere over periods from days to geologic epochs, and from the scales of a
family to a socio-political region over periods from years to centuries. If these systems
and linkages can be understood, it may be possible to apply positive change at certain
points with linkages that may create resilience and sustainability within the systems.
Herbert Simon (1974) described the adaptive significance of hierarchical
structures. Ecologists were inspired by Simon’s seminal article to apply the term
hierarchy to ecological systems and develop its significance for a variety of ecological
relationships and structures. Each of the levels of a dynamic hierarch serves two
functions. One is to conserve and stabilize conditions for the faster and smaller levels; the
other is to generate and test innovations by experiments occurring within a level (Simon,
1974). It is this latter, dynamic function, according to Holling, we call an adaptive cycle.
An adaptive cycle is a heuristic model, a fundamental unit that contributes to the
understanding of the dynamics of complex systems from cells, to ecosystems, to
societies, to cultures (Holling & Gunderson, 2001).
The adaptive cycle and the future state of the system are shaped by three
properties:
1. The inherent potential of a system that is available for change since the
potential determines the range of future options possible. This property can be
thought of, loosely, as the “wealth” of the system.
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2. The internal controllability of a system; that is the degree of connectedness
between internal controlling variables and processes, a measure that reflects
the degree of flexibility or rigidity of such controls, such as their sensitivity or
not to perturbation.
3. The adaptive capacity: that is, the resilience of the system, a measure of its
vulnerability to unexpected or unpredictable shocks. This property can be
thought of as the opposite of the vulnerability of the system. (Holling, 2001,
pp. 393-394)

Potential, or wealth, sets limits for what is possible—it determines the number of
alternative options for the future. Connectedness, or controllability, determines the degree
to which a system can control its own destiny, as distinct from being caught by the whims
of external variability. Resilience, as achieved by adaptive capacity, determines how
vulnerable the system is to unexpected disturbances and surprises that can exceed or
break that control.
A stylized representation of an adaptive cycle (Holling, 2001) is shown in
Figure 1 for two of these properties—potential and connectedness. The trajectory
alternates between long periods of slow accumulation and transformation of resources
(from exploitation to conservation, or r to K), (see panarchy Figure 1) with shorter
periods that create opportunities for innovation (from release to reorganization, or omega
to a). That potential includes accumulated ecological, economic, social, and cultural
capital as well as unexpressed chance mutations and inventions.
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Figure 1. Panarchy. A stylized representation of the four ecosystem functions (r, __, a)
and the flow of event among them. Gunderson, L., H., and Holling, C., S., (2002, p. 34).
Washington, D.C.: Island Press.
There are four key features that characterize an adaptive cycle, according to
Holling (2001), with its properties of growth and accumulation on the one hand and of
novelty and renewal on the other.
1. Potential (wealth as expressed in ecosystem structure, productivity, human
relationships, mutations, and inventions) increases incrementally in
conjunction with increased efficiency but also in conjunction with increased
rigidity.
2. As potential increases, slow changes gradually expose an increasing
vulnerability (decreased resilience) to such threats as fire, insect outbreak,
competitors, or opposition groups. The system becomes an accident waiting to
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happen. A break can trigger the release of accumulated potential in what the
economist Schumpeter called “creative destruction” (1942). The trajectory
then moves abruptly into a back loop from K to Omega (see panarchy
Figure 1).
3. Innovation occurs in pulses or surges of innovation when uncertainty is great,
potential are high, and controls are weak, so that novel recombination can
form.
4. Those innovations are then tested. Some fail, but others survive and adapt in a
succeeding phase of growth from r to K (see panarchy Figure 1). (Holling,
2001, p. 395-396).

The functioning of those cycles in the panarchy and the communication between
them determines the sustainability of a system. The organization and functions that form
the biological, ecological, and human systems of a panarchy can therefore be viewed as a
nested set of four-phase adaptive cycles. Within these cycles, there are opportunities for
periodic reshuffling within levels, which maintain adaptive opportunity, while simple
interactions across levels maintain integrity. One major difference among biological,
ecological, and human systems is the way that inventions are accumulated and transferred
over time.
There are two features that distinguish the panarchiacal representation from
traditional hierarchical ones (Holling, 2001). The first is the importance of the adaptive
cycle and, in particular, the alpha or a phase as the engine of variety and the generator of
new experiments within each level (see Figure 1). The various levels of the Panarchy can
be seen as a nested set of adaptive cycles. The second feature is the connections between
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levels. There are potentially multiple connections between phases at one level and phases
at another level. But two of these connections are particularly significant to the search for
the meaning of sustainability.
Panarchy theory focuses on the critical features that affect or trigger
reorganization and transformation in a system (Holling, 2001). First, the back-loop of the
cycles is the phase where resilience and opportunity is maintained or created, via
“release” and “reorganization.” Second, the connections between levels of the Panarchy
are where persistence and evolvability are maintained. There are potentially multiple
connections between phases at one level and phases at another level. But two of these
connections are particularly significant to our search for the meaning of sustainability.
They are labeled as revolt and remember. The revolt and remember connections become
important at times of change in the adaptive cycles.
These four phases or processes make up the four R’s of sustainability and
development: release, reorganization, remembrance, and revolt. They provide new
categories that can be used to organize more specific indicators and attributes discussed
in documents aimed at finding ways to evaluate sustainability and development. The
Panarchy describes how a healthy socioecological system can invent and experiment with
solutions, benefiting from inventions that create opportunity while it is kept safe from
those that destabilize the system due to their nature or excessive exuberance.
The pursuit of common goals for the future of humans and ecosystems leads to
the use of various social and political processes that tend to lead to a compromise. A
combination of ecological and normative economic analysis shows that such compromise
may be, in many situations, bad for overall community utility. Avoiding these lose-lose
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situations requires a good insight into the response of the ecosystem to human use, an
insight into different utilities, and suitable social structures (Scheffer, Westley, Brock, &
Holmgren, 2002). There are four key components for resilient sustainable human-nature
interaction:
1. a clear and widely shared insight into ecosystem-dynamic responses to human
use;
2. a broad and widely shared inventory of ecosystem utilities---short and long
term, local and global;
3. avoidance of bias due to differences in the organizational power of different
groups of stakeholders; and
4. social network structures that bridge gaps between interest groups and
hierarchic levels. (Scheffer et al., 2002, p. 239)

The burden on policy-makers, decision-makers, and citizens includes the ability to
make reasoned analysis about the dynamics of human and ecological systems whether
viewed as separate systems or as a combined system. Participants are required to exercise
diversity in the selection of stakeholders, rational normative or positive economic
analysis, and counter-intuitive insight of ecosystems that operate at different scales
through several phases and in a temporal context. This all requires cognitive skills that
incorporate holistic and strategic thinking that is open to multi-causal and non-linear
thinking. Holling (2001) explains that there should be a requisite level of simplicity that
underlies the concept of complexity that, if identified, can lead to an understanding that is
rigorously developed but can be easily communicated. This requirement of simplicity
states that. If you require much more than a handful of causes, then your understanding is
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unnecessarily complex. The theory posed by Holling (2001) that integrates the
ecosystems view, complexity theory, and panarchy does not pass the test. The complex
and dynamic aspects of the model may be difficult to comprehend or appreciate.
However, the integrative theory presented is a step closer to meeting this test of
simplicity (Carpenter, Brock & Hanson, 1999; Carpenter, Brock, & Ludwig, 2001). The
integrative theory does not overcome the basic flaw that prevents combining and
integrating ecological systems with human political, economic, and social systems as one
decision making system that leads to rational decisions. There is the tendency of humans
to choose less than perfect or completely utilitarian solutions through compromise. This
aspect of human nature prevents humans from achieving optimal or perfect decisions for
the ultimate sustainability of human and ecological systems at any scale or in any
temporal dimension.
Linear causal models are inadequate to describe what goes on in ecosystems.
Outcomes can become causes through a series of loops and webs. These interactions are
somewhat bounded within holons but interactions also take place across levels in a
holocracy. Therefore changes in a holon may change, stabilize, or destabilize a range of
other holons within which it is nested. It is also important to understand the propensities
for self-organization and the set of potential attractors for the systems relevant to the
situation. Sets of interactions may self-organize around an attractor that we see on a
landscape as being natural. However, complex systems have multiple attractors and may
shift or flip suddenly from any one of them (Holling, 1986; Kay, 1991a; Regier & Kay,
1996, 2002). The new paradigmatic ecosystem view includes the role of humans as
stewards of a complex ecosystem who within the bounds of the elements and principles
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of complexity theory make interactive interventions in the ecosystem to enhance
resilience and to further sustainability or the ecosystem and provision of essential
ecosystem services for ecosystem health and human use.
The future economic context of sustainable cities:
James Kuntstler (2005) argues that several world-altering forces, events, and
changes will interact synergistically, mutually amplifying each other to accelerate and
exacerbate the emergence of meta-problems (Kunstler, 2005). He explains that we face
the end of the cheap fossil fuel era. He argues that the wonders of steady-technological
progress under the reign of oil have tricked us into a kind of Jimmy Cricket syndrome,
leading many Americans to believe that anything we wish for hard enough can come true.
He argues that the American way of life---which is now virtually synonymous with
suburbia---can run only on reliable supplies of dependably cheap oil and gas.
Kunstler (2005) explains that the global oil production peak is the point at which
we have extracted half of all the oil that has ever existed in the world. Kunstler, (2005)
argues that is now (as of 2005) crunch time. According to Kunstler, (2005) American life
in the twenty-first century has the best chance of adjusting to the Long Emergency in a
physical pattern of small towns surrounded by productive farmlands. He is not optimistic
about our big cities---at least not about them remaining big. He predicts that the industrial
cities will never again be what they were in the twentieth century. They require too much
energy to run and the industrial activities they were designed for are already defunct.
Kunstler, (2005) concludes that, we are going to be a society with far fewer resources in
the years ahead and we will not have the means to take the old building of the older
industrial cities down but will have to replace them with buildings appropriately scaled to
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new conditions. In the Long Emergency, the focus of society will have to return to the
town or small city and its supporting agriculture hinterland.
The temporal context of sustainable cities: There are crises that occur as part
of economic peaks and valleys that are part of the life cycle of any society. The times of
crisis reveal what is and isn’t working. During these times, obsolete, and dysfunctional
systems and practices collapse or fall by the wayside. These are the times when the seeds
of innovation and invention, of creativity and entrepreneurship, enabling recovery by
remaking both the economy and society take place. Florida (2010) explains that major
periods of economic transformation unfold over long stretches of time, like motion
pictures rather than snapshots. The path to recovery can be long and twisted-the better
part of three decades in the case of those two previous crises.
Seen in the greater context of history, economic crises inevitably give rise to
critical periods in which an economy is remade in ways that allow it to recover and begin
growing again. These periods are what Florida calls the Great Resets (Florida, 2010). He
explains that Karl Marx (1906) wrote about the violent shift from an older agricultural
economy to a modern capitalist one. Joseph Schumpeter, (1942) used the phrase “creative
destruction” to describe how economic crises sweep away old firms and outmoded
economic systems and practices clearing the way for entrepreneurs to introduce new
technologies and even entirely new industries and setting into motion a new era of growth
(Schumpeter, 1942, P. 83). John Maynard Keynes (1926 & 1936) saw in these crises the
need for government spending to essentially protect capitalism from itself (Florida,
2010). Florida argues that these important thinkers described the part of the process by
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which busts slowly turn around and lead to booms, but real, lasting recovery requires
more than bursts of technological innovation and new roles for government.
A reconfiguration of the economic landscape is the real distinguishing
characteristic of a Great Reset. Geographers call it the spatial fix of a problem (Florida,
2010). By what is destroyed and what is left standing, by the responses of a new activity
they catalyze, and by the space they clear for new growth, such big economic shocks
ultimately leave the landscape transformed (Florida, 2010). Technological innovation
leads to new forms of infrastructure, which lead to revolutions in where and how we live
and work (Florida, 2010). Florida (2010) explains that every major economic era gives
rise to a new, distinctive geography of its own. The Great Reset will also take shape
around a new economic landscape and a whole new way of life that is in line with the
emerging economic and social realities of our time (Florida, 2010).
Florida (2010) argues that today, we need to begin making smarter use of both
our urban spaces and the surrounding suburban rings---creating comfortable, affordable
living space for more people while at the same time providing an improved quality of
life. Great Resets evolve organically; new innovations emerge, new systems of
technology and infrastructure are put in place, and new patterns of living and working
gradually take shape and begin to make the economic landscape (Florida, 2010).
Government’s central task, argues Florida (2010), is to enable and accelerate these shifts
by helping to create the fertile environment in which they can grow and develop. Great
Resets are the pivot points of economic history, in the nineteenth century, the twentieth
century, and now. They are the great transformative moments when new technologies and
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technological systems arise, when the economy is recast and society remade, and when
the places where we live and work change to suit new needs (Florida, 2010).
Our leaders, according to Florida (2010), will have to make smart decisions about
how much time and resources we spend trying to save companies and business that might
be better left to go the way of all things, especially when that effort could serve people far
better by preparing them for something new and easing their path to more sustainable
livelihoods. He emphasizes that education and infrastructure, creativity, and connectivity--these are things we can address, things we must improve and ensure to see this Reset
through and build a new prosperity; and the challenges of the spatial and temporal
contexts of sustainability have provided frameworks for the application of change
theories to guide individual, organizational, and community change (Florida, 2010).
Summary and Conclusion
Theories relating to change and change leadership were examined using de
Caluwe and Vermaak’s (2003) color-print thinking scheme for the examination of change
leadership paradigms. The concepts of white color-print thinking or complexity theory
are a paradigm shifts from other more traditional change theories. The relevance of
executive and strategic leadership with respect to the use of color-print change theories in
the application of the mayoral and city management leadership in communities were
examined. Some earlier approaches to inquiry about community betterment and the
efforts undertaken to bring about communities that are more green or sustainable have
been undertaken within the scientific paradigm, and have included reductionist oriented
theory building. The different approaches toward implementing sustainability in
organizations and communities were examined. The newer paradigms of community and
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organizational change based on systems thinking and complexity theory are transforming
the change leadership processes of the communities engaged in community and economic
development as well as the communities engaged in becoming more green or sustainable.
An examination was made of the ecosystem view of geography and landscapes
that integrate the concepts and values of a sense of place and the view that communities
are subsets or parts of the ecosystems in which they are located. Communities are defined
not only by the geographic space in which they are located but as individuals, groups, and
organizations that function as complex adaptive systems (CAS) that are part of the local
government decision making arena that are influenced by the character of the local
political culture. This view includes the concept of community as a part of defined
ecosystem that further defines their meaning of sustainability as a unique concept for
each local community. This symbiotically defined meaning may become part of the
community’s definition of what, for them, is meant by becoming a sustainable
community. The future economic, spatial, and temporal contexts of sustainability were
examined to complete the examination of the different contexts in which the leadership of
sustainable communities take place.
To gain a more appropriate understanding of the complex world of climate
change, ecological systems, resilience, sustainable development and governance, an
examination is needed of the aspects of systems theory and complexity theory that
contain the attributes of multiple causation and nonlinear dynamics. An examination is
especially necessary of community actors’ efforts to transform organizations and
communities from a linear view of community development as growth under neoclassical
economic theory toward a view of communities as part and co-inhabitants of complex
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ecological systems or panarchies. The actors that are involved in successful efforts
toward becoming more green and sustainable may employ in addition to the color print
change theories, the principles and elements of emergent leadership, and executive
leadership theory with respect to change leadership in order to meet the challenges of the
new paradigm of sustainability. The theories, concepts, and paradigms examined above
are the framework for relevant ways of thinking that may help us to better understand the
phenomenon of the leadership of sustainable cities or communities.
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Chapter Three
Research Methodology
Research Statement
The purpose of this study was to discover how local leaders, who were been
involved in the sustainability movement within their communities, influenced the
governing body of their community to take official action to become more green or
sustainable. How they used the different aspects of color-print thinking, described by de
Caluwe and Vermaak (2003). This study also attempted to discover how the leaders of
the movement to change their community developed a shared meaning of what
sustainable development and governance meant in their respective communities.
Research Questions
The primary research question is how does the leadership engage in community
attempts to become more green or sustainable?
The sub-questions related to this primary question are:
1. How do the participants and citizens of a community who are interested in
changing their city to become more green or sustainable determine what that
means to them and how do they determine what criteria to use to evaluate the
success for the achievement of their vision of a sustainable community?
2. In what way does the leadership of a sustainable community demonstrate the
use of the different color-print ways of thinking or paradigms identified in de
Caluwe and Vermaak’s (2003) typology?
An outline of the research methodology process is presented in table 1 below.
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Table 2 Research Methodology:
Research Stage

Methods

Research Design

The research design was a qualitative
oriented comparative multiple case-study
(Creswell, 2007)
Cities that were members of ICLEI, the
international organization of sustainable
local governments

Population selection- Communities

Research sample

Actors were selected for interviews from
archival information and by referral using
the “snow balling” process (Creswell,
2008) who had participated in having the
issue of becoming a more sustainable
community placed on the agenda of the
local governing body for official action

Research methods

Formal interview of significant actors that
were involved in the process of negotiating,
defining, and deliberating about the public
policy process.
Content analysis of interview texts, coding
of interview texts into color-print types.
Coding of texts into themes and subthemes.

Data collection

Types of data collected were interview data
from participants; documents from public
records of the respective cities, and
information gained from observation of
groups in their decision making processes

Research protocols

Protocols relating to formal and informal
interviews, analysis of archival documents,
and observation of group meetings

Triangulation of research data

Peer review coding of interview transcripts
for verification of themes and identification
of their color-print orientation. Member
checking of transcripts by interview
participants for verification of themes and
identification of their color-print
orientation. Analysis of demographic and
economic data
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Research Design
The research design used was a qualitative oriented comparative multiple casestudy of two Oregon Cities that had indicated that they intended to become more green or
sustainable in their governance, operations, and development. The research processes
were not used to develop a new theory or theories related to the leadership of sustainable
communities. Interviews were conducted with community leaders who participated or
had a role in the official decision by the city government to become more green or
sustainable. The purpose of the interviews was to learn what color-print orientations (de
Caluwe & Vermaak, 2003) the different actors in the change process used in developing a
set of meanings of what green or sustainable meant to them and their community and
how success in achieving that goal was to be evaluated.
A case study research involves the study of an issue explored through one or more
cases within a bounded system (i.e., a setting, a context). It is a methodology, a type of
design in qualitative research, or an object of study, as well as a product of the inquiry
(Creswell, 2007). Case study research is a bounded system (a case) or multiple bounded
systems (cases) over time, through detailed, in-depth data collection involving multiple
sources of information (e.g., observations, interviews, audiovisual material, and
documents), that reports a case description and case-based-themes (Creswell, 2007). Case
study research is highly complementary to incremental theory building from normal
science research. Strong studies are those which present interesting theories which meet
the tests of good theory on concept development as well as parsimony, testability, and
logical coherence and are grounded in convincing evidence (Eisenhardt, 1989).
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The types of qualitative case studies are distinguished by the size of the bounded
case, such as whether the case involves one individual, several individuals, a group, an
entire program, or an activity. They may also be distinguished in terms of the intent of the
case analysis. Creswell (2007) identifies variations in terms of intent: the single
instrumental case study and the collective or multiple case study. In a single instrumental
case study (Stake 1995), the researcher focuses on an issue or concern, and then selects
one bounded case to illustrate this issue. In a collective case study (or multiple case
study), the one issue or concern is again selected, but the inquirer selects multiple case
studies to illustrate the issue or problem.
The data collection procedure used in case study research is typically extensive,
drawing on multiple sources of information, such as observations, interviews, documents,
and audiovisual materials. The data analysis of the data can be a holistic analysis of the
entire case or an embedded analysis of a specific aspect of the case (Yin, 2003). Through
this data collection, a detailed description of the case emerges in which the researcher
compiles such aspects as the history of the case, the chronology of events, or a day-byday rendering of the activities of the case. After this description, the researcher might
focus on a few key issues or analysis of themes, not for generalizing beyond the case, but
for understanding the complexity of the case (Yin, 2003).
The analytic strategy identifies issues within each case and then looks for
common themes that transcend the cases (Creswell, 2007; Yin, 2003). The analysis is rich
in the context of the case or setting in which the case presents itself (Merriam, 1988).
When multiple cases are chosen, as in this study, a typical format is to first provide a
detailed description of each case and themes within the case, called a within-case
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analysis, followed by a thematic analysis across the cases, called a cross-case analysis, as
well as assertions or an interpretation of the meaning of the case. In the final phase of the
interpretation, the researcher reports the meaning of the case and whether that meaning
comes from learning about the issue of the case.
Population: selection of communities. This study focused on cities that were, at
the time of selection, members or have been members of the international organization of
Local Governments for Sustainable Cities, ICLEI (2009). Membership, present or past,
was used as an indicator of a city’s resolve to become a more green or sustainable city.
Membership in ICLEI generally presumes that the community has subscribed to the basic
principles of sustainability outlined in Agenda 21 (WCED, 1987), the international
agreement and proclamation concerning the role and importance of local communities in
preventing human based climate change.
The cities selected as sites for the study had each demonstrated by their own
official action the resolve to become cities that are more green or sustainable in their
development and governance. This resolve has been indicated by adoption of an official
resolution to join ICLEI, the international organization of sustainable local governments
and the adoption of the U.S. Conference of Mayor’s Cool Cities Resolution (U.S.COM,
2011) or by adoption of some other similar resolution.
In order to reduce the geographic scope of the study, only the communities that
were currently members of ICLEI within the State of Oregon were considered as possible
sites for a multiple case study. Oregon was selected because of the history of a state and
local political culture that has been conducive to policy decisions that have demonstrated
a history of official interest and the implementation of policy measures related to: land
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use, environmental protection and in becoming more green or sustainable. Oregon as a
whole was identified by the research of Elazar (1966, 1984, 1994), as having a moralistic
political culture. This political culture has been reflected in its state constitutional
provisions for constitutional home rule for the Metro, the government of the Portland
Metropolitan region, cities, and counties and statutory requirements for state mandated
planning by cities and counties, labor laws, and the local budget processes. The local
political culture of regions within the state of Oregon were identified by Elazar (1966,
1984, 1994) as primarily moralistic for most of the state with the exception of a local
political culture of mixed or overlapping moralistic and individualistic (M/I) in the
Northeastern corner of the state and the area of Southern Oregon within the Rogue River
Valley.
At the time of this study (2011), ten cities and one county were listed as members
of ICLEI. The members include: Ashland, Beaverton, Clackamas County, Corvallis,
Eugene, Hillsboro, Lake Oswego, Lincoln City, McMinnville, Milwaukie, and Portland.
All of these communities with the exception of Ashland, Corvallis, Eugene, and Lincoln
City are located within the Portland Metropolitan Urban Growth Boundary (UGB) or the
Portland-Vancouver, Washington Combined Metropolitan Statistical Area. The Oregon
cities that are located within the Portland Metropolitan Region are contained within a
two-tier regional government that was created in 1974.
The cities that were members of ICLEI that are located outside of the Portland
Metropolitan region were contacted and asked whether they would be willing to serve as
a site for participation in the multiple case- study. The smallest city, the City of Lincoln
City chose not to participate. Four cities agreed to participate and of those four cities, two
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cities were selected to serve as sites for this multiple case-study based on their past
resolve to become more green or sustainable and their local political culture. The cities
selected were: Corvallis and Eugene.
Research Sample
This research study used qualitative oriented multiple case study research
processes related to several theories that were relevant to the phenomenon of the
leadership in sustainable communities (Creswell, 2008; Miles & Huberman, 1994; Yin,
2003). Actors were selected for interview that represented the groups and organizations
of the community by the examination of the archival material and by referral using the
“snow balling” process (Creswell, 2008). There were seven participants selected from the
City of Eugene and nine participants from the City of Corvallis. The sample represents
the community leadership, of the governing body, staff, and public citizens, and/or
environmental groups. The participants that were selected were those who were involved
as leaders in the actions and deliberations of the respective cities that were related to
those cities making the official policy decisions to become sustainable cities.
Corvallis, Oregon, with a population of 54,000, is located in the Mid-Willamette
Valley area of Western Oregon, 85 miles south of Portland and 40 miles north of Eugene,
on U.S. Highway 99. It is the home of Oregon State University. The City of Corvallis
operates on the council-management form of government under a home rule charter.
Eugene with a population of 140,000 is located in the southern or upper
Willamette River Valley. Eugene is the home of the University of Oregon. The City of
Eugene operates under the council-manager form of government under a home rule
charter.
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Efforts were made to identify the actors, groups, and organizations within the
community that were involved in developing definitions and meanings for the concepts
related to green or sustainable development. The efforts of those actors or leaders were
examined to discover the story of the communities’ experiences in creating cities that are
more sustainable.
A preliminary examination of archival information was conducted and included:
official documents, meeting minutes, and news articles. This information was used to
identify possible individuals, groups, and organizations within each community’s civic
culture or social system or subsystems that led to decisions to become more green or
sustainable.
Research Methods
Formal interviews were conducted in each city at a location acceptable to the
participants. The interviews were of significant actors who were involved in the process
of negotiating, defining, and deliberating about the public policy process of the city
making significant decisions to become more green or sustainable. This was the policy
process of identifying the issue related to the city becoming more green or sustainable.
This primary issue included the matter of placing the subject of becoming a more
sustainable city or community on the public agenda by the governing body or its
committees for deliberation and debate, adoption or rejection and implementation, and
evaluation. The actors who participated in different groups or organizations that were
involved in environmental issues or movements of the community to become more green
or sustainable were chosen to be interviewed. They were selected using the referral and
snow-balling technique and archival discovery procedures identified below.
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During these interviews, a survey questionnaire of demographic and personal
background information was administered to the participants as a part of the formal
interviews (See Appendix B Survey Questionnaire). The survey contained questions
about the demographic characteristics of the participants. The participants were then
interviewed in order to determine their experiences in leading their communities toward
becoming more sustainable communities (see interview questionnaire in Appendix B).
The interviews were recorded then later transcribed. Coding procedures were used
to identify themes and issues found in the interview transcripts using qualitative oriented
case study research (Miles & Huberman, 1994; Strauss & Corbin, 1990). Content
analysis was used to analyze the transcripts for themes and sub-themes that emerged from
the coding process and to analyze the transcripts for the types of color-print orientation
used by the individual participants. The results of each participant was ranked using a
Likert scale to determine the relative degree each participant used a color-print type. The
ordinal ranking for each participant’s use of a color-print type was only used to identify
the predominate color-prints used by a particular.
Data Collection
The types of data collected were: interview data from participants; documents
from the public records of the participating cities including: city council minutes,
planning commission minutes, the minutes of any committee related to conservation,
environment, green cities, or sustainability; and other documents including plans,
ordinances, and resolution or proclamations issued by the city; media archival data from
the local newspaper relating to the activities on the cities related to becoming a
sustainable or green city. The communities selected for this study were examined by
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analytical techniques of community and regional economic analysis including: location
quotients and demographic characteristics.
Research Protocols
The initial contacts with the participants were by telephone, e-mail, or personal
contact to explain the purpose of the study and to obtain agreement of the individual to
participant in a formal interview. The interview protocol that was used is listed as
follows: (a) Meet the participant. Develop rapport. Explain the purpose of the research,
the method, and the procedures. (b) Provide the participant with a consent form. Have
him or her review it, answer any questions, and then have them sign it and provide them
with a copy. (c) At the time of the interview, explain the purpose of the survey
questionnaire and explain to them again that the interview will be recorded. (d) Test the
recorder again. (e) Begin the interview. (f) Thank them for their time. Inform the
participants that a copy of the study will be provided to the city. (g) Make some final
notes and prepare for the next interview. The interview questions to be used were:
1. Please tell me about yourself. (Use probing questions to obtain this
information such as:
a. Where are you from?
b. Where did you go to school?
c. How long have you lived in this community?
d. How did you become involved with the city?
e. What is your role with the community?
f. How long have you been involved with the effort or issue of the
community becoming more green or sustainable?
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g. What has been or is your involvement with this effort?
2. How would you describe your experience as a community member for
bringing about a process for community change and the efforts to create a
more sustainable or green community?
a. How would you describe your personal approach to leading others in the
community in becoming more sustainable or green?).
3. How did your group, organization or community go about determining what
was meant by being more green or sustainable and how did you go about
determining whether your were being successful.
4. When and if the dialogue of the interview was conducive, the following
question was asked: What was the meaning to them of: being a co-inhabitant
of the ecosystem in which you are located? And use probing question to
obtain the answer to the question: What was the community’s vision of being
a more sustainable city?
The observation protocols were used to observe the monthly meeting of Corvallis
CSC Steering Committee. The protocols included the following actions: (a) Introduction
of the principal investigator when observing a community or group that was involved in
the movement of the community in becoming more green or sustainable. The investigator
was introduced by a representative of the group or the city to explain the purpose of the
research study. (b) When it was time for the investigator to speak, he described the
purpose of the study in general terms and explained the process of gathering information
from documents, the group meeting, and the individual interviews. (c) Explained the
benefits of the research to the community, and to other cities about knowing more about
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leadership of change in sustainable communities. He further explained that a report of the
study would be provided to the city after the completion of the research project. (d) The
investigator observed the meeting in order to observe the group dynamics and
sociometric indicators of leadership that was taking place. (e) He remained in the room
after the meeting to answer any questions and to gather informal interview information.
The protocol for archival or document research included: (a) To be considerate of
the time of the city and media staff in providing documents related to the study. (b) The
examination of city council meeting minutes to determine the official historical records of
the public policy actions of the city council in regard to becoming a green or sustainable
city in order to understand the history and the local political culture. (c) The examination
of the minutes of the sustainability commission and other committees to determine what
actions they took in response to the sustainable movement in the community. Conducted
informal interviews with relevant members of the city staff and reviewed archival
documents to examine them to determine whether the cities did in fact take steps to
include these efforts in their comprehensive plan or other city planning activities. (d) The
examination of budgetary documents to determine what policy initiatives were actually
funded and implemented. (e) The examination of the community newspaper archives to
determine whether there was involvement by the community at large and what conflicts
may have developed with respect to the sustainable or green movement in the
community.
Validation and Triangulation of Research Information
The validation strategies that were used for the case study were triangulation,
member checking, researcher reflexivity, and rich, thick description. Triangulation
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(Creswell, 2007; Creswell & Miller, 2000) is the process by which multiple and different
sources of data, methods, researchers, and theories are used to substantiate the evidence.
Emery Roe has examined the use of policy analysis, triangulation in the examination of
the validation of community efforts to deal with sustainability issues (Roe, 1998). Lewis
and Grimes (1999) argue that Metatriangulation is an alternative for exploring complex
phenomena from disparate theoretical and epistemological perspectives but, it is not a
substitute for single-paradigm theory building. They also argue that Metatriangulation is
particularly appropriate for investigating vibrant and vast domains of organization theory
marked by continuing debates and contradictory findings (Lewis & Grimes, 1999). The
information received from interviews, archival information, observations, and indices of
indicators relating to sustainability were used to guide the triangulation of this study
following the guidelines of Creswell and Miller (2007), (Creswell & Miller, 2000; Lewis
& Grimes, 1999). Information relating to sustainability indicators and policy outcomes
were examined to determine the significance of the findings of the research project. The
qualitative research methodology of using coding the interview transcripts as identified
by Strauss and Corbin (1990) was used to identify themes that relate to elements of
change leadership theory identified by de Caluwe and Vermaak (2003).
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Chapter Four
Findings
Introduction- This multiple case-study examine the change processes of two
Oregon cities that have chosen to become more sustainable in their governance,
development, and operations. The contexts in which the case studies took place are
constrained by the geography, population, and the political culture of the two respective
communities.
The Willamette Valley- The Willamette Valley is located in the northwest region
of the state of Oregon. The tributaries of the Willamette River have their headwaters
along the eastern slopes of the Coast Range, the northern slopes of the Calapooya
Mountains and the western slopes of the Cascade Range. The valley is bounded on the
west by the Oregon Coast Range and on the east by the Cascade Range. It is bounded on
the south by the Calapooya Mountains, which separate the headwaters of the Willamette
from the Umpqua River valley to the south (LCOG, 2001). Both of the cities that serve
as the sites for the case study are located within this valley. The Willamette valley is
home to over two-thirds of Oregon’s population of 3.8 million people and the majority of
its industries. Corvallis is in the middle of the valley and Eugene is located in the upper
part of the valley.
Oregon land use planning- The unique aspects of the local political culture of
the Willamette Valley is reflected in its adoption of progressive environmental and land
use policies that affect the community development of the respective cities in the region.
In 1973 the Oregon Legislature passed Senate Bill 100, a statewide land use planning
measure that addressed three major aspect of planning: 1. development of statewide land
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use planning goals; 2. assurance of citizen involvement; 3. coordination of local and state
land use planning efforts (ODLCD, 2012). This was one of the nation’s first attempts to
implement what is now termed smart growth on a state-wide basis. The passage of such a
measure was made possible in large part because of the emergence of a unique attitude
toward land, and other basic resources, by the people of Oregon.
Every city and county in the state has a comprehensive land use plan that has been
acknowledged by the state. The goals and regulations implement a system of growth
controls that establishes urban growth boundaries around every incorporated city and
urbanized area within a county and prohibits urban or suburban development within
prime agriculture and forest lands. This was in effect application of the principles of the
smart growth planning that strives to prevent suburban or urban sprawl and the
conversion of prime agriculture to urban uses. The effort to introduce smart growth as
part of the effort to become more sustainable was therefore not usually included in the
discussion by advocates for sustainable communities because this issue was established
policy since 1973.
The setting of Corvallis- The City of Corvallis is the county seat of Benton
County, Oregon. It lies near the middle of the Willamette Valley. Benton County and
Corvallis was settled in the mid-19th century. The population of Benton County is over
76,000 and the city of Corvallis is 54,000. Corvallis is well connected by transportation
lines to the rest of the Willamette Valley (COC, 2011a). The city of Corvallis is located at
the junction of the Willamette and Marys Rivers. Marys River splits the city into northern
and southern sections. The southern section includes the floodplain of the Willamette
River. The northern section contains three topographic regions: the floodplain of the
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Willamette River, the Willamette Valley floor, and the foothills of the Coast Range. The
Willamette River also forms the eastern boundary of the city. The Willamette River
floodplain lies in the northeast and southern part of the community’s settlement area. The
community contains six small watersheds that drain to the Willamette and Marys Rivers.
The City of Corvallis’s potable water resources are obtained from the Rock Creek
Watershed on the west side of Mary’s Peak in the Coast Range approximately fifteen
miles to the west, and the Willamette River (COC, 2011a).
The city was settled by Joseph Avery in 1845. Corvallis was incorporated as a
city in 1857. In 1856, a school building was constructed that served as the home to a
private academy, Corvallis Academy, until 1858. This institution would eventually
become Oregon State University (COC, 2011a).
The setting of Eugene- Eugene, Oregon is the second largest city in Oregon.
Eugene lies primarily west of Interstate 5 (I-5) and shares a common urban growth
boundary (UGB) with its neighbor city, Springfield which is located east of Interstate 5
(I-5) and the Willamette River. These two cities together, form the second largest
metropolitan area in Oregon. The estimated population of the Eugene-Springfield
Metropolitan area in 2009 is 347,690 (LCOG, 2001).
Eugene is named after its founder, Eugene Franklin Skinner who erected the first
cabin in the area in 1846 that was used as a trading post and as a post office. The first plat
and survey of the townsite was recorded in 1850. In 1850 the name of the community
was changed to Eugene City and it became the county seat of the newly formed Lane
County under the Oregon Territorial government. Eugene City was incorporated in 1864
and the act of incorporation was approved by the Oregon State Legislature in 1864. The
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University of Oregon was created by the state legislature in 1872 and opened in 1874
(City of Eugene, 2011a).
The Eugene-Springfield metropolitan area is located within the upper end of the
Willamette River basin. Approximately 35 percent of the basin is in federal ownership,
including major portions in the upper reaches of three of the watersheds within the urban
area, the McKenzie River, Middle Fork Willamette River, and the Coast Fork of the
Willamette River. The metropolitan area includes several other major waterways and
wetlands (LCOG, 2001).
The social and economic background of the Corvallis and Eugene
Both Corvallis and Eugene are communities that have a social and economic
orientation toward being university communities where there population information
reflects the age and educational level of their respective populations. Each of these cities
is paired with a rival or contrasting community that has a population that reflects their
orientation toward basic industry or agriculture. Corvallis is sometimes paired with the
industrially oriented neighbor, Albany that is located ten miles to the northeast on the
eastern side of the Willamette River. Eugene is paired with its neighboring twin
Springfield. The age and educational level of these paired and contrasting cities reflects
the absence of the influence of having a major state university in their community.
Corvallis has the highest educational level per capita of any city in the state. Eugene is
second. The percent of the population that is age 65 and over reflects the relative youth of
the population in Corvallis versus Albany (U.S. Bureau of Census, 2012), (See Table 2
below).
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Table 3 Demographic Characteristics of Corvallis and Eugene along with comparable
nearby cities.
DEMOGRAPHIC: Albany

Corvallis

Eugene

Springfield

Oregon

Population
2010

50,158

54,462

156,185

59,403

3,871, 859

Population %
(Change)

22.8

10.4

13.3

12.4

12.0

Persons 65
years of age %

13.1

10.5

12.6

11.6

13.9

High School
Grads %

89.1

94.0

92.6

83.9

88.6

BA/BS + %

21.4

52.7

40.2

15.3

28.6

Home
Ownership %

60.0

43.6

50.8

53.5

63.8

Per capita
income

$22,133

$22,837

$24,917

$19,023

$$26,171

Medium
Household
income

$44,472

$37,218

$41,701

$36,198

$49,260

Persons below
poverty level %

17.3

26.8

20.7

19.0

14.0

(Information about Corvallis and the nearby city of Albany, Oregon and Eugene and its twin city
Springfield, Oregon along with Oregon population data. U.S. Census information downloaded on
02/14/2012 at http://quickfacts.census.gov/egi-bin/qfd/extract?4101000)

The local economic bases of Corvallis and Eugene
The local economies of Corvallis and Eugene where examined using location
quotient information from the U.S. Department of Labor. The Location Quotient
information is available for the Corvallis and Eugene areas of the study on a county-wide
basis or by Metropolitan Statistical Area. The Location Quotient data was examined for
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selected industries that are important in terms of competitive advantage in the central and
southern Willamette Valley of Oregon. The employment and percentages were calculated
from quarterly census of employment and wages data for Oregon State, Lane County,
Linn County, and Benton County (U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2012).
Benton County is the county in which Corvallis is located, of which; Corvallis is
the principal city with a population of 54,000. The principal industries in Corvallis are:
higher education including the campus of Oregon State University and a branch campus
of Linn-Benton Community College; electronics manufacturing including a plant owned
by Hewlett-Packard Corporation and other similar firms; and forest management and
research agencies including: the headquarters of the Siuslaw National Forest and a Forest
Service Research Center at Oregon State University of the U.S. Department of
Agriculture, U.S. Forest Service. The other communities are relatively small. Philomath,
a nearby suburb, is the location of the majority of the county’s woods-product
manufacturing firms and a regional headquarters of the Oregon State Department of
Forestry. Some of the information relating to location quotients for certain industries in
Benton County are not reported because that information is not disclosed to protect the
identity and confidential business information of specific firms.
In Lane County, in which Eugene is located, the information includes the cities of
Springfield, Cottage Grove, and other smaller cities within the Willamette Valley along
with other smaller communities that are located in the Cascade mountains or on the
Oregon Coast. The Eugene-Springfield metropolitan area is the second largest in Oregon
and reflects a greater industry mix than represented by Benton County and therefore,
more information related to Location Quotients are available.
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Table 4 Selected Industry Location Quotient information for the State of Oregon, Lane,
Linn, and Benton Counties:
Industry: NAICS Code: 113- Forestry and Logging:
Employment: Oregon: 5,431
Lane: 585
Linn: 383
Benton: 351
Percent:
(0.41%)
(0.54%)
(1.19%)
(0.99%)
Industry: NAICS Code: 2382- Building equipment contractors:
Employment: Oregon: 18,852
Lane: 1,431 Linn: 622
Benton: 166
Percent
(1.43%)
(1.31%)
(1.94%)
(0.65%)
Industry: NAICS Code: 311- Food manufacturing:
Employment: Oregon: 23,750
Lane: 1,521 Linn: 677
Benton: 83
Percent:
(1.80%)
(1.39%)
(2.11%)
(0.33%
Industry: NAIS Code: 311B- Bakeries and tortilla manufacturing:
Employment: Oregon 4,782
Lane: 491
Linn: ND
Benton: 41
Percent:
(0.36%)
(0.45%)
(0.16%)
Industry: NAIS Code: 31212- Breweries:
Employment: Oregon: 649
Lane: 97
Linn NC
Benton ND
Percent:
(0.05%)
(0.09%)
Industry: NAIS Code: 31213 Wineries:
Employment: Oregon: 2,049
Lane: 224
Linn NC
Benton ND
Percent:
(0.16%)
(0.21%)
Industry: NAIS Code 321 Wood product manufacturing:
Employment: Oregon: 19,962
Lane: 3,393 Linn: 1,423 Benton: 263
Percent:
(1.51%)
(3.11%)
(4.44%)
(1.04%)
Industry: NAIS Code 334 Computer and electronic product manufacturing:

Employment: Oregon: 34,967
Lane: 637
Linn: 175
Benton: ND
Percent:
(2.65%)
(0.58% )
(0.55%)
Industry: NAIS Code 3341 Computer and peripheral equipment mfg.:
Employment: Oregon: 3,017
Lane: 435
Linn: NC
Benton ND
Percent:
(0.23%)
(0.40%)
Industry: NAIS Code 3344 Semiconductor and electronic component mfg.
Employment: Oregon: 25,870
Lane: 26
Linn: 34
Benton: ND
Percent:
(1.96%)
(0.02%)
(0.11%)
Industry: NAIS Code 337 Furniture and related product manufacturing:
Employment: Oregon: 4,616
Lane: 548
Linn: 110
Benton: 77
Percent:
(0.35%)
(0.50%)
(0.34%)
(0.30%)
Industry: NAIS Code 33711 Wood kitchen cabinet and countertop mfg.
Employment: Oregon: 2,175
Lane: 236
Linn: 53
Benton: 23
Percent:
(0.16%)
(0.22%)
(0.17%)
(0.09%)
Industry: NAIS Code 42393 Recyclable material merchant wholesalers:
Employment: Oregon: 1,919
Lane: 49
Linn: 41
Benton: ND
Percent:
(0.15%)
(0.04%)
(0.13%)
Industry: NAIS Code 54162 Environmental consulting services:
Employment: Oregon: 1,046
Lane: 37
Linn: ND
Benton: 94
Percent:
(0.08%)
(0.03%)
(0.37%)
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An analysis of the location quotient information produced by the online calculator
reveled the main industries related to natural resources including forest and logging that
form the relative comparative advantage are predominant within the state of Oregon. This
is represented in Lane County, the timber capital of Oregon, in Linn County, and to a
lesser extent in Benton County. Other significant industries represented in the location
quotient information in the communities studied included: food manufacturing including,
baking, breweries and wineries; furniture and window and other building construction
and housing related wood product manufacturing; and environmentally oriented
industries such as recycling and environmental consulting were significant industries.
The wage and salary information of the nonprofit and public sectors industries are
not represented in the location quotient data therefore, the employment in federal and
state forest related agencies and employment in state universities or community colleges
are not reflected in this information.
Findings of the multiple case-study that are related to the research questions
The primary research question was how does the leadership engage in community
attempts to become more green or sustainable?
The sub-questions related to this primary question are:
1. How do the participants and citizens of a community who are interested in
changing their city to become more green or sustainable determine what that
means to them and how do they determine what criteria to use to evaluate the
success for the achievement of their vision of a sustainable community?
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2. In what way does the leadership of a sustainable community demonstrate the
use of the different color-print ways of thinking or paradigms identified in de
Caluwe and Vermaak’s (2003) typology?
The findings of the primary research question: How did the leadership engage in
community change to become more sustainable?
An overview of the change leadership experiences of the two cities- The
efforts to become a more sustainable community in Corvallis was carried out in two
different arenas; the civic culture and within the internal structure of the city government.
These efforts have been by two separate sometimes overlapping, movements or groups.
In both Corvallis and Eugene the goals were similar, however the processes
and their respective stories of how they arrived with a public declaration of adopting a
policy of becoming sustainable cities were very much different. The experience in
Corvallis was centered around the City of Corvallis governing body that includes the City
Council, the Mayor, and the City Manager collectively operating under the councilmanager plan and also centered around the Corvallis Sustainability Coalition (CSC), a
nonprofit organization that evolved from The Natural Step movement into being the
entity that represented the community as a whole within the civic culture outside of the
city government. The Corvallis processes became a bifurcation of forces within the
community of the whole, one inside the city government and one within the civic culture
of the community. Each of the two parts of this separation of processes had their own
vision with some sharing of resources and some communication between and among the
participants of both of the separate processes. The result is a state of partial agreement but
a state of incompleteness where there is perceived successes by the city government
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using the Triple Bottom Line approach to weak sustainability yet failed hopes for a more
perfect and complete success by the coalition and the advocates of The Natural Step
approach to strong sustainability.
The Corvallis experience has been a more protracted experience with twists and
turns that were guided by conflicts over differences in meaning, avoidance of conflict
among forces representing a deep environmental ethic, strong sustainability, and forces
that advocated economic growth in order to provide economic opportunities and
increased social equity through housing and community development. The Corvallis
effort to become more sustainable involved a governing body that chose to make very
incremental steps toward engaging in policy making about sustainability for the whole
community. The city government sought to avoid conflict by avoiding engagement with
key factions within the community that may have contributed to a better mutual
understanding of what sustainability meant to the community as a whole. This resulted in
the ultimate policy making process as being in a sense incomplete.
Under the influence of the executive leadership of the Mayor of the City of
Eugene, the story of Eugene’s quest to become a sustainable city played-out differently.
The Mayoral leadership that bridged a relationship among the interests within the city,
environmental movements, the business community, and the interests of the sustainability
movement led to an exploration of the elements of sustainable development that
enhanced education that eventually then, led to acceptance by significant elements of the
business community. The City of Eugene was able to settle the potentially conflictual
issue about whether the city should embrace sustainability as a policy. This success may
be a result of a political culture that generally accepts progressive policies toward
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environmental conservation and protection. The seemingly mundane aspects of refining
and reaching a perfect definition of the meaning of sustainability were dealt with after the
choice about whether the city would or would not become sustainable.
The approach to the agenda setting process for the policy choice about becoming
a sustainable community was approached in almost completely opposite ways in Eugene
and Corvallis. It could be debated whether one way was better than another or whether
the real difference was in the differing local political cultures of one community versus
the other that provided a different political environment in which to make those choices.
The Corvallis change experience
The Corvallis Sustainability Coalition (CSC) initiative- Within the civic culture
or outside of the official policy-making realm of the city government, the effort began
with informational courses held by the Northwest Earth Institute (NWEI) in Corvallis at
the offices of the CH2M-HILL Engineering Consulting firm in 1994. The NWEI was
founded in Portland, Oregon. The purpose of NWEI was to inspire and motivate
individuals to change their habits in the way that supports the planet and all life (M.
Beezhold (personal communication, August 10 & 23, 2011). In 1997, TNS program
(James & Lahti, 2004) was brought to Oregon by NWEI. In 1998 the Corvallis chapter of
NWEI was formed with Maureen Beezhold serving as coordinator. In February 2001 a
talk was given on TNS at the LaSells Stewart Alumni Center at the Oregon State
University campus. Over 350 people attended a one half day TNS workshop held at the
Hewlett Packard, Inc. corporate offices. In March 2001, the Oregon Natural Step
Network, formed the Corvallis Chapter and selected Bruce Hecht as coordinator and
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Maureen Beezhold as Assistant Coordinator (M. Beezhold, personal communication,
August 10 & 23, 2011).
The Corvallis Natural Step movement developed the sustainable restaurant white
paper with “Bombs Away, Nearly Normals, and Intaba’s Kitchen” (now Fireworks).
Bruce Hecht and Maureen Beezhold conducted a three-month consulting project with
Oregon State University and Miller Paint Company. The Corvallis Chapter of The
Natural Step System brought the concepts of sustainability to the Corvallis’s Economic
Vitality Plan and lobbied both the City of Corvallis and Benton County to adopt
sustainability plans that used The Natural Step Principles (M. Beezhold, personal
communication, August 10 & 23, 2011).
In 2006, under the leadership of the Corvallis Chapter of the Natural Step System, the
Corvallis Sustainability Coalition (CSC) was organized. The vision of the coalition is to
realize that Corvallis is a community in which the needs of the present are met without
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs. The mission of
the coalition is to promote an ecologically, economically, and socially healthy city and
county. The goal of the coalition is to achieve their mission by using Sustainable Guiding
Objectives and a democratic, highly participative decision-making process. The
Sustainability Guiding Objectives is a framework for decision-making based on the four
Natural Step system conditions for a sustainable society (CSC, 2011a).
The coalition is organized as an all-volunteer organization including the
leadership of the Sustainability Coalition (A. Mills, personal communication, August 10,
2011). The Steering Committee included a representative of the City Council and the city
government’s Sustainability Coordinator as an exofficio member. The Steering
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Committee guides the CSC by setting overall policy, developing strategy, and overseeing
finances. The committee also provides support to the coalition’s action teams and
committees. Each Steering Committee member serves as a liaison to an action team and
as a member of a committee. An executive committee composed of four members of the
Steering Committee, caries out the day-to-day responsibilities of the CSC. A volunteer
Facilitator/Director coordinates the CSC’ program and activities. The action teams or
study groups were formed through the town hall meeting process of developing the
Sustainability Action Plan. The action teams are now a permanent ongoing part of the
CSC and represent the community systems and subsystems of the community identified
in the City of Corvallis’s 2020 Vision Plan (COC, 2011b; CSC, 2011a).
In 2008, the CSC engaged in an Action Planning Process within the civic
community (M. Beezhold, personal communication, August 10 & 23, 2011; CSC, 2011b;
A. Mills, personal communication, August 10, 2011). The process was an inclusive
community-wide initiative involving a broad cross-section of the community.
Representatives of diverse organizations collaborated to organize and implement a
democratic, highly participatory, transparent public planning process focused on three
town hall meetings and interim work group efforts. Promotional messages were used to
create awareness and interest in the town hall meetings. Public participation was
facilitated by: a coalition website, Google group announcements, bi-weekly E-updates
(an electronic newsletter), posters, mini-flyers, quarterly gatherings of coalition partner
representatives, speakers-bureau presentations to various groups, newspaper articles,
public service announcements, and broadcast of the town hall meetings on local cable
television (CSC, 2011b).
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The first Community Sustainability Town Hall meeting, which was held in March
2008, attracted over 600 participants (CSC, 2011b; A. Mills, personal communication,
August 10, 2011). At the end of the first town hall meeting the coalition asked for
volunteers to help form work groups that focused on 12 topic areas that were based on
categories identified in the City of Corvallis’s Vision Statement (COC, 1997):
Community Inclusion, Economic Vitality, Education, Food, Health and Human Services,
Housing, Land Use, Natural Areas and Wildlife, Transportation, Waste and Recycling,
and Water (CSC, 2011b).
The second town hall meeting in June 2008 was attended by approximately 350
community members. Work groups shared their proposed goals with town hall
participants and solicited feedback to determine whether their work groups were moving
in the right direction. Town hall members participated in brainstorming activities and
indicated those ideas that they might be willing to carry out. Work groups continued to
meet between the second and third town hall meetings. Based on the second town hall,
they revised their goals and began the process of selecting actions to meet the goals. Each
work group was asked to develop no more than three goals and to determine how each
goal would be measured. Where possible, work groups gathered information on baseline
metrics. For each goal, they selected up to three strategies, and for each strategy, three
actions. The work groups then reviewed the related efforts currently under way in the
community and acknowledged those efforts in their recommendations. Time frames of
zero to two years, 3-5 years, or 6-10 years were designated for each action, and potential
key organizations were listed next to each action (CSC, 2011b).
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The third town hall meeting in October 2008 was attended by approximately 400
people. The purpose was two-fold: to present the work group proposals and to engage
attendees in committing to action (CSC, 2011b).
The CSC engaged the services of the consultants, Cogan, Owens, & Cogan,
L.L.C.; AXI Performance Group, Zero Waste Alliance, and the Performance Group, Inc
of Portland, Oregon, to facilitate the town hall meetings and produce two reports: the
Community Sustainability Final Action Plan: Focus on the future; Action in the Present
and the Community Sustainability Final Action Plan appendix: Focus on the future;
action in the present (CSC, 2008).
The Sustainability Action Plan of the CSC was presented to the City of Corvallis
City Council in December 2008. The coalition presented the City Council the plan and a
list of over 360 action items to implement the action plan. The City Council, under
advisement of the City Manager, chose to not adopt The Natural Step approach or to
officially adopt the action plan submitted by the coalition but to select key items within
the action plan that they considered to be within the jurisdiction, role, and funding
capability of the city.
These key items were based on an analysis of the coalition action items by the
city manager and staff that considered the role and responsibility to undertake each action
item and the cost of implementing the plan. This led to the City Council’s decision to not
formally adopt the action plan of the CSC. The City Council has instead incorporated key
policy items relating to the action plan within its biennium work plan that is scheduled to
coincide with the two-year terms of office of the sitting collective city council (City of
Corvallis, 2011; A. Mills, personal communication, August 10, 2011).
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The City of Corvallis initiative- The City of Corvallis’s City Council, under the
advice of the city manager, made the policy decision to not engage the civic culture of the
community by providing leadership or direction in the way groups or organizations
outside the official city government would become sustainable (J. Nelson, personal
communication, August 22, 2011; C. Tomlinson, personal communication, August 11,
2011). The City Council chose to lead by example in that they would first get their own
house in order by applying sustainable principles to their own internal operations and
management (B. Griffiths, personal communication, August 12, 2011). The city
ultimately officially rejected the proposal to adopt The Natural Step (TNS) approach to
sustainability for the whole community and chose to adopt the Triple Bottom Line
approach to the internal operations of the city government (B. Griffiths, personal
communication, August 12, 2011; A. Mills, personal communication, August 10, 2011;
C. Tomlinson, personal communication, August 11, 2011).
Those advocating the for adoption of TNS approach argued from a strong
sustainability perspective that TNS is a more effective and comprehensive approach to
achieve sustainability for the whole community and all of its systems and is not open to
compromise of among the three principles of sustainability: ecological, economic, and
equity that result from using the Triple Bottom Line approach which allows compromise
among those three principles (M. Beezhold, personal communication, August 10 & 23,
2011; B. Hecht, personal communication, August 23, 2011).
The advocates of the City of Corvallis official position argued that to engage in
total conversion to the ideals of The Natural Step process is virtually impossible to
implement without experiencing an extreme backlash of political resistance to the
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implementation of such an extreme program (B. Griffiths, personal communication,
August 12, 2011; A. Mills, personal communication, August 10, 2011; C. Tomlinson,
personal communication, August 11, 2011). The result has been, with the exception of
some subsidy of a community-based planning effort of the CSC, two separate efforts to
achieve sustainability for the community; one in the civic culture and another separate
program focused only on the internal operations or functions of the city government. It
could be argued that the City of Corvallis has not really engaged in a proactive leadership
position for the whole community but has really only avoided the conflict associated with
a definitive leadership role (M. Beezhold, personal communication, August 10 & 23,
2011; B. Hecht, personal communication, August 23, 2011; City of Corvallis, 2011).
The City of Corvallis’s policy making is constrained by the home rule charter
provision that limits city council terms for two-year terms with all nine positions subject
to reelection in the same year (City of Corvallis, 2011). At the beginning of a council
term of two years, the collective council engages in a goal-setting exercise for their twoyear term (G. Goeresch, personal communication, August 10, 2011; J. Nelson, personal
communication, August 22, 2011; C. Tomlinson, personal communication, August 11,
2011). It could be argued that this provision in the city charter that creates the potential
for short tenure of council members may make them more adverse to issues that are
politically volatile. This could affect their willingness to engage in aggressive
environmental programs and result in an approach to sustainability that is actually
“greening” of approaches to cost savings.
In the 1990’s the City of Corvallis staff began working on minimizing the effect
of city operations on the environment. The emphasis was on cost-saving aspects of
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projects, or how the city could reduce energy consumption to save money. The term
“sustainability,” was not a well-know concept at the time (COC, 2011a). In 1997, the
City Council of the City of Corvallis adopted The Corvallis 2020 Vision Statement that
called for:
the creation of a compact, medium-sized city nestled in a beautiful natural
setting; the historic, cultural and commercial heart of Benton County; and
economically strong and well-integrated city, fostering local businesses,
regional cooperation and clean industry; a university town, a regional
medical center, a riverfront city; and environmentally-aware community
with distractive open space and natural features, protected habitats, parks
and outdoor recreation…, (COC, 1997).
In 2003, the City Council adopted an overarching goal of sustainability. The
overarching nature of the goal did not carry with it a specific directive for the city staff;
the intent of the policy was to heighten the awareness of sustainability to get the city staff
to begin thinking about how to incorporate those concepts in the city’s daily operations
(COC, 2011a). In 2004, the City Council adopted a policy that provided more guidance
and created six general topic areas for the staff to focus their attention on when reviewing
city operations and maintenance activities: 1. sustainable purchasing practices, 2. green
building practices, 3. solid waste management, 4. land use planning, 5. greenhouse gas
emissions, and toxics, and 6. persistent biotoxins. The policy also required an annual
report to the City Council on the progress made in each of the topic areas.
The City Manager created an Internal Steering Committee to coordinate and to
facilitate the internal organizational sustainability program of the city (J. Nelson, personal
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communication, August 22, 2011; M. Steckel, personal communication, August, 12,
2011). This committee began with an examination of the public works department and
the city manager’s office then moved to other departments over the years to implement
the city’s sustainability program.
In 2005, the City Council adopted a specific goal to enhance organizational
sustainability efforts (COC, 2011c). The city hired a Portland-based consulting firm, Zero
Waste Alliance, a non-profit organization that specializes in providing consulting
services to governments, firms, and other organizations related to environmental matters
and sustainability, to assist the city in meeting the goal of that policy (COC, 2011c). Zero
Waste Alliance began their work in October of 2005, and over a three-month period, the
consultant met with many city employees and conducted site visits to assess the current
level of effort on sustainability and to make recommendations for future actions to move
operations to a more sustainable level. The consulting firm published their findings in a
report “Phase I Assessment of Sustainability Performance and their final report, “Phase II
sustainability Recommendations.” The consultants recommended that the next steps
should be a more systematic comprehensive approach to the issue, with stated goals,
timelines, and metrics. These reports were presented to the City Council’s Urban Service
Committee in December 2005 and to the full City Council in January 2006 (COC,
2011c).
In 2006, the City Council approved funding to hire a sustainability coordinator, to
develop a sustainability management plan, and make improvements to the energy system
at the aquatic center. The Internal Steering Committee worked on several projects.
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Also, in 2006, the City of Corvallis participated in the development of an
Economic Vitality Plan with the Corvallis/Benton County Chamber Coalition. The
retention and recruitment of sustainable businesses was adopted as a goal of the plan.
However, there was no definition adopted of what was considered to be a sustainable
business.
In 2009, An Energy Strategy Ad-hoc Committee was formed by the City Council
in September of 2009 to create a community energy strategy and to compile a listing of
community energy sustainability policies from various planning documents adopted by
the City Council over time. The Ad-hoc Committee completed their work in December
2009. In January 2010 the City Council adopted a draft energy strategy. The intent of the
strategy was to provide specific, publicly approved guidance to the City Council and the
community about how to build a more secure, resilient Corvallis in the face of an
uncertain energy future. Its aim was to move the town away from its total reliance on
fossil fuels for its building and transportation energy needs, and towards increased selfsufficiency in meeting those needs. The strategy focuses on three components: 1. energy
conservation and efficiency (reducing energy use); 2. renewable and/or low-carbon
energy sources; and 3. local clean-energy business. The strategy was based on current
policy only. In the creation of the strategy, it became apparent to the City Council that
numerous additional actions could be taken, or policies developed, for which no official
guidance exists today. These gaps were identified in a separate document and included as
an appendix to the plan because consensus or compromise could not be obtained in
adopting an action program or a set of policies to address the gaps that were identified
(COC, 2011c).
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In 2010, the city staff under the direction of the City Manager, Jon Nelson,
developed a Sustainability Initiatives Funding Briefing Paper published in February 2010
(City of Corvallis, 2010; J. Nelson, personal communication, August 22, 2011; C.
Tomlinson, personal communication, August 11, 2011). The City Council had asked the
staff to further develop five of the initiatives previously advocated by the City Council
and requested that the city staff recommend possible funding sources for consideration.
The areas that were considered for possible funding by a system of fees included: transit
service, a sidewalk safety program, an urban forestry program, and an alternate
transportation modes program (COC, 2011c). At the October 4, 2010 meeting of the City
Council, fees were approved for three of the programs-transit operations, sidewalk
maintenance, and urban forestry. In December the city staff returned to the City Council
with the proposed ordinances to enact the fees. On December 6, 2010 the City Council
adopted the fees which went into effect on February 1, 2011 (COC, 2011c).
Agreement was achieved during the sustainable initiative funding discussion
about making public transit more readily available by providing a more secure funding
source to support a fare less transit system. The City of Corvallis provided the CSC with
funding to help produce the Sustainability Action Plan and provided a liaison to that
planning effort by the City of Corvallis Sustainability Coordinator.
A review of the Corvallis change leadership experience- The CSC continues to
lead efforts for the different elements of the community system to become more
sustainable. The CSC has established teams that were created during the processes that
were used to develop the Sustainability Action Plan. These teams work within the
community systems as well as with agencies and organizations outside the community to
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address sustainability concerns within the separate community systems identified in the
Sustainability Action Plan (CSC, 2008).
The Eugene change leadership experience
Past sustainable planning initiatives- In the Eugene-Springfield metropolitan
area, the Lane Council of Governments (LCOG, 2010) through an intergovernmental
agreement developed the Eugene-Springfield Metropolitan Area General Plan and
established by agreement among Lane County and the cities of Eugene and Springfield, a
combined Metropolitan Urban Growth Boundary for the urbanizable area of the cities of
Eugene and Springfield (LCOG, 2010). LCOG has recently developed an updated
version of the Metro Plan and a Southern Willamette Valley Region 2050 plan and
vision. As a part of this effort LCOG also developed a report of the Urban Reserve
Analysis and Alternatives (LCOG, 2001).
The City of Eugene initiative- The first steps toward placing the subject of
sustainable initiates on the public agenda took place in March and April of 1999 when the
Eugene City Council held a series of work sessions on Council Goals for the 1999-2001
Biennium (City of Eugene, 2011a). The City of Eugene City Council adopted a resolution
adopting a definition and statement of intent regarding the application of sustainability
principles to the City of Eugene (City of Eugene Resolution No. 4618, 1999).
In June of 2005, Eugene Mayor Kitty Piercy, with support of the Eugene City
Council, launched the Sustainable Business Initiative (SBI). The purpose of SBI is to
identify, support, and propose deliberate steps that, by 2020, can make Eugene one of the
nation’s most sustainable mid-size communities. Strengthening the economy by finding
ways to support businesses and expand quality jobs that use sustainable measures was
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proclaimed as the heart of the strategy. The purpose of the initiative was to develop a
community that allows members of the Eugene community to provide for a healthy
economy that conserves the environment while providing equitable access to jobs with
fair wages, benefits, and other services crucial to families (COE, August 2006).
The Mayor named a 16-member citizen task force to lead the formation of the
SBI. A 50 person technical advisory committee assisted the task force. The Mayor
charged the task force with obtaining ideas from the public and sustainability experts and
then making recommendations to the City Council, the private sector, and other
organizations for retaining, growing, and creating Triple Bottom Line sustainable
businesses and jobs (Elkington, 1998). The Eugene Triple Bottom Line approach to
sustainability includes:
An Economic Bottom Line: This addresses financial capital such as
profitability, cash flow, market share, shareholder value, and future
economic viability. Companies cannot stay in business unless they are
financial viable.
A Social Bottom Line: This addresses social capital and equity such as
paying employees’ living wages, providing affordable housing and access
to sufficient health care, and enhancing employee knowledge and skills. It
also focuses on actions to enhance the local community, people who live
where raw materials are produced or waste is deposited, and future
generations. Building social capital is vital for robust economies and
communities.
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Environmental Bottom Line: This addresses natural capital including air
and water quality, soil health, plants and animals, and atmospheric and
climatic conditions. Healthy stocks and flows of natural capital provide
the basis for all social and economic activity (COE, 2006, p. 18).
Students from and faculty from Resource Innovations at the University of Oregon
staffed the SBI. The task force developed their recommendations through an extensive
outreach process involving over 750 people. This involved two open houses, meetings
with numerous community organizations, and two online surveys. In addition, the task
force held roundtables on the following 12 topics/sectors: Green building; education and
technical assistance for local businesses; reuse and recycling; financing and funding for
sustainable businesses; biofuels; renewable energy; natural and organic foods;
sustainability in public education systems; sustainable healthcare; natural products;
sustainable forest products; and bicycles (COE, 2006).
The task force used a large-scale change process, Appreciative Inquiry (AI)
(Hammond, 1998; Anderson et al, 2008; Cooperrider and Whitney, 2005, Cooperrider,
Sorensen, Jr., Yaeger, & Whitney, 2001). A systems thinking approach was used
(Skyttner, 2005) to guide its activities that included a four-phase process: a discovery
phase: information gathering from the community, from June 2005 through February
2006; b dream phase: vision development from February through March 2006; c design
phase: Clarify the changes needed to achieve the vision in April 2006; and d. the destiny
phase: identification of specific recommendations from May through June of 2006.
The task force screened all recommendations for their ability to contribute to the
Triple Bottom Line. They also evaluated recommendations based on their potential to
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enhance the four key elements of successful business and job development as described
by Michael Porter’s Diamond Competitive Advantage (Porter, 1990, 1996, 1997).
Sustainable Industry Clusters in Eugene- The Mayor of Eugene, Kitty Piercy
issued two policy papers when she was elected to her office relating to the goal of
establishing Eugene as a place with a marketing brand of an industrial cluster of
sustainable oriented firms and supporting agencies and organizations including the
University of Oregon and Lane Community College. The first policy paper was: A
Program for Jobs and a Healthy Eugene Economy issued in April, 3004. The second
was: Building a Sustainable Eugene Economy-Creating Good Jobs and New
Opportunities. The first paper proposed that the city focus on six key areas:
1. Invest in our physical and social infrastructure.
2. Undertake a Strategic sustainable Business Initiative.
3. Undertake initiatives to strengthen local and regional businesses-the backbone
of our economy.
4. Pursue downtown and affordable housing initiatives
5. Undertake strategic land use for economic development initiative.
6. Undertake the improvement of Eugene’s business climate (Piercy, 2004).
The second policy paper cited initial success on pursuing the initiative to form the
SBI task force and making successful steps toward establishing the local environment to
help create a sustainable industry cluster. Success was claimed by the establishment of
natural and organic foods businesses that are national brand leaders and the local wood
products industry supplies were providing industry supplies of sustainable green building
materials. The University of Oregon and Lane Community College were cited as being
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nationally recognized for their sustainable business and architecture, green chemistry,
environmental sciences, and energy management and efficiency programs. The second
policy paper listed several detailed policy proposals and action items. The paper listed
twelve specific policy goals and identified strategies to use to in order to achieve those
goals (K. Piercy, personal communication, August 11, 2008).
There were early successes reported as a result of the SBI Task Force process in
local industry activity (City of Eugene, 2006). The Cascadia Chapter of the U.S. Green
Building Council joined with the City of Eugene staff to discuss the coordination and
increase green building education for local building trade professionals. A local branch
of the U.S. Green Building Council Cascadia Chapter, the Willamette Valley Sustainable
Foods Alliance, was developed by the members of the natural and organic foods industry.
A group of renewable energy professionals organized a network to discuss training
opportunities and to identify ways to educate the public about the benefits of renewable
and solar energy. The Ecotrust and the University of Oregon Resource Innovations group
initiated a project to place sustainably harvested wood from the Siuslaw basin into local
green building projects and lumberyards. It also sought to raise public awareness about
the benefits of stewardship contracting and why purchasing sustainable wood from the
Siuslaw forest contributes to watershed and economic health. Lane Community College
initiated a process to help local school districts and governments involved with public
education develop sustainability curriculum, train teachers, and work to hire a local
sustainability coordinator to serve all school districts. The Northwest Energy Education
Institute at Lane Community College offered to create a website to serve as an
information clearinghouse on sustainable business activities for the entire community.
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The St. Vincent de Paul charitable organization is working to establish a retail outlet at
the Aurora Building in downtown Eugene to sell local sustainable products and to
possibly serve as an incubator space for start-up businesses (COE, 2006).
The recommendations obtained from the roundtables, community meetings and
surveys and the collective wisdom of task force members led the SBI to the following
vision and recommendations for retaining, growing, and creating sustainable businesses
and jobs in Eugene. The recommendations were presented for: the City of Eugene; the
private sector; and other local governments and educational institutions.
The SBI Task Force vision of a sustainable Eugene is:
In 2020, the Willamette River is the symbol of the renaissance of Eugene,
a renaissance that started with the City Council’s acceptance of the
recommendations of the Mayor’s Sustainable Business Initiative in 2006. That
pivotal decision by the Council propelled Eugene businesses and community
members on the path to Triple Bottom Line sustainability. While the crystalline
waters of the Willamette are the result of cooperative agreements between all of
the localities bordering the river, tourists who’ve come to Eugene see it as the
centerpiece of one of the most sustainable mid-sized cities in America (COE,
2006, p. 28).
The SBI Task Force made the following specific recommendations for action by
the City of Eugene:
Publicly commit to sustainable practices and to businesses that produce
sustainable products and services.
Establish an Office of Sustainability within City Government.
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Establish a Sustainability Board or Commission.
Adopt a goal of becoming carbon neutral by 2020 and develop a climate
action plan (COE, 2006, p. 26).
The SBI Task Force recommended that the City of Eugene adopt a goal that
meant that net greenhouse gas emissions are reduced to zero in all City owned facilities
and operations by 2020. To achieve this goal the Task Force recommended that the City
implement an internal City government climate action plan and that the plan be phased in
carefully and includes specific improvement targets (COE, 2006).
Purchase and use sustainable practices and local products and services.
Adopt sustainability criteria for decision making, beginning with the
Triple Bottom Line assessments and purchasing policies.
Adopt a goal and develop a strategy for achieving zero waste.
Adopt sustainability indicators and a measurement system. The SBI Task
Force recommended that the City government adopt indicators and a
system to continually measure progress toward sustainability.
Educate employees.
Provide incentives and awards and remove barriers.
Form partnerships. City government should play a key role in the growth
of sustainability practices, products, and services (COE, 2006, p. 30).
The task force offered the suggestion that the chief executive officers (CEOs) and
boards of directors of private companies and non-profit organizations design a plan to
help all local businesses apply or expand sustainability measures. The recommendations
specify that the City government work toward expanding sustainable business clusters.
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The SBI Task Force recommended that the Lane Metro Partnership, Eugene Chamber of
Commerce, as well as agencies such as the Lane Workforce Partnership, Oregon
Department of Community and Economic Development, Lane Economic Committee,
Lane County Standing Economic Committee, and other economic development agencies
form a partnership with the goal of growing the sustainability clusters identified by the
task force. It was also recommended by the task force that local networking mechanisms
or organizations be established to facilitate ongoing communication and problem solving.
Other recommendations were made to further the movement of the community, including
the business sector, toward sustainability (COE, 2006).
In 2006 the Eugene City Council adopted an ordinance creating a sustainability
commission and adopted resolutions for: 1. a sustainable buildings policy for buildings
owned and occupied by the city (COE, 2006); 2. sustainable practices and 3. businesses
that produce sustainable products and services (COE, 2006). The City Council received a
report from the City Staff, Issues and Options Report (COE, 2008) that cited the need to
prepare for the effects of climate change and greenhouse gases and then adopted the goal
of reducing community-wide fossil fuel use by 50 % by 2030. As a part of the report the
City Council issued the study by the city staff, Eugene Community Greenhouse Gas
Emissions Inventory Report (COE, 2007).
The document City of Eugene Food Security Scoping and Resource Plan was
issued in April of 2010 (COE, 2010). The scoping report includes recommendations for
community and City-led actions and the ultimate development of a community climate
and energy action plan for Eugene.
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The City of Eugene adopted an official sustainable plan, Eugene Climate &
Energy Action Plan: A Community Climate and Energy Action Plan for Eugene, (CEAP)
in September of 2010. The Council directed that all City operations and City-owned
facilities be carbon neutral by 2020. The goals of the action plan are to: (1) reduce
community-wide greenhouse gas emissions, (2) reduce community-wide fossil fuel use
50% by 2030, and (3) identify strategies that will help the community adapt to both
changing climate and increasing fossil fuel prices (COE, 2010).
The planning process for the development of the CEAP included the creation of an
advisory team and a public engagement process. The CEAP advisory team was
assembled in May 2009 and composed of 11 community members and representatives of
partner agencies. More than 500 members of the public participated in the forums, shared
concerns about climate uncertainty and fuel price volatility and weighed in on what they
thought should be the community’s highest priorities.
The CEAP is organized into six action areas. The action areas are sectors of the
economy, systems, and categories that organize objectives and actions. The six action
areas are:
Building and Energy
Food and Agriculture
Land Use and Transportation
Consumption and Waste
Health and Social Services
Urban Natural Resources (COE, 2010, p.10)
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The first sub-question related to the primary research question
1. How do the participants and citizens of a community who are interested in
changing their city to become more green or sustainable determine what that
means to them and how do they determine what criteria to use to evaluate the
success for the achievement of their vision of a sustainable community?
The interviews of the participant leaders
The principal research investigator traveled to Oregon in July and August of
2011 and conducted interviews of participants in Corvallis and Eugene. Contact was
made with the Sustainability Supervisor, Babe O’Sullivan, (B. O’Sullivan, personal
communication, August 1, 2011) of the City of Eugene in the City Manager’s Office.
Information about the history of the movement in Eugene to become a more sustainable
city was obtained and potential contacts of persons who were leaders and participants in
that change effort were obtained to begin the research. The Sustainability Coordinator of
the City of Corvallis, Linda Lovett, was contacted and similar information was obtained
for the leadership of the change processes that took place in Corvallis (L. Lovett, personal
communication, August, 2, 2011). The author made telephone and e-mail contacts with
the key leaders of the sustainable cities movement in the respective cities.
In Corvallis, ten persons were contacted and invited to participate in formal
interviews. Nine persons agreed to be formally interviewed in person or later when
necessary by telephone. Three other persons were interviewed informally to obtain leads.
All of the persons who agreed to be interviewed did not request that any of their
interview be held in confidence because during their experiences with engaging in the
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quest for their communities to become more sustainable as communities; they were all
operating within the domain of public policy and public meetings.
The principal investigator attended a meeting of the Corvallis Sustainability
Coalition Steering Committee where the research study was explained and the
Investigator was introduced to the members of the committee. Contact was also made
prior to the visit with the recently retired City Manager of the City of Corvallis to arrange
the interviews. Contact was also made with the current Mayor of the City of Corvallis to
gain cooperation from the city government.
In Eugene, approximately fifteen persons were contacted, ultimately seven
persons agreed to participate in formal interviews. Two other persons were interviewed
informally that were city staff persons currently or in the past. The other persons were
either out of town during the visit or had scheduling conflicts. One potential leaderparticipant was dealing with the terminal illness of her mother so, she was not available
for an interview.
In Eugene, the interviews were conducted in city offices, or the offices of the
principal participants. In Corvallis, the interviews were conducted in city offices, the law
office of a high school classmate of author, and in the homes of the participants. The
interviews were tape recorded, transcribed by professional transcriptionists, and then
coded into the themes and sub-themes that emerged from the stories of the experiences of
the participants of the respective cities. The transcripts were also coded for a content
analysis of phrases that related to a conceptual analysis of the participant’s color-print
orientation according to the typology developed by de Caluwe and Vermaak’s (2003).
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The participant leaders interviewed
The Corvallis participant leaders
Maureen Beezhold- She was 56. She was active in bringing environmental education to
the community. She taught courses and workshops on environmental ethics and TNS. She
was instrumental in bringing The Natural Step approach to sustainability to Corvallis and
organized the CSC. She was from California. She received a BA in music education and
teaches private music lessons.
Bob Devine- He was 59. He is a member of the CSC. He is an author of several books
and articles on environmental affairs. Devine started focusing on the environment early in
his career. He was an editor at "Rocky Mountain Magazine," which won a National
Magazine Award for General Excellence during his tenure there. He has been a freelance
journalist since 1982, writing mostly about the environment, natural history, and outdoor
travel for a number of publications including "The Atlantic Monthly," "Audubon,"
"National Geographic Traveler," "Mother Jones," and "Travel & Leisure."
George Goeresch- He was 56. He works as a circulation manager for the Corvallis
Gazette Times newspaper. He has a BA degree in Parks and Recreation. He is a member
of the Green Party. He worked as a professional manager of Boy Scouts of America. He
served on the City of Corvallis City Council when the decision was made to become
sustainable. He has been a member of the CSC.
Betty Griffiths- She was 71. She was a retired mental health administrator who had
worked for Linn County, Oregon. She earned a BA in psychology and a Masters degree
in Counseling. She served as an elected member of the Corvallis City Council when the
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decision was made to become a sustainable city. She was on the Board of Directors of the
Corvallis Greenbelt Land Trust and she was on the Steering Committee of the CSC.
Bruce Hecht- He was 57. He was raised in California, He moved to Oregon in 1980. He
earned a Masters degree in Mechanical Engineering and worked as a mechanical engineer
for Hewlett-Packard in project engineering. He was a co-director of the Corvallis
chapters of Earth First and TNS Network. He was member of CSC. He advised the City
of Corvallis on the city’s efforts to become sustainable as a city government. He founded
or developed and managed a local co-housing project.
Linda Lovett- She was approximately 40. She is from the mid-west. She worked for
Hewlett-Packard Corporation in Corvallis in sustainability. She has several masters’
degrees and a Masters degree in Public Policy from the University of Chicago. She
currently serves as the City of Corvallis Sustainability Coordinator. The author obtained
current and historical information from her in an informal interview that was not
recorded.
Annette Mills- She was 62 years old. She was retired. She served as the Environmental
Specialist for the City of Falls Church, Virginia. She received a BA from Stanford
University in History and a Masters degree from Pacific Oaks College in Human
Development and Early Childhood Education. She is the nonpaid or volunteer Facilitator
and Executive Director of the Corvallis Sustainability Coalition. She is a leader in the
League of Women Voters and the Sierra Club.
Jon Nelson- He was 55 years old. He recently retired as the City Manager of the City of
Corvallis after twenty years as a city manager. Under the council-manager form of
government, he served as the chief executive officer of the City of Corvallis. He
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graduated from Moorhead State University with a BA in Independent Study. He earned a
Masters degree in Public Administration from the University of Montana.
Mary Steckel- She was 52. She was born in Tennessee. She earned a BA degree in
Psychology from the University of Illinois at Champaign. She has lived in Corvallis since
1981. She has worked for the City of Corvallis for about twenty years in administrative
positions. She has recently been serving as the head of the Administrative Services
Division of the Public Works Department. At the time of the interview, she was serving
as the Interim Public Works Director. She served on the City of Corvallis Steering
Committee for Sustainability.
Charles C. Tomlinson- He was 64. He grew up in Michigan. He earned a BA in
Mathematics from Alma College and an Masters degree in Business Administration from
the University of Hartford. He retired from a career in corporate finance computer sales
and marketing in New York City. He and his wife owned a bed and breakfast business in
Corvallis that has recently been sold. He served as an elected member of the City Council
and as Mayor of the City of Corvallis during the time period that the city was deciding to
become a more sustainable city.
The Eugene participant leadersJulie Daniel- She was 57. She was raised in the United Kingdom. She attended school
through the secondary level in the British educational system. She was the Executive
Director of Bring, a county-wide organization that provides information and education
about reducing waste in business and government operations and recycling. She served
on the City of Eugene Mayor’s SBI task force.
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Roger Ebbage- He was 64. He was a member of the faculty at Lane Community College
in Eugene. He earned a BS degree in industrial arts and a Masters degree in
environmental studies. He was director of the Lane Community College Environmental
Systems Certificate and degree program that trains technicians to work in the area of
sustainable energy and water systems. He served on the City of Eugene Mayor’s SBI task
force.
Felicity Fehey- She was approximately 50. She was raised in New Zeeland. She served
as the City of Eugene Sustainability Supervisor in the Office of the City Manager before
she went to work as the Sustainability Coordinator for the Eugene Water and Electric
Board. She staffed the City’s Sustainability Commission. The author obtained historical
information from her in an informal interview that was not recorded.
David Funk- He was 64. He was raised in California. He earned a BFA in Fine Arts from
California State University at Los Angeles. He was a Partner and the Creative Director of
a Marketing and Advertising firm in Eugene that does environmental consulting. He
served on the City of Eugene Mayor’s SBI task force. He also served as a Commissioner
on the Eugene Sustainability Commission.
Terrence McDonald- He was 62. He was born and raised in Eugene. He received a BA in
political science and history and a Masters degree in Education from the University of
Oregon. He was the Executive Director of the Lane County St. Vincent de Paul Society
nonprofit organization that operates several stores and workshops in the Willamette
Valley and on the Oregon Coast that are involved in recycling and providing food,
shelter, and clothing to the poor. He served on the City of Eugene Mayor’s SBI.
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Babe O’Sullivan- She was approximately 45. She currently served as the current City of
Eugene Sustainability Supervisor. The research investigator obtained current and
historical information from her in an informal interview that was not recorded.
Kitty Piercy- She was 69. She was from California. She has a BA in elementary
education from a California University and graduate work in political science. She served
in the Peace Corps in Ethiopia. She was involved in the environmental movement. She
worked for the Planned Parenthood organization in Lane County. She served as a State
Representative in the Oregon Legislature and there served as Minority Leader of the
House of Representatives until she was term-limited out of office. She returned to Eugene
and was elected as Mayor of the City of Eugene on a platform that the City should
become a sustainable city. She created the SBI task force and appointed its members.
Rusty Rexius- He was 59. He was born and raised in Eugene, Oregon. He attended the
University of Oregon but did not graduate. He plans to return to school soon and
complete his degree. He is the President and Chief Executive Officer of Rexius
Industries, a environmentally oriented wood products-based landscaping materials firm.
He served as a member of the City of Eugene Mayor’s SBI and now serves as a member
of the Sustainability Commission. He is featured as a case study in Bob Doppelt’s book,
The Power of Sustainable Thinking: How to create a positive future for the climate, the
planet, your organization and your life. (2008).
Jack Roberts- He was 59. He was born and raised in Eugene, Oregon. He graduated from
the University of Oregon with a degree in journalism and law degree (J.D.). He also
earned a Masters of Law degree in Taxation (L.L.M.) from New York University. He
served as the Executive Director of Lane County Metropolitan Partnership, a program
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associated with the Chambers of Commerce in Lane County that facilitates innovation
and entrepreneurship. He was in the an elected County Commissioner Lane County. He
served as the elected Labor Commissioner for the State of Oregon. He ran unsuccessfully
in the primary election for Governor of Oregon. He served as a member of the City of
Eugene Mayor’s SBI.
The City Manager of the City of Eugene was not interviewed as a part of this
research study because he was not employed at the time the city went through the process
of making the official decision to become sustainable. He was employed after the
decision to become a sustainable community had been made. The city manager, who was
employed at the time of the decision, was not supportive of the effort and according to
the mayor was not open to new ideas from the mayor or the city council about
sustainability. The mayor was not open to questions about the previous city manager’s
departure from the city so, the author did not explore that issue or attempt to contact the
previous city manager about the issue of sustainability.
Demographic analysis of the participants- There were a total of sixteen (16)
participants that were formally interviewed as participants who were part of the change
leadership of the respective cities. There were three other persons who were interviewed
informally that were not part of the actual change process. These persons were the
sustainability supervisors or coordinators that were hired after the time period of the
change processes that were the subject of the research. There were sixteen participants.
The age of the participants ranged from 49 to 71 with a mean or 58.1. There were a total
of nine (9) males and seven (7) females interviewed in the study. The education of the
participants ranged from 14 to 20 total years of education with an average 17.3. The
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participants’ possessed educational backgrounds that included: one with a British high
school education, the other fifteen participants with college education included
undergraduate majors in: liberal arts (6), physical or biological science (1), business (1),
mechanical engineering (1), education (4), fine arts (1) and other majors (2). The ten
participants with graduate degrees had advanced work in: journalism (1), environmental
studies, business (1), engineering, education/counseling (4), and law and tax law (1).
The participants were either born or raised in Oregon (3), California (6), or other
states (7).
The occupations of the participants of both cities included three retired elected
officials, two ex-teachers, four professions including an engineer, and seven who had
served chief executive officers of either local governments, nonprofit or profit firms. The
occupational categories represented overlapped. The participant’s occupation was
identified by their occupation at the time of their involvement in the effort of their city to
become officially sustainable. The organizations that the participants represented
included two from non-profit organizations, three from city governments, two from
environmental organizations, one from a community college, four from private sector
firms or organizations, and one self-employed consultant.
Among the Corvallis participant the range in ages of the Corvallis participants
was 51 to 71 or 20. The average age was 58.4. Two were classified as retired elected
officials, one was a teacher of music, three were professionals of various kinds: two were
local government chief executive officer, one, a mayor, the other, a city manager, who is
the chief executive officer under the council-manager form of government, and one as a
member of other occupations. The work organizations represented were: two from city
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government, four from environmental organizations, two from private sector firms, and
one as a self-employed.
The range of the numbers of years of education for the Corvallis participants was
from 16 to 18 or two years. The average was 17.5. The diploma’s or degrees earned
included two (2) bachelor degrees and five (5) master’s degrees. The participants had
undergraduate backgrounds or majors in: liberal arts (5), physical and biological science
(1), mechanical engineering (1), education, (1) and Journalism. Their graduate
backgrounds for the seven participants with master’s degrees included majors in:
business (1), engineering (1), education 3, and journalism. Four (4) of the participants
were from California and five (5) were from other states other states. None of the
Corvallis participants were from Oregon.
For the Eugene participants, the range in ages of the Eugene participants was 49
to 69 or 20. The average was 59.1. These participants represented occupations categories
of: retired elected official/Lawyer (1), professional (1), chief executive officer or
executive director five (5) including one (1) mayor, five (5) executive directors of
community, environmental or nonprofit organizations, and one (1) community college
professor. The work organizations that the participants represented included: nonprofit
organizations (2), city government (1), environmental organization (1), and a community
college (1). The range in the level of education expressed in terms of years was from 14
to 20 for 6 years. The average was 17.1. The educational levels in terms of diplomas or
degrees included: a graduate of a British local school system (1), a participant with three
years of college (1), a person with a bachelor’s degree in fine arts (a five-year degree
program) (1). The undergraduate backgrounds for those who attended college included:
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liberal arts (1), business (1), education (3), and other (fine arts and journalism) (2). The
graduate degrees or majors included: liberal arts (1), environmental science (1), education
(1), law and tax law (1), other (journalism and art) (3). Three of the Eugene participants
were born and raised in Oregon, two (2) were from California, and two (2) were from
other states.
Corvallis themes and sub-themes- The participants of the community
movement in Corvallis, Oregon to become more sustainable were interviewed by the
principal investigator during a visit in August 2011. The interviews of the respective
participants were recorded, transcribed by a professional transcriptionist and then coded
into topics or subjects and themes.
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Table 5 Themes and Sub-themes cited by interview participants in Corvallis
Themes

Leadership of the City to Manage
the Agenda

The Meaning of
Sustainability

Change Processes

Subthemes

City
Manager
Leadership

Strong
Sustainability

In the
Community

In the
Civic
Culture

Mayoral
Leadership

City
Council
Leadership

Weak
Sustainability
w/compromise

Conflict

In
the
City

Growth
Vs.
Nogrowth

Maureen
Beezhold

1

3

2

4

Bob
Devine

2

1

3

4

George
Goeresch

3

4

1

4

4

4

4

4

2

Betty
Griffiths

4

4

1

3

4

4

2

4

4

3

4

4

2

Bruce
Hecht

1

Annette
Mills

4

Jon
Nelson

2

Mary
Steckel

4

Charles
Tomlinson

4

4

4

2

4

3

1

4

3

4

4

1

2

4

4

1

4

3

4

4

3

2

1

4

Avoidance
of
Conflict

4

4

4

4

4

(1 = Themes cited most often; 2 = Themes cited more often; 3 = Themes cited often; 4 =
Themes cited least often)
The first theme, Leadership of the City to Manage the Agenda was divided into
three sub-themes: a-) the Leadership of the manager as the chief executive officer; b-) the
role of the mayoral leadership; c-) the leadership of the city council in periodically setting
goals and objectives. The second theme, the theme of Determining a Meaning for
Sustainability was divided into two sub-themes: a-) the first sub-theme determining a
meaning based on a strong sustainability orientation; and b-) the second sub-theme
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determining a meaning based on a weak sustainability orientation associated with
compromise. The third theme, Change Processes, contained three sub-themes: a-) The
change process in the community as a whole; b-) the change processes involved in the
civic culture and the environmental movement; and c-) the change processes in the City
of Corvallis’ efforts to implement sustainability within the internal government
organization. The fourth theme of conflict was divided between the sub-themes of: a-)
growth the first sub-theme of conflict between growth (or anthropocentric) views and No
growth (or ecocentric) views; and b-) the second sub-theme of the avoidance of conflict
within the public arena by avoiding conflict with the forces of the pro-growth business
community. This theme was expressed in implied or indirect terms as a reference to, the
invisible elephant that was in the room metaphor.
The first theme: The Leadership of the City to Manage the Agenda - Annette
Mills, The volunteer Facilitator and Executive Director of the CSC explained the
difficulty that the coalition experienced in getting the city council to adopt sustainability
as a community wide policy:
We would like to encourage you to have one of your primary goals for this
biennium to be to develop a community-wide sustainability initiative. But the City
Manager said, ‘OK, you guys can adopt it but I have to tell you that we don’t have
the staff or the money to make it happen. Our staff doesn’t have time (A. Mills,
personal communication, August 10, 2011).’
Betty Griffiths, a past city counselor, the current Executive Director of the Corvallis
Land Trust, and a Co-director of the CSC, explained the separation in the understanding
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of the meaning of the acceptance of the coalition’s recommendation by the Corvallis City
Council:
We went to the City Council in December 2008 and we asked them….and
you probably understand the nuance….we asked them to adopt this plan. Then as
an option we said “accept” this plan. They agreed to “receive” the plan. So they
never really took it as theirs formally, but interestingly enough, they
said…interwoven in tons of things they put out were references to this plan. So,
they really have adopted….I mean, they haven’t adopted this formal policy but it
is adopted as a basis for a lot of the work they are doing in sustainability, even
though they didn’t adopt it formally, you understand. That is kind of interesting,
and there was a little push-pull between….and if you read the city sustainability
thing…they are really focused on the idea of the triple bottom line as a
framework…the environment, economic and social (B. Griffiths, personal
communication, August 12, 2011).
Charlie Tomlinson, past mayor and past city council member, explained from his
viewpoint as mayor about the different perceptions of what acceptance meant to the City
Council as opposed to what it meant to the CSC during the process of placing on the
public agenda the recommendations of the coalition for establishing a definition of
sustainability and the implementation of a program to achieve the goal of becoming a
sustainable community as a whole. He explains the miscommunication:
Right and they received it. And they’re expectance was that we receive it,
they weren’t gonna adopt it, they received it. That caused a stir but that’s where
the council was because the council at this point was faced with 363 things and 12
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areas. And do you know, where do you start? And so, one of the things the
council was concerned about is that we go work on something that has
community buy-in, cause we get elected by the community. We don’t get elected
just by the true believers of sustainability
In an community or organization like this (the City of Corvallis) is that
you have a bunch of true believers and they want the world a better place and no
stone gets left unturned. And when you have that kind of outlook on life, 360
things is 360 things that you need to be doing. Because if it’s 350 then we’re
leaving out 13 things that are really important (C. Tomlinson, personal
communication, August 11, 2011).
Charlie Tomlinson also explained the role of legitimacy of representation in the
governing body’s leadership of the whole community with respect to adopting a specific
course of action:
I think one of the issues that she (Betty Griffiths) may be referring to in
this legitimacy is that you have a room of over 600 people. This is a university
town. Probably 25% of them are students, and of those students they’re there
because someone in their classroom told them you gotta be at this thing. And then
you have the true believers and what you end up doing is you end up skewing
your, the people, you skew the people who you are bringing to the table from a,
not a strict demographic of the community but a section of that demographic. And
so the people who get left out of that are say the conservatives or, you name it,
business people (C. Tomlinson, personal communication, August 11, 2011).
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The first sub-theme of City manager leadership- Charlie Tomlinson explained
the role of the city manager as a leader in dealing with the issue of sustainability as an
issue on the agenda within the public arena of the city council and his role in moving the
sustainability program toward adoption as official city policy. When asked about the City
Manager, Jon Nelson’s, role as a leader he responded:
Yes he was. And because what was, what happens for a city council which
serves two years is at the beginning of their term they set council goals for that
two-year term. Jon would say to his organization you’ve gotta get these things
done, we’ve gotta get these things done. And so as the city council established
sustainability goals for the internal organization from a policy perspective, Jon
picked up and ran with the administrative part of it (C. Tomlinson, personal
communication, August 11, 2011).
Jon Nelson, the past city manager, explained his overall role in the matter of
managing the issue on the public agenda of sustainability and the implementation of the
program to achieve the goal of sustainability as set by the city council:
My staff and I facilitated the community approving to the Council the
vision….so that was my role really as the government CEO. That vision
then…every two years the City Council had goal settings. The goal settings
looked at the different areas within the vision and how they can further progress
achieving the vision and protecting our environment, looking at sustainability (J.
Nelson, personal communication, August 22, 2011).
The second sub-theme of Mayoral Leadership- Bob Devine, a leader in the
CSC, explained the role of the past Mayor of Corvallis, Charlie Tomlinson, as a political
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leader who worked as a symbolic leader of the city movement toward sustainability. He
worked by bridging from the city government and the city council to the community
through networking. Bob Devine explained:
Once the coalition started, we had a lot of interaction with the city officials
with both staff and elected. For a few months, shortly after the coalition formed,
the mayor at the time, Charlie Tomlinson, and I had one-on-one meetings where
we would take an hour once a month to just talk about things involving the
coalition, really informally (B. Devine, personal communication, August 9, 2011).
Charlie Tomlinson explained that his personal philosophy for being a mayor was
to be a strong activist mayor who would, in the case of sustainability, be a symbolic
leader of that cause and work within the community to network with the CSC to bring
about change. He would also try to communicate to the city council, in his role as leader
of the governing body and of the community the need to lead the whole community
toward sustainability. He states is viewpoint as an activist leader:
Let me say something about being mayor. One of the things that I have
come to believe is that you can be the mayor of the community or you can be the
mayor of city hall, or both. And I choose to be mayor of the community. And
what that meant was that I spent a lot of time in front of people. Literally that
meant you didn’t say no when a request came in for the mayor to come to a
function to say a few words or just to be there to fly the flag and show support.
And so as the mayor I was a very activist mayor (C. Tomlinson, personal
communication, August 11, 2011).
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Charlie Tomlinson’s personal philosophy about leading change and public policy
making as a mayor included the following observations:
The Mayor being out there and showing up, you know Mark Twain –
‘80% of life is just showing up’ – or Yogi Bear, I’m not sure: Leading by
example. We have solar panels on the house, and the community knows that. I ran
around in an electric car called the Mayor Mobile. I put Mayor Mobile on the side
of the car. it was a private car and it made a statement. It was my driving around
in an electric car. So I was a pioneer and not a settler in that context. If you’re
going to lead people, it has to be more than just you know, showing up or just
talk. There has to be some action there. I am (also) convinced that policy is an
important part of city government, because it set the framework. Administrative
policy sets the framework for the city manager; city policy sets the policy an
overarching policy. Those policies are enduring. They also say that that is one
side of the coin and that is the side of the coin which is top down policy direction
from an elected body. This side of the coin is grass roots pushing up from bottom.
You can’t have one without the other (C. Tomlinson, personal communication,
August 11, 2011).
Jon Nelson observed that:
Charlie Tomlinson probably put….he didn’t put in 40-hours a week as
mayor but he put in a ton of hours, and he was very, very motivated by what
sustainability initiatives could do for the community (J. Nelson, personal
communication, August 22, 2011).
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The third sub-theme of City Council leadership- George Goresch, a past
member of the City Council explained the interaction between the city council and the
city manager in their goal setting process:
Jon [City Manager] was really an expert politician. I mean, he was really,
really good. Let me talk for a minute about the Manager/weak Mayor form of
government because I think that really plays out a lot in Corvallis. The city
manager runs the city; the city council hires him, and the mayor is a weak mayor.
So, the mayor only votes when there is a tie in the council. In that system, if the
council comes together as a council and we agree to a set of goals and we can
work together effectively and give the city manager clear direction,
then….because Jon was such a good manager, it would happen. Jon would
always have things to say about them but he would never be directive. I never felt
like he was directive. But there are times when city councilors don’t come
together, and when councils don’t come together and they are not giving clear
direction to the city manager, then the mayor has a big role in stepping up and
working with the city manager to move the business of the city forward (G.
Goresch, personal communication, August 10, 2011).
The second theme of Determing the Meaning of Sustainability- Some of the
leaders of the Corvallis city government argue that the date of the adoption of the
Corvallis Vision 2020 Plan (City of Corvallis, 1999) document is the point in history
when they embraced the concept of becoming a sustainable city. The Vision 2020 Plan
document does not contain the word sustainable. The city seamed to recreate history to
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claim that the visioning exercise, in effect, was a statement of the community held values
that really means sustainability.
Bob Devine related the success that was experienced with a series of town hall
meetings that were held by the CSC over a period of years. He seemed to think that this
was the watershed event where the people of the community became aware of the
concept of sustainability and when they started to understand the deference in meaning
between in environmentalism and sustainability. He explained that:
It (the town hall meeting) was packed in the first one…it wasn’t like it had
to build [up]…there were 500-600 people at the very first one. People really
seemed to be primed for it. I think the timing was just in some ways just good
luck. In a couple of years, in ’05, ’06 or ’07, I think there was more of an opening
in people’s minds and for sustainability. 5 years earlier, the word wasn’t known;
the concept was sort of vague but still there was environmentalism – there was a
lot of overlap but a different thing. Environmentalism so often seemed to be
trying to stop something bad from happening, and sustainability is usually trying
to make something good happen. It is much more appealing to people (B. Devine,
personal communication, August 9, 2011).
The first sub-theme: strong sustainability- Betty Griffiths explained how the
coalition used the framework of the Corvallis 2020 Vision to build the coalition’s
planning effort and recreation of the history of the meaning of sustainability:
In the 2020 Vision, when it was adopted, “sustainability” really wasn’t the
word that was out there in the lexicon….it was kind of….we adopted that in
’98…but there are a lot of elements in the vision that tie back with the
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word…they tie back to sustainability (B. Griffiths, personal communication,
August 12, 2011).
Bob Devine explained the advantages of TNS approach as a preferred definition
of sustainability in terms of applicability to different contexts:
They are very broad strokes so you can fit pretty much any concept of
sustainability into those. They are very comprehensive that way for something
that is as short as they are. So, people thought that would be a good way to do
that rather than trying to do 50 babies, spelling out every detail. Then you feel it
out as you go along as you are doing piece by piece (B. Devine, personal
communication, August 9, 2011).
Bob Devine went on to explain how, contrary to the arguments against TNS
approach to sustainability, it is easy to apply TNS approach was used as a lens through
which the leaders of the sustainability coalition viewed community systems and
problems:
We talked about the guiding objectives. That really is the basis; we try to
use that as a filter and we run things through that to see if things are working.
After awhile…you know, we had done this for a couple of years…we pretty much
just have a nose for it. But the initial thing was that when we thought through it,
we thought through it pretty much with The Natural Step guidelines (B. Devine,
personal communication, August 9, 2011).
The second sub-theme of weak sustainability with compromise- Annette Mills
explained that the leaders of the CSC advocated for the adoption by the city of The
Natural Step definition and approach to sustainability:
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I will tell you that I think that Bruce and Maureen have been disappointed
in the CSC because I think they envisioned something that was going to be much
more locked into The Natural Step (A. Mills, personal communication, August
10, 2011).
Betty Griffiths stated her disappointment at the lack of a developed criterion for
measuring success or failure for the city’s efforts to become sustainable:
But we do not know how successful we are. That is something that
bothers me a lot. We were initially….I won’t say it was a failure of our
consultants or our failure…I think that it was that we were taking on a huge task
and made some assumptions of what would be part of that task. One of the
assumptions was based on measurement for our community, and it didn’t happen.
We didn’t get that product. So I think the city has probably been working on
some of those baseline measurements…some with energy (B. Griffiths, personal
communication, August 12, 2011).
Maureen Beezhold of the CSC argued that The Natural Step approach does not
require a formally established definition of sustainability because it implies a set of
values that can be universally applied to different systems and situations (M. Beezhold,
personal communication, August 10 & 23, 2011).
The third theme: Change Processes- The change processes that were taking
place within the community to move the community as a whole included two separate
processes with two different philosophies.
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The first sub-theme: the change processes in the community as a wholeAnnette Mills explained that in the early stages of the movement of the community and
the city government toward sustainability that:
My understanding is that Bruce Hecht had a lot to do with really
pushing…I guess he attended city council meeting for years and would get up and
speak. He would get up and talk about sustainability and what sustainability was
and really worked at educating people (A. Mills, personal communication, August
10, 2011).
Betty Griffiths described the transition that the city government attempted to
make from an internally focused to a community wide focus on sustainability:
We went forward with a proposal for the City Council to adopt a city-wide
sustainability effort. I don’t think the staff was so keen on jumping from
organizational sustainability to city-wide sustainability but they tweaked the goal.
It was very carefully and craftily worded after we submitted it (B. Griffiths,
personal communication, August 12, 2011).
Charlie Tomlinson described his view of the change on the City Council that took
place after the presentation of the CSC’s presentation of their recommendations for
agenda items that should be considered as city policy:
And a year later they came back to the council thinking they had
community support and what they did have was that they had caused a bonfire to
happen in the city council chamber, here’s the mayor and I’ve got, we have 80
people in the council room and 40 of them hate it and 40 of them love it and what
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we’ve got is a mess, and a controversy. It did not need to happen (C. Tomlinson,
personal communication, August 11, 2011).
Jon Nelson, the City Manager, compared the change efforts of the CSC and the
city government processes. The city processes were centered on internal organization and
rational policy making, policy analysis, and policy implementation.
The leadership for our sustainability initiative in the organization....we
very early on figured out that if we didn’t have me and the department directors
engaged actively in supporting it that it would probably wither and die. So, the
leadership to keep it going on the organizational accomplishment really is a
function of the department directors. We made it clear to them up front that there
would be some push back from some community members. You know the whole
climate debate…there are those who don’t think there is global warming or
anything, so we needed to have Council buy-in and support or a policy, as well as
the budgeted dollars, to have us work on it. So, that translated it into a value
statement by the Council to the community that this is an area that they were
interested in….and also recorded by the 2020 Vision statement (J. Nelson,
personal communication, August 22, 2011).
The second sub-theme: change processes in the civic culture and the
environmental movement- Maureen Beezhold described the involvement in the
community wide educational programs that came from religious groups:
We didn’t have a rabbi at the time. I had to get a rabbi…my background
is Jewish and my husband is Christian so I am pretty well familiar with both of
those. I got a rabbi from Eugene who came and participated. I had a Methodist
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minister from Eugene who participated; I had an Evangelical minister, Peter
Illion, from Portland who is amazing. He came and was our keynote speaker. We
put together a service that was would meet the needs of all of those. I had Greek
Orthodox priest; I had one minister of an evangelical church participate called the
World Covenant (M. Beezhold, personal communication, August 10 & 23, 2011).
Annette Mills explained that the origin of TNS program in Oregon:
It was a Northwest Earth Institute that really brought The Natural Step to
Oregon. I also am very cognizant of the need to engage a whole spectrum of
people. I was introduced in Beyond War to Everett Rogers’ Innovation Diffusion
Theory (A. Mills, personal communication, August 10, 2011).
Maureen Beezhold and Bruce Hecht described their approach to community
change was based on education but centered on The Natural Step system of change that is
based on systems theory and a holistic view of the earth as a total ecological system:
I think we thought we had an idea of how to create that change…. Using
The Natural Step….following the principles. What I tried to do was, by working
with the Northwest Earth Institute was have discussion groups that involved a lot
of people….we had hoped that following The Natural Step
principles…sustainability ….there were some successes in that but not as many as
there might have been. I think that’s part of developing that set of values that we
dream of…education and information will let you come to some sort of agreement
but I don’t know how you do this on a very, very large scale (M. Beezhold,
personal communication, August 10 & 23, 2011; B. Hecht, personal
communication, August 23, 2011).
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The third sub-theme: the change process in the Corvallis city governmentMaureen Beezhold reflected on the history of the city’s internal oriented sustainability
focus efforts to change:
Originally, the city wanted to work first internally. When we brought that
up (to make the sustainable movement a community-wide movement), they
wanted to make sure that their own act was cleaned up (M. Beezhold, personal
communication, August 10 & 23, 2011).
Mary Steckel, the City of Corvallis, Interim Public Works Director, described the
efforts that were undertaken by the city staff to implement the internally focused change
processes to lead the city organization toward becoming more sustainable:
It’s a new idea and now they are pushing it on us. So, we tried to take the
approach….we started off right away working at a project level…not doing a lot
of programming at the beginning because we wanted to engage the employees at a
very frontline level. So, we started some brainstorming processes within the
organization once the departments had identified areas where there were
inefficiencies. Then we tried to get support from the management to make
changes that would make them more efficient (M. Steckel, personal
communication, August 12, 2011).
The fourth theme: Conflict- The anthropocentric orientations of the growth
machine were not visibly present in the change processes that the Corvallis community
experienced. Except within the tasks forces and committees of the town hall citizen
participation related to economic development, the forces of the business community
normally allied to growth were not present in the process. They may have been
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conspicuous by their absence. Their presence and influence within the community as a
force or faction was very much considered by the governing body when they chose to
undertake a careful and measured implementation of a city sustainability program. The
conflict about sustainability was not whether it would be considered but, in what way.
The first sub-theme: growth versus no growth views- This conflict ultimately
was focused on whether the city government would or would not endorse and undertake a
strong sustainability program in the community as a whole by adopting The Natural Step
approach or the weaker system that encompasses the ability to compromise, Triple
Bottom Line. The City Council, under advice of the city manager, chose to recognize the
real forces in the community that were not necessarily represented in the large turnout of
citizens interested in sustainability at the town hall meetings.
Bob Devine recalled the involvement of those groups that were interested in
growth:
Growth was the main focus for a couple of very small, not even official,
nonprofits…just an informal group. Then a more formal group, but still very
small, and then it took off with the various people who had also been in their own
tracks of sustainability that we pulled together and formed a coalition (B. Devine,
personal communication, August 9, 2011).
Bruce Hecht explained the role of growth oriented community development in the
change processes experienced in Corvallis:
I think it is more about real life…things stuck in a paradigm of how do we
make our lives better and how do we support ourselves as human beings? It
doesn’t have to be around economic growth. There are many different strategies,
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and I think we’re stuck in this one paradigm of growth to create jobs to hopefully
create well-being… (B. Hecht, personal communication, August 23, 2011).
The second sub-theme: avoidance of conflict- Jon Nelson explained why he had
advised the City Council to first focus on pursuing a course of establishing sustainability
within the internal organization of the city government.
We wanted to focus first of all on the organizational sustainability so that
we wouldn’t let ourselves be open to having our internal organizational
sustainability initiative fail because it was part of a bigger, community-wide
sustainability initiative, and that is really….. We did not want to wait around and
have the debate with people about, Well, we have to get to a definition of
sustainability. I saw it personally as not a good investment of our time and money,
so we first of all went down the organizational track and then shared with the City
Council if there was enough interest on a community-wide basis, it would emerge.
It did emerge many years later, with Annette Mills and Betty Griffith in particular
(J. Nelson, personal communication, August 22, 2011).
Eugene themes and sub-themes- There were five themes. Four of the five
themes or subjects were in turn divided into sub-themes.
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Table 6 Themes and Sub-themes cited by interview participants in Eugene
Themes

Sub-themes

Executive
Leadership
Mayoral
Leadership

The Meaning of
Sustainability

Change Processes

Sustainability
Vs
Environmentalism

Strong
Vs
Weak

Education
about the
Benefits

Education
about
Social
Equity

4

Julie
Daniels

4

4

3

1

Roger
Ebbage

2

4

4

David
Funk

3

2

4

Terrence
McDonald

3

Kitty
Piercy

1

Rusty
Rexius

4

Jack
Roberts

3

Conflict

Growth
Vs.
Environmental
Conservation

Opposing
Regulations
then
Advocating for
sustainability

4

2

1

4

3

4

4

1

2

1

4

4

3

4

4

2

4

4

4

2

4

3

1

4

4

4

4

2

1

(1 = Themes cited most often; 2 = Themes cited more often; 3 = Themes cited often; 4 =
Themes cited least often)
The first theme was the role of Executive Leadership in local government agenda
setting. This theme was uniformly centered on the political leadership of the Mayor of
Eugene, Kitty Piercy; The second theme was the development of The Meaning for the
Concept of Sustainability. This theme was divided into: a-) determining the meaning of
sustainability versus environmentalism; and b-) the second sub-theme of developing a
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definition of sustainability that embraced either a strong versus a weak approach; The
third theme was the Change Processes. This theme was separated into two sub-themes:
a-) the education of participants from business about the benefits of sustainable practices
in terms of cost effectiveness for their organizations that led to the conversion toward the
more enlightened view that sustainable practices makes good business sense; b-)
educational process about social equity and human relations. The fourth theme was
Conflict. This theme was split into two sub-themes: a-) the conflict between proponents
of growth versus environmental conservation; and b-) the conflict within the business
community opposing new or additional regulations then advocating for sustainability.
The first theme: Executive and Political Leadership- The mayor personally
selected the participants and formed the Sustainable Business Initiative. The membership
was primarily composed of the chief executive officers of private firms, nonprofit
organizations and chamber of commerce members. The mayor’s intent was to establish
the City of Eugene with the brand marketing identity of being a sustainable city. “We
asked in SBI was what can the city do to encourage and support businesses that produce
sustainable products or provide sustainable practices? What can the city do to encourage
and support every business to take on more sustainable practices (K. Piercy, personal
communication, August 11, 2011)?” The mayor used the tool of a mayor’s challenge for
businesses to strive to adopt sustainable practices and to create a business environment
that would facilitate the establish Eugene as a center of business firms that engaged in
sustainable practices.
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Rusty Rexius explained his transformation to being skeptical about the possibility
of more regulation due to environmentalist oriented regulation to becoming a poster child
for sustainability as:
So we ended up sort of landing in this funny place of realizing that maybe
for a company that was in the business of, well of the green world in many ways,
and then we were taking green waste and turning it into composting, we were
making things green with our landscape operations and maintenance activities and
all. We actually made the decision to turn the company colors from red and blue
into green (R. Rexius, personal communication, August 3, 2011).
Rusty Rexius embraced the concept of sustainability and became a spokesman for
the logic of this approach for the betterment of the city as a whole:
the principal goal of the SBI was to do three things: to help figure out how
the city, which is important, how the city could help facilitate businesses become
more sustainable in their practices, could support businesses who were in the
business of sustainability, and figure out ways to attract new businesses that were
in the field of sustainability. That was the mission and the goal of the sustainable
business initiative (R. Rexius, personal communication, August 3, 2011).
Jack Roberts, a past gubernatorial candidate from an opposing political party and
a past Lane County Commissioner responded to the influence of mayoral leadership:
Then in my role here, I was asked by the Mayor when she set up her
Sustainable Business Initiative, which is the task force that later led to the
Sustainability Commission….I was part of that task force (J. Roberts, personal
communication, August 8, 2011).
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The second theme: Determining the Meaning of Sustainability- The business
leaders involved in the SBI task force demonstrated by their comments during the
interview that they were having a difficult time in adjusting and defining the terms of
environmentalism and sustainability. This hermeneutical problem of defining new terms
for a new paradigm made it more difficult to determine that there were also new rules of
behavior in engaging in the educational process of learning the meaning of sustainability
and what it could mean for business.
The first sub-theme: sustainability versus environmentalism- A recurring
theme was heard from the participants during the interviews was heard, when they
described their experience in engaging in defining what it meant to be sustainable, was
that they would describe some positive oriented practice that demonstrated the value of
the concept of being sustainable by saying that we were doing this before we heard the
term sustainable or, they would say: I am not sure of when we started calling this
sustainable? These statements or questions seemed to demonstrate that they had missed a
very significant shift in paradigms that they had in fact experienced.
Rusty Rexius made this statement several times during the interview: “The word
sustainability was simply not in the lexicon of the business community. That was not a
buzz word back when we were first thinking about that, the notion of sustainability, that
wasn’t a term that was being thrown about, certainly not most of the places around the
country and maybe to some degree here but not like it is now (R. Rexius, personal
communication, August 3, 2011).”
The second sub-theme: strong versus weak sustainability- Julie Daniels
explained here view of how business leaders see the ecosystem:
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I don’t think that most of the people that I’ve dealt with in this
process…they were not already environmentalists who bought into the ecosystem
concept. Most of the business people that I dealt with probably didn’t go quite
that far as far as seeing things as an ecosystem as such. They still basically saw
this as the place we live and without exception, everybody likes it. They might
complain about a lot of things here and they will complain about the government
and other things…they will complain but in the end, they live here a large part for
that reason (J. Daniels, personal communication, August 22, 2011).
The third theme: Change Processes- The approach to change reflected the
background of the participants with respect to their set of knowledge, skills, and abilities
that they accumulated in their life’s work and mediated by the context within which they
were working.
The first sub-theme: education of participants- Some participants in the SBI
experience became frustrated with the attempt to determine some sort of hermeneutical or
theory-based meaning of sustainability and argued for a meaning defined by practice like
“walking-the- talk.” For example, Julie Daniels made the observation:
I think the highlight really was that there was this very tiny handful of
really well-respected business people who went and talked to the Chamber of
Commerce, sat by Kitty’s side, spoke in meetings. They stood up and said, “We
are doing this in our business. We are making more money. We are being
successful; this is why we do it (J. Daniels, personal communication, August 22,
2011.
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The second sub-theme: education about social equity and human relationsRusty Rexius, the company CEO and past Chairman of the Board of the Eugene Chamber
of Commerce explains his philosophy about social equity and sustainability:
Along the way if you’re not paying incredibly close attention to the people
who are largely responsible for your ability to create a profit, which you know the
sustainability world has called that social equity, and it means more than just
taking care of your employees, I know that, but again my assumption, my just sort
of underlying assumption about my responsibility as an individual is, people
matter. Whether they’re people who are unable to care for themselves, whether
they’re people who are working for us, whatever, that there is a responsibility on
our part to be mindful of that and we all, and I just learned that from my
grandfather and my dad, I mean that’s not a principle I developed, that’s just in
my mind what you do and it’s always been what you do as a family.
And then the one part that maybe isn’t quite so obvious or hasn’t been so
obvious with regard to the environment, because of the world that we’ve lived in
and understanding the value of natural resources and the need to be careful and
mindful of them, I just have assumed that one of the things that you do as a
business person is that you pay attention to the environment and recognize that
without clean air, clean water, and clean soil you’re not gonna get very far (R.
Rexius, personal communication, August 3, 2011).
The fourth theme: Conflict- Eugene, Oregon is a regional center for forestrelated timber logging operations and woods products manufacturing. The watersheds of
the community are located in Coastal and the Cascade Mountain Ranges. The rivers and
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forests that are part of the watersheds or ecosystem are subject to the laws and regulations
of several Federal and state agencies as well as private timber companies. There have
been severe restrictions in logging that have resulted in the loss of employment because
of efforts to preserve the habitat of endangered species such as the Spotted Owl. Eugene
is also the home of a major research university that is a leader in environmental research.
These conflicts are reflected in the arena of the Eugene City Council where the growth
oriented business community has been represented in the governing body along with
representatives of the interests of environmental movements. Some of the business
representatives in the SBI process were skeptical and suspicious about the ultimate effect
of the sustainability movement on their operations and profits. They feared another round
of diminished use of natural resource, and increase in burdensome regulations and a loss
of potential profits.
The first sub-theme: growth versus the environment- Rusty Rexius expressed
this concern during the interview:
There is, you know there is the assumption that on the part of the
sustainability community, whatever that is, that there’s an inherent need to keep
things reigned in and not promote growth and success and wealth and all that
stuff. I’m not sure that’s entirely true, there’s some truth to it. And then on the
other side the perception of the sustainability community of the more traditional
business community is, you know, to hell with any sort of constraint or, or
moderation, bigger is better, more is better, further out’s better. You know, I mean
none of that’s true on either end. That’s, my conclusion is after a few years of
doing this is (R. Rexius, personal communication, August 3, 2011).
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The dialog and education that took place during the SBI process had a
transforming effect on most of the participants. Many became advocates for the benefits
of sustainability for businesses just in terms of survival in the global market place and
effective cost-savings.
Rusty Rexius again testifies to his new role as a leader among the business
community for the advocacy of sustainability:
So I ended up becoming somewhat of the poster child for, a terrible way to
put it, poster boy, of sustainable business that, from an outsider looking in
somebody who was again a legitimate sort of going concern that could tout the
values of sustainability and be seen as credible (R. Rexius, personal
communication, August 3, 2011).
The second sub-theme: opposing more regulations then advocating for
sustainability- The participants observed that some business leaders made the
transformation from being skeptical about possible new and additional regulations to
becoming leaders and advocates for the sustainability approach to doing business. They
also advocated for the establishment of and industry center or a sustainable industrial
cluster focused on sustainable oriented business firms. This transformation reflects the
underlying logic of sustainability and also the underlying character of the local political
culture of the community where this sort of change leadership experience can occur.
This is a local political culture, that because of the mix of forest resource oriented
life styles and its progressive orientation of a liberal university community can
accommodate what in other areas of the country would be intractable and extreme views
toward community betterment and community sustainability.
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Jack Roberts, former Lane County Commissioner, Labor Commissioner for the
State Department of Labor, past gubernatorial candidate, and executive director of the
Lane County Metropolitan Partnership explained his personal transformation:
The wakeup call for me was a company that did some gourmet products;
they did packaging and things that were school-based. As I toured this place back
in 2003, the guy was explaining all of the great environmental qualities these
things have. I asked him, So, are you able to market that? Do you make this a
major part of your marketing effort? He said, No. We have all of the
information and it’s all printed off if people want it. We have it for them, but if
we lead off with that, people assume that means that we are expensive and we are
not. We are very cost effective. We are very competitive. If you lead off of that,
they found that it was in some sense a marketing negative.
I said, wow! That is an interesting take on this…that as a culture, we have
created this expectation that in order to be green, you have to be more expensive.
These guys were finding that that wasn’t true. So that helped wake up in my
mind that question: How do we change that perception so that people now are
looking for things that are not in competition with other things….do I want
something that I can afford or do I want something where I’m doing my
responsibility to the rest of the community or to the plans or whatever?
That sort of changed my view. More and more, I kept running into
people…a lot were former products companies here who have converted to
making environmental products because that is where the market is.
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OK, this isn’t just political correctness. This isn’t just public relations.
This is going where the market is. This is Business 101. That has helped me to see
that there is a different approach that you can take to this that makes sense for all
of those perspectives, and it combines them together. That is how my thinking of
this has evolved and how I have come to see this differently (J. Roberts, personal
communication, August 8, 2011).
The second sub-question to the primary research question
2. In what way does the leadership of a sustainable community demonstrate the
use of the different color-print ways of thinking or paradigms identified in de
Caluwe and Vermaak’s (2003) typology?
The findings relating to participant leaders use of the color-print ways of
thinking in change leadership
Content analysis methodology was used to analyze of the interview transcripts in
order to identify the color-print orientations of the participants in the study (Carley, &
Palmquest, 1992; Palmquist, Carley & Dale (1997). This methodology was used to
examine the occurrence of selected terms or phrases within a text. The research subquestion: In what way does the leadership of a sustainable community demonstrate the
knowledge and use of the elements and principles of the different color-print ways of
thinking or paradigms identified in de Caluwe and Vermaak’s (2003) typology? The texts
of the interview transcripts where coded to identify the existence of phrases used by the
participants that would indicate an orientation toward the different five color-print
orientations that were used by the participants when discussing their approach to change
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during the interviews. The interview texts were coded based on the following phrases or
similar phrases to the following:
Phrase: “Let us get everyone on the same page.” (yellow color-print
thinking orientation);
Phrase:”Let’s connect all of the dots” or “Let’s take things in order, or “we
need to do first things first.” (blue color-print thinking orientation);
Phrase: “Let us strive for harmony.” Or “We want everyone to feel
comfortable about the process.” ( red color-print thinking orientation);
Phrase: “We need to educate people.” Or, “We need to take baby-steps
first,” or we need to walk-the-talk.” (green color-print thinking
orientation);
Phrase: “Let us enable participants to create solutions for an environment
that is part of a complex dynamic system.” (white color-print thinking
orientation.
The phrases that were used by the participants that was similar to the phrases
listed were evaluated and include within the results of the concept analysis. Phrases and
words that related to other concepts were excluded as being irrelevant. The number of
phrases and the strength and direction of the phrases were analyzed to determine the
respective color-print orientation of the individual participants. The participants and their
respective color-print orientations are represented in table 7 below. The phrases of the
interview transcripts were coded as follows: Gold or yellow: a yellow-print thinking
phrase; blue: a blue-print thinking phrase; red: a red-print thinking phrase; green: a greenprint thinking phrase; and grey; a white-print thinking phrase.
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De Caluwe and Vermaak (2003) developed a typology of five categories of colorprint thinking: The first category or type of color-print thinking, yellow-print thinking, is
based on socio-political concepts about organization in which interests, conflicts, and
power play important roles. The second way of thinking or color-print category is Blueprint thinking, this second type of color-print thinking, is based on the rational design and
implementation of change. The third type of leadership change orientation is: red-print
thinking. This color-print has its roots in the classic Hawthorne experiments. McGregor
(1960) developed the tradition further. Green-print thinking, the fourth category of colorprint thinking, has its roots in action-learning theories. It has been expanded enormously
in the more recent thinking on “learning” organizations (Senge, 1990). The fifth and final
type of color-print thinking is identified as white-print thinking. This type of thinking
arose as a reaction to the deterministic, mechanistic, and linear worldview derived from
Newton and Descartes (de Caluwe & Vermaak, 2003). It was nourished by chaos
thinking, network theory, and complexity theory, all of which are based on living and
complex systems with limited predictability (Bateson, 1984; Capra, 1996). Selforganization is a core concept of white-print thinking.
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Table 7 Participant color-print orientations
COLORYELLOW
BLUE
PRINT
CATEGORIES
Maureen
Beezhold
Corvallis
Bob Devine
Corvallis
George
2
Goresch
Corvallis
Betty Griffiths
2
Corvallis
Bruce Hecht
2
Corvallis
Annette Mills
3
Corvallis
Jon Nelson
2
1
Corvallis
Mary Steckel
1
Corvallis
Charlie
3
Tomlinson
Corvallis
Julie Daniel
2
Eugene
Roger Ebbage
Eugene
David Funk
3
Eugene
Terry
3
1
McDonald
Eugene
Kitty Piercy
3
Eugene
Rusty Rexius
2
Eugene
Jack Roberts
2
Eugene

RED

GREEN

WHITE

3

2

1

3

1

2

3

1

3

1

3

1

1

2
3

3
1

2
2

1

3

3

1

2

1

2

2

1
1

3

3

1

Code: 1 = most 2 = more 3 = least oriented toward a color-print orientation.

3
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The results of the color-print research
The coding of the interview data for color-print orientation revealed that the
color-print orientations of the participants reflected their educational and occupational
backgrounds as well as their current role or position within their respective organizations
within the community.
The predominate color-print used by all of the participants was the white colorprint. It was used by 12 of the sixteen participants, of which, four participants were
ranked as using this color-print category the most; six used it more and two used it less
than other color print orientations. The next most frequently used color-print categories
were Red and Green with 10 participants each using these color-prints. The next category
that was used was the yellow print category with nine participants using it more or least
often. However, no participant was found using the yellow color-print category as their
primary color-print orientation. The least used color-print category by the participants
was the blue color-print category with three participants using this as their primary colorprint orientation and three using this more and one using it less than other color print
categories.
The yellow color print category was used by all of the participants who had been
involved as members of their respective governing bodies with the exception of Charlie
Tomlinson, the past Mayor of the City of Corvallis. His primary color-print orientation
that was used by him most was the red-print orientation, which may have represented his
past background in marketing and sales. His second orientation was the white-print colorprint orientation that was used more often, and the third color-print orientation that he
used least was the blue color-print orientation that may have reflected his academic and
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occupational background in mathematics and computer software engineering. By
contrast, Kitty Piercy, the Mayor of the City of Eugene, used the yellow color-print
category less often than her more often used white color-print and most often used colorpint, green, color-print categories.
The blue color-print category was used as their primary or most used color-print
category by Jon Nelson, the City Manager of the City of Corvallis, who used the blue
color-print category the most often, yellow-print, the next but more often used category
and white color-print as his least most color-print categories. This may have reflected his
background in public administration and managing the linear-based public policy process
of: policy analysis, formulation, adoption, implementation, and evaluation. This category
was also most used by Mary Steckel who works in the Corvallis Public Works
Department.
The red color-print was used by Charlie Tomlinson and Julie Daniels as their
primary or most-used color-print category or orientation. The contexts in which their
conversations framed reflected an orientation toward values related to human relations,
promotion, and sales. Other participants who were associated with the strong
sustainability orientation used a red color-print orientation in their conversations that was
framed within a context associated with values of social equity or social justice.
The green color-print was used as the primary category by Bob Devine, Annette
Mills, Roger Ebbage, and Kitty Piercy who had in-common a deep dedication toward
environmental education as an approach to change toward sustainability. The white colorprint category was the primary or strongest orientation of Maureen Beezhold, George
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Goresch, Betty Griffiths, and Bruce Hecht; who were key leaders in The Natural Step and
a strong sustainability approach to transforming their communities.
All of the participants that were or had been members of their city, county, or
state legislative or governing bodies used the yellow color-print orientation. All
participants who had been in executive leadership roles at the apex of their organization
in local or state governments as the mayors, city managers, president of the city council,
or a commissioner of a county or state department used the white color-print category or
orientation.
The relationships between color-print thinking and themes
The color-print orientation of participants was to a great extent associated with
their conversations about particular themes and sub-themes. In Corvallis seven out of
nine of the participants who indicated interest in issues relating to the leadership of the
agenda process by the governing body were rated as having a color-print orientation of
yellow. In Eugene however, of the five participants who indicated interest in issues
relating to the executive leadership of the mayor four were rated as having yellow colorprint orientation.
In Corvallis there seemed to be no obvious connection with participants who were
rated as having a blue color-print orientation to any particular theme. In Eugene the three
participants who were rated as having a blue color-print orientation showed an interest in
the sub-theme of education about benefits of the change processes theme.
Four out of nine of the Corvallis participants who had red color-print orientations
and three of those reflected interests in the change processes theme. In Eugene six out of
seven participants used the red color print orientation the majority of their interests were
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centered in the sub-theme of education about benefits or being advocates of the benefits
of sustainable business practices.
The green color-print orientation in Corvallis was used by a majority of the
participants who were expressing interests in the sub-theme of strong sustainability and in
change processes in the community as a whole or within the civic culture of the
community. In Eugene five out of seven of the participants used the green color-print
orientation and four out of five of those participants used this orientation in connection
with the sub-theme of education about the benefits under the overall change theme and in
connection to the avoid regulations and become advocates sub-theme.
The white color-print orientation in Corvallis was used by all nine participants
primarily by those participants who expressed concern about issues relating to the change
processes within the whole community and secondly about issues relating to the strong
sustainability sub-theme under the theme of meaning. In Eugene the white color-print
orientation was used by only three of the participants there seemed to be no predominate
connection with any particular theme or sub-theme among the three participants.
The Ecosystem view
A fourth interview question was asked in the course of the formal interview as
part of an iterative process when and if the author discovered from the answers provided
by the participant that he or she may have demonstrated the knowledge of or the use of
any of the elements of the ecosystem view of the community where individuals and the
community are co-inhabitants and co-managers of the ecosystem. Only a few of the
participants understood the question and they felt that their communities were not yet at
that point in their understanding or appreciation of this concept. Therefore, the results of
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this inquiry were inconclusive. In the absence of a quantitative instrument to measure the
knowledge and use of the ecosystem paradigm it was difficult to identify the presence of
this phenomenon.
Internal validity: triangulation, member checking, peer review, and researcher bias
Merriam (1988) identifies several strategies an investigator can use to ensure
internal validity in qualitative research. These strategies include: triangulation, memberchecking, peer examination, and an examination of the researcher’s bias.
Triangulation- Archival data from the City of Corvallis public records relating to
the city’s adoption of the 2020 vision and biannual goal setting was examined to verify
the role of the role of the respective members of the governing body: the mayor, the city
manager, and the city council in goal setting, policy making, policy implementation, and
policy evaluation. The principal investigator interviewed the Community Development
Director of the City of Corvallis informally to obtain information about the city’s
implementation of sustainability oriented goals and policies. The city has adopted
amendments to its land development code to implement sustainable oriented measures
regulating development in riparian areas, timber management in the city’s watershed, and
the facilitation of smart growth and New Urbanism land development that create transit,
bicycle, and pedestrian oriented planned unit developments, mixed land use
developments, overlay zones, and subdivision regulations (Duany, Plater-Zyberk, &
Speck, 2000). The City’s ability to facilitate New Urbanism developments with
alternative performance codes has been limited because their planned unit development
may only allow uses within the zoning district in which they are located (COC, 2011).
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One alternative housing project has been developed in Corvallis. A cohousing
development has been built by one of the leaders in CSC (COC, 2011; B. Hecht, personal
communication, August 23, 2011).
Archival information was examined in Corvallis and Eugene to determine
whether there was fact funding allocated for sustainability projects. Evidence was found
that both cities uses intergroup service fund accounting systems that that tracks the
budget accounting related to the implementation of sustainability. The Triple Bottom
Line criteria of decision making were applied to budget and purchasing or supply chain
decisions in both cities. (M. Shekel, personal communication, August 12, 2011).
The records of the City of Eugene Sustainability Commission were examined to
determine that the Sustainability Commission developed a more refined definition of
sustainability (COE, 2008). The Sustainability Commission also adopted an official City
of Eugene Climate Action Plan (COE, 2009). Evidence was found of efforts to amend the
two Cities’ land development codes to accommodate these concepts for sustainable
development.
The City of Eugene has yet to develop or apply regulations relating to
sustainability to private individual residences or businesses. The Mayor and the
Sustainability Commission has instituted a system of awards for excellence in sustainable
practices found in the civic culture of Eugene.
Member checking- The transcripts of the leader participants in the multiple-case
study that were coded for themes and subjects were provided to five of the participants
who were involved in the movements of their community to become more sustainable for
their evaluation and comment. A majority of the participants, who participated in member
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checking, generally agreed with the results of the coding, by the author, of the transcripts
of their interviews into the themes derived from the leadership experiences and with the
categorization of the participants into color-print types according to de Caluwe and
Vermaak’s (2003) color-print typology.
Peer examination- The coding of a sample transcript of a participant was also
coded by a colleague who was also a doctoral student in the leadership studies program at
the University of Nebraska Lincoln. His interpretation of the color-print thinking was
similar to that of the author’s evaluation. He made the observation that the participant
demonstrated a lack of authentic leadership in that he was a business leader who was
involved in the movement to have their community become more sustainable while really
not embracing the fundamental meaning of sustainability within the framework of the
Triple Bottom Line approach. The author’s response to this observation is that the Triple
Bottom Line approach facilitates compromise that accommodates a view of sustainability
that includes sustainable development and governance that would enhance community
growth and development and minimize regulations. The participant’s orientation, as a
business leader and chief executive officer included a realistic orientation toward the
importance of profits for organizational survival and the employment of its’ workers.
Researcher bias- The author found that that in each city there was the existence
of examples of executive leadership in the forms of mayoral leadership and city manager
for Eugene and Corvallis respectively. The manifestation of executive leadership as a
primary factor in the agenda setting process of each city’s decision making was for the
author a profound but not surprising finding. Although there may have been antecedent
processes of emerging leadership within the environmental movements within the civic
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culture of the communities, there was definite evidence from the testimony of the leader
participants of the strong role of the executive leadership of the Mayor of the City of
Eugene as the political head of the city and the City Manager of the City of Corvallis as
the appointed chief executive officer in the process of agenda-setting and agendamanagement of public policy decisions relating to sustainable development and
governance. This finding confirmed the theoretical and professional literature relating to
executive leadership in council-manager cities. The author realizes that his personal
background as a past city manager in council-manager cities may have biased his
perceptions of the phenomena associated with the role of executive leadership in the
leadership of change.
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Chapter five
Discussion
Purpose
The purpose of the research study was to examine the phenomenon of the
leadership change process in communities that are undertaking the quest to become more
sustainable cities. By way of review, the research questions were as follows:
The primary research question was how did the leadership engage in community
attempts to become more green or sustainable? The sub-questions related to this primary
question were:
1. How did the participants and citizens of a community who were interested in
changing their city to become more green or sustainable determine what that
meant to them and how did they determine what criteria to use to evaluate the
success for the achievement of their vision of a sustainable community?
2. In what way did the leadership of a sustainable community demonstrate the
use of the different color-print ways of thinking or paradigms identified in de
Caluwe and Vermaak’s (2003) typology?
The findings in general revealed that the story of the leadership change processes
were unique to each community based on the local political culture and history as well as
the unique leadership of individual actors within their particular social, cultural, and
physical context. The stories of the quest of Corvallis and Eugene respectively to become
more sustainable as communities were examined in detail in Chapter 4 findings.
Each community encountered issues and dilemmas in their experience that
resulted in choices that were made by local actors that ultimately guided the path taken
by their community toward the overall goal of becoming more sustainable. These issues
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where discovered by the author during the interviews by identifying the themes that were
of interest to the leaders involved in the change process. These themes were similar in
each city. However, the sub-themes were different in that they reflected the involvement
of different actors under different approaches that were taken by each community to
implement the goal of becoming more sustainable. The sub-themes, in a sense, are
different answers to different questions about those similar issues.
The change leadership experience
A Comparison of the themes and sub-themes of Corvallis and Eugene
The information from the interviews showed that those participants of both
communities that had the experience of serving with a governing body as a legislator,
state department head, mayor, city manager, or city council member cited more interest in
several themes and sub-themes of the research study. In Corvallis there was an overall
theme relating to The Leadership of the City to manage the agenda as a whole, including:
the city council, the mayor, and the city manager. The component parts of the collective
governing body formed the sub-themes of: the city council leadership, mayoral
leadership, and the leadership of the city manager. The comparable theme in Eugene
there was the Executive Leadership of the mayor or mayoral leadership. The two main
issues relating to the pursuit of a sustainable community in Corvallis was first: the issue
of whether the city should lead the whole community or just the internal organization of
the city government; and second the issue of adopting a strong sustainability approach,
Then Natural Step (TNS) system, or a weak sustainability approach, the Triple Bottom
Line, for the community as a whole or the internal city organization. Both issues were
matters of public policy making that required a decision by the governing body in the
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public arena. The public policy decision making process was centered on the process of
agenda management by the different components of the governing body; the mayor, the
city council, and the city manager.
In Eugene, in efforts to build an alliance with the business community, the mayor
exercised executive leadership outside of the city government policy making arena. She
exercised mayoral political leadership to bridge to potentially divisive factions within the
community in order to broker an agreement between the business community and
supporters of sustainability that resulted in obtaining support from the leaders within the
business community that supported sustainability. The result of this effort to build an
alliance with the business community was that there was little debate within the public
arena of the Eugene City Council about whether this issue should be pursued as part of
the public policy decision process or the agenda management process. The City Council
passed the ordinances and resolutions relating to support and for the city to become more
sustainable.
The theme of The Development of a Meaning of Sustainability was similar in both
communities however, there were different sub-themes. In Corvallis the two sub-themes
were: the advocacy for the definition of sustainability that embraced the strong
sustainability approach of TNS and the decision of the city to adopt the weak
sustainability approach of the Triple Bottom Line for use only within the internal city
organization. In Eugene this theme was separated into a sub-theme of environmentalism
versus sustainability and the theme of strong versus weak sustainability. The first subtheme dealt with the recognition of a paradigm shift between bi-polar conflict between
opposing concepts of development and environmental conflict. The second sub-theme,
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for Eugene, was the similar theme of strong versus weak sustainability. However, this
issue was not debated by the SBI task force. The Triple Bottom Line approach seemed to
be adopted with little debate by the SBI task force or by the Eugene City Council.
The third theme of Change Processes was the same in both cities. However, in
Corvallis this theme was separated into three sub-themes: change processes within the
whole community, within the civic culture or more specifically the CSC, and within the
city government’s internal organization and operations. In Eugene the theme was divided
into two sub-themes only: change through education about the benefits to a firm or
organization of adopting sustainable practices and change through education about issues
related to social equity and sustainability.
The fourth theme of Conflict was similar in both communities. There were two
sub-themes in both cities however; they were different in their substance and identity. In
Corvallis the first sub-theme was related to growth versus no-growth in terms of
population, housing, and land development. In Eugene the first sub-theme was about the
pro-development interests related to the forests and the timber industry versus the forces
of environmental conservation or preservation. This theme reflects Eugene’s role in the
past as the timber capital of Oregon and perhaps the Pacific Northwest. The second subtheme in Corvallis was about the city government’s efforts to avoid conflict among
extreme and possibly idealistic factions within the community. There had been a fairly
recent regime change in Corvallis where pro-development business interests had been
replaced by pro-environmental factions on the city council. There was also reluctance by
the governing body to experience massive student involvement from the local university
in volatile environmental issues. The second theme in Eugene related to the situation that
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business representatives experienced when they became involved in the SBI process to
learn about possible threats to their businesses from new regulations then became
converted to being advocates for cost-saving sustainable practices for business and
industry. They were challenged by their business colleagues about their credibility.
Analysis and discussion of the change leadership experiences
There were four issues that were recognized by the participants in each
community: the leadership of the city; defining the meaning of sustainability; engaging in
the change process; and dealing with conflict. The issue of leadership of the city is
addressed by the principal question: How will the participants lead cities to become more
sustainable? The secondary questions to this question include: Who shall lead, the city
government, an organization within the community, the mayor, or the city manager? If
the city is to lead, who shall lead the city government or the community, the mayor, the
city council, the city manager or all three parts of the governing body as a team? If some
other organization in the community will lead, what is the legitimacy of that leadership?
How do the choices and decisions become public policy? How is the agenda process
managed?
The issue of determining a meaning of sustainability for the community includes
the questions of: Do you really need a perfect definition or collective meaning of
sustainability? If the choice is made to develop a collective meaning or definition, how
will the definition of sustainability be translated into policy and be implemented and
ultimately evaluated? Should a strong or weak approach be adopted? Should the approach
be applied to the whole community by regulations? How do you develop the criteria for
evaluation? How much will you compromise on the ideal goal? Who will you involve in
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the exercise of developing a definition? Will you request help from experts? The answers
to these questions will determine the extent of the involvement from the community, the
amount of controversy and the expense of undertaking the whole process: The answers to
these questions also relate to the ultimate effectiveness of the quest to become a more
sustainable community and the legitimacy of the outcome.
The issue of change processes was associated with the questions of whether these
processes for change to become more sustainable include the community as a whole,
organizations and individuals within the civic culture outside of the city government, or
just within the city government organization. There are also questions relating to what
educational processes will be needed to bring about understanding of community
systems, social systems, and ecological systems relating to sustainability. These questions
relate also to issues relating to social justice such as income, food, and housing for the
poor or elderly.
Finally, the issue of conflict is associated usually with questions about the
appropriate values relating to the earth and its resources how they are used. There are
questions relating to the growth and no growth as well as neoclassical economic versus
ecological economic approaches to decision making. What approach do you use to
resolve these conflicts? What decision making processes do you use to deal with conflict
and continue to strive toward the goal of becoming more sustainable? Do you use
consensus decision making processes or do you avoid conflict whenever possible?
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Issues, questions, solutions or answers to the challenges of change leadership:
defining sustainability, achieving change, and dealing with conflict
Issue: Leadership- The experiences of the case study demonstrated that there
were differences between the two communities about: where leadership should originate,
who should exercise leadership, and what domain of the community leadership should be
applied. Each community sought its own solutions to these questions whether they were
overtly stated or assumed.
In Corvallis, the City Council decided that they should exercise leadership for the
city government only in the matter of pursuing sustainability and that, on advice of the
City Manager, Jon Nelson; the change effort to become a more sustainable city should be
focused only on the internal city government organization. The leaders of TNS approach
attempted to persuade the City Council to extend the leadership of the change toward
sustainability to the whole community. The City Council chose to maintain its internal
focus and apply leadership through the City Manager of Corvallis on the city government
and its operations. As a result of this choice by the City Council, the leaders of The
Natural Step approach formed the CSC and continued to lead efforts toward sustainability
within the community as a whole.
The structural constraints on the City of Corvallis policy making from the home
rule charter provision for two-year simultaneously elected councilor positions on its
governing body affects political efficacy (COC, 2011d). This may result in the possession
of weak political capital to affects decisions that would provide for long-term strategies
to achieve actions to reduce the adverse effects of climate change or energy shortages.
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The actors within the membership of the CSC may not possess sufficient political
capital to effect a regime change on the City of Corvallis City Council to implement their
agenda for adoption of TNS or a strong sustainability approach. The community system
teams of the CSC are able to develop strong bonding among the different teams and
bridge to state and national programs within their respective community systems (CSC,
2011a).
Questions can be raised as a critique of the approach to the leadership to become a
more sustainable community that was used by the City of Corvallis. These questions
could include: should the whole community be involved in the quest to become more
sustainable; should the city government lead the whole community; or is there a moral
obligation of the Mayor and City Council to lead the whole community? Corvallis
provided their own answers to these questions by default through their own choices.
The result of their bifurcated approach to a separate city government and civic
culture approach to sustainability is a process that was incomplete, not inclusive, and
ultimately avoided an opportunity to lead the whole community. Certain interests in the
community, such as the business community or those interested in growth were excluded
from the process. It is a basic lesson gained from elementary political science, if you
exclude a major interest of faction from decision-making that faction may only be left
with the alternative of seeking a regime change of the governing body so that their
interests are represented.
The author argues that given the critical state of the environment due to climate
change and the crisis stage of our energy resources that the governing body of a local
government has a moral obligation to lead the whole community in order to help meet the
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challenges of these concerns and to strive to meet the on-going goal of becoming more
sustainable.
In Eugene, the leadership of initiating the change movement toward becoming a
more sustainable community came from the Mayor of the City of Eugene, Kitty Piercy.
The research study did not examine in detail the degree of support from members of the
City Council for the Mayor, who is a member of the City Council, for her to pursue her
efforts to initiate a dialogue with the community about the establishing a sustainable
business cluster. It can be assumed that they did support this effort to some degree
because they voted to provide a small amount of financial support for the SBI.
The Mayor of Eugene, in her role as a symbolic political leader of the community,
reached out into the civic culture of the community into the business community, who
had been in an adversarial position with the city in regard to issues relating to planning
and environmental regulations, to establish the SBI. The membership of the SBI was
hand selected by the mayor in consultation with the facilitator of the SBI task force
change process. The SBI task force engaged in an elaborate process of education and
debate that included extensive citizen participation. The leader participants of the SBI
task force agreed to make their decisions about issues and recommendations by
consensus decision making methods. The efforts to bridge to this potentially adversarial
group met with success in that they were transformed into becoming advocates to the
City Council where they presented a resolution from the SBI task force requesting that
the City of Eugene pursue becoming a more sustainable community and that the City
should lead the whole community in this effort. The result of the bridging effort produced
almost the opposite result of the bifurcated approach that was used in Corvallis. The
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Eugene City Council, as indicated in the findings of this research study, adopted the
initial ordinances and resolutions that implemented to policy choice of becoming a more
sustainable city and as a community as a whole with little debate. The efforts to define
sustainability were left to the future work of the newly created Eugene Sustainability
Commission.
A critique of the Eugene approach to the leadership of their change process also
raises some important questions: what is the legitimacy of hand-picked membership of
the SBI to develop city public policy: is this use of a hand-picked advisory body an
improper delegation of the City Council’s legislative responsibility to debate the public
policy implications of the definition; what would be the best way to induce empowered
yet legitimate citizen participation for sustainability; should the decision to become at the
City Council level be “greased” by a “rigged” citizen participation process that is
manifestation of the metaphor of the “paint the barn and put on a show” approach to
strategic decision making. The answers to these questions were provided by the choices
made and the actions taken by the City of Eugene. It may be argued that the governing
bodies of local governments have the right to seek advice and recommendations from any
legal source. It can also be observed that less than perfect approaches to citizen
participation in public decision making is all that is realistically possible, since there are
always tradeoffs between empowerment and legitimacy (Arnstein, 1969).
Arnstein (1969) argued that: “without an actual redistribution of power citizen
participation is an “empty ritual.” In order to bring about significant social reform, she
further argues, citizens must engage in activities high on the ladder of participation. She
explains that the degree of citizen participation that actually occurs will be the result of to
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what degree the citizens really want to control and the willingness of involved agencies to
share control (Arnstein, 1969, pp. 216-244).”
This researcher found that the initial construction of the Eugene SBI and the
selection of its key leadership, as members, represented the classical example of the
“blue-ribbon committee” of experts and stakeholder that may hold differing views on an
issue. The process did include an extensive and well-attended citizen participation
component. This method has the advantage of working across community factions and
divisions and bridging differences. This citizen participation strategy by the Mayor of the
City of Eugene is also an example of “placation” or making people feel better about a
decision that has already been made in another arena. It could be conjectured that the
success of these measures depends on the local political culture of the community and the
degree of shared values about significant issues such as the environment.
The Mayor of Eugene, Kitty Piercy, and the SBI task force proposed that efforts
be made to encourage the creation of an industrial cluster in Eugene for sustainable
businesses. An examination of the economic base information using location quotients
analysis was made by the author. Evidence of the establishment of a sustainable business
or industrial cluster was not able to be verified from Department of Labor data that is
available at the county level. Therefore, it was not possible to analyze the information to
determine whether there were industrial clusters due to agglomeration phenomenon that
were oriented toward sustainability.
Dmitry Sivaev and Emrich Stovel (2007) in a review of the literature found no
documented results of the existence of an ideal sustainable business cluster, as well as the
fact that most research points to the phenomenon of a cluster being more or less of a
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random or accidental event. The examined the SBI initiative to establish a sustainable
industrial cluster and found that one of the difficulties in identifying a sustainable
industrial cluster is defining what is meant by sustainable. They applied a matrix analysis
of industries using the Standard Industrial Classification Codes (SIC) and the North
American Industry Classification System (NAICS) and identified possible industries
using state level data but were not able to identify sustainable industry clusters at the
local or county level data. They argued that there are negative aspects of clustering. Even
though clustering is considered to be good for the economic development, the concept of
industrial clusters is contrary to the goals of diversification. They were concerned that
heavily clustered areas may not have the diversification to overcome the negative effects
of economic recessions.
Research by Tim Shinabarger, (2003) with the Institute for a Sustainable
Environment at the University of Oregon, found that in Lane County, the natural foods
industry comprises more than 30 businesses and 30 organic farms. The 15 natural food
companies that responded to a survey were believed to fall into the sustainability sector
reported at least 334 local employees and annual local payrolls for at least $8.39 million
dollars. The lowest level of annual sales reported was $76,000; the highest was $16
million (Shinabarger, 2003).
David Kiron and his colleagues (Kiron, Kruschwitz, Haanaes, & Von Streng
Velken, 2012), argue that private firms are now adopting sustainable business practices at
an increasing rate and that the magnitude of the firms adopting such strategies and
practices may have reached the tipping point. In previous research, they identified two
groups with different levels of sustainable business activity within their enterprise:
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“Embracers” and “Cautious Adopters.” Embracers had a business case, believed that
sustainability was critical to being competitive and had sustainability on their
management agenda. The other respondents were grouped into a cautious adopter’s
category. The current data suggest the harvesters are three times more likely to be
embracers than cautious adopters (Kiron, et al, 2012). They found that their data
demonstrates that companies have been adopting sustainability initiatives at a significant
rate in recent years, whether or not they can see a clear path to profit of competitive
advantage from them. “For any given company, the tipping point for adopting sustainable
practices may be precisely where promise and necessity intersect (Kiron, et al, 2012, p.
74).”
If indeed firms nationally or internationally, go past the tipping point in adopting
sustainable practices, there will be no comparative advantage to local jurisdiction in
investing in the development of a local sustainable industrial cluster. Sustainable
practices will be as common as accrual accounting systems. The real competitive
advantage will be in the way firms use sustainable based innovations for products where
an already competitive advantage exists because of available natural resources or local
markets. These observations may result in rendering the efforts of the Eugene SBI to
band their community as a center of for sustainable industrial clusters as becoming not
very unique in terms of comparative advantage with other communities.
Jack Roberts, Executive Director of the Lane County Metropolitan Partnership,
posed the hypothesis that there may be a qualitative difference between two levels of
“sustainable firms” in terms of their commitment to the benefits of sustainability versus
the ultimate adoption of a strong sustainability orientation to the way they view their
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organization and whether they have made a paradigmatic shift toward sustainability.
There may be firms that apply sustainable approaches to their business practices because
of the benefits they receive in terms of profits; then there are firms who have truly
embraced the full paradigmatic shift toward becoming a sustainable firm in a sustainable
community and in the world. It is difficult to separate these two qualitative-types of firms
when trying to assess through quantitative measures the firms that may be included in a
sustainable industrial cluster (J. Roberts, personal communication, May 23, 2012).
The SBI task force used a consensus building process to reach their findings that
led to the recommendations that they presented to the Eugene City Council. This process
has its own advantages and disadvantages when compared to other methods of
participation and public policy decision making. William Klein (2000) defines consensus
building as: “A process by which general agreement is reached over a period of time by
people with divergent interests (Klein, 2000, p. 426).” He explains that unlike purely
representative forms of deliberation and decision making, consensus building involves
the active participation and empowerment of those individuals or interests (1) who will
be most affected by the outcome and/or (2) who control the resources and authority
required for action. He further explains that unlike decision making processes that depend
on a majority vote, consensus allows agreement to be defined in a number of ways. I
some instances, a majority vote may define agreement; at other times, participants might
settle for a straw vote or even vaguer “sense of the meeting.” A minority member or
faction may hold the rest of the group hostage in an effort to bargain for their own special
interests that may not represent the decision of the majority (Klein, 2000).
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The Eugene change-leadership of Mayor Kitty Piercy provided answers to these
questions by the choices that were made and were reflected in the unitary theme of
executive mayoral leadership. For this form of leadership to be carried out implies the
existence of a political culture and a City Council that in agreement with the ultimate
outcome of having the policy decision of becoming a more sustainable city placed on the
agenda for favorable action.
Issue: The development of the meaning of sustainability- There were different
Questions and answers in the two communities that related to the issue of determining the
meaning of sustainable for their respective community. There were fundamental
questions associated with this issue that could have been asked. They included: do you
really need to have a definition; does the definition need to be perfect; can it be a work
in-progress; is it alright that people are in different paradigms; should there be a way to
compromise?
In Corvallis the important questions that might have been asked were: does the
definition chosen imply the type of sustainability system that you will pursue; should
there be one definition and system for the whole community or a separate one for the
civic culture and the city government; is a strong sustainability definition and approach
with little or no compromise better than a definition that implies a weak approach that
include compromise; what is the end result that you wish to achieve?
The City of Corvallis provided answers to the implied questions, by the action of
choosing to avoid a protracted discussion in a public forum to address these questions,
and choosing to undertake a separate quest to determine what sustainability meant to the
city government. They also chose to use a definition of becoming more sustainable that
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included a weak sustainability orientation of compromise. The end result was that they
chose to become an example of sustainability for the whole community. The CSC within
the civic culture advocated for the city to assume a leadership role for the whole
community and the establishment of definition of sustainable that implied a strong
sustainability approach that would result in an adoption of a collectively held meaning for
sustainability that embraced TNS process.
In Eugene there were important questions that were manifested as themes but
were not explicitly asked that related to the issue of determining the meaning of
becoming a more sustainable community included the questions of: do you explain the
paradigm shifts so that people will know that there has been a shift in paradigms; how do
you make decisions; by consensus; how do you explain the benefits of becoming more
sustainable; how do you explain the importance of social equity and justice? The design
of the SBI task force process provided a public arena that provided answers through the
educational process of the presentations and discussion. Business leaders learned about
the shift of paradigms from environmentalism to sustainability. They learned about strong
versus weak sustainability and chose the Triple Bottom Line that includes the element of
compromise.
Issue: Change processes- This issue raises questions that address the
important central questions of: how do you bring about change within the community as
a whole, within the civic culture, or the city government; how do you educate people
about the environment, the economy, or social justice and equity?
The answers in Corvallis to these questions could have been: the Mayor of the
City of Corvallis, as the political head of the city government and the symbolic leader of
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the community, would through networking should draw on the resources of the whole
community including the leadership of the City Council and the resources of the city
government to lead change throughout the whole community toward becoming more
sustainable. This change effort would include bridging and bonding between groups
within the community and connections outside of the community that link different
community systems. The resources of a community are represented by the six capitals
identified by Flora and Flora (2004, 2008). They use a typology of six types of capital:
cultural, human, social, financial/built, natural, and political, in order to identify
resources that can either enhance or detract from one or another (Flora & Flora, 2004,
2008). Resources can be transformed from one form of capital to another and when one
type of capital is emphasized over all others, the other resources are decaptitalized, and
the economy, environment, or social equity can be thereby diminished. The CSC
answered this problem of bridging across community systems to achieve change by
forming teams to study the challenges of applying TNS to different community systems.
In Eugene the important questions relating to the issue of change included: how to
educate business participants about the benefits that they could receive in their own
operations from engaging in sustainable practices; and how to incorporate the importance
of human resources and social equity in the educational process. The SBI task force was
successful in transforming the outlook of participants from the business community who
were skeptical about the problems associated with becoming more sustainable.
Issue: Conflict- Questions: should your quest as a community to become more
sustainable be designed to deal with conflict or to avoid it; do you compromise on values;
should conflict be engaged in the public arena or within the civic culture; how do you
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deal with the conflict between growth and no growth; how do you transform advisories
into ambassadors for the benefits of sustainability?
In Corvallis, a critique of their experience in dealing with conflict, revealed their
solution to the question of whether conflict should be avoided or not was to avoid conflict
within the public arena by choosing to engage in only an internally focused effort to
adopt sustainable practices within the city government organization. This may have
represented the desire to avoid the adverse affects of the conflict over a recent regime
change on the City Council. The current City Council membership included members
with an orientation toward environmental values and no growth. This membership
represented a regime change from a previous City Council membership that included
representatives from the business community. There also may be a tendency of the City
Council in a relatively small town with a large university to avoid conflicts that may
mobilize the student population to become involved. The CSC dealt with these issues
within their town hall meetings and within their teams that dealt with different
community systems. The CSC was not, of course, dealing with the issues as the
governing body where there is a responsibility to make hard choices and implement the
decisions.
The City of Eugene experience with conflict represented a different approach. The
Mayor of the City of Eugene headed off potential conflict that may have taken place
within the public arena of the City Council meetings by reaching out to potential
adversaries to create an opportunity for dialogue within an arena of citizen participation
that placated the interests of the business community and provided an opportunity for
them to learn about the benefits of sustainable practices. This positive experience with the
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SBI created ambassadors from the business community that in turn spread the positive
message about sustainable practices to the business community. The SBI citizen
participation experience could be criticized as a form of manipulation but the result was
that this potential conflict that could have taken place within the public arena of a City
Council meeting was diffused, in a sense, off-stage within the civic culture thereby,
smoothing the process of adoption by the City of Eugene of measures to become a more
sustainable community as a whole and a city government.
The relationships of color-print use and the leadership of change
Different ways of approaching change leadership was categorized into a typology
of change paradigms by De Caluwe and Vermaak (2003). They used categories of colorprints to identify ways of thinking: The first category or type of color-print thinking,
yellow-print thinking, is based on socio-political concepts about organization in which
interests, conflicts, and power play important roles. The second way of thinking or colorprint category is Blue-print thinking, this second type of color-print thinking, is based on
the rational design and implementation of change. The third type of leadership change
orientation is: red-print thinking. This color-print has its roots in the classic Hawthorne
experiments. McGregor (1960) developed the tradition further. Green-print thinking, the
fourth category of color-print thinking, has its roots in action-learning theories. It has
been expanded enormously in the more recent thinking on “learning” organizations
(Senge, 1990). The fifth and final type of color-print thinking is identified as white-print
thinking. This type of thinking arose as a reaction to the deterministic, mechanistic, and
linear worldview derived from Newton and Descartes (de Caluwe & Vermaak, 2003). It
was nourished by chaos thinking, network theory, and complexity theory, all of which are
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based on living and complex systems with limited predictability (Bateson, 1984; Capra,
1996). Self-organization is a core concept of white-print thinking.
The research of this study, found that, relating to the use of color-print thinking
categories of the typology developed by de Caluwe and Vermaak (2003), participant
leaders in both communities tended to use multiple color-print categories in their
approaches to change. Certain color-print categories where predominately used by
participants with particular educational and occupational backgrounds when relating to
certain themes or sub-themes. Participants with extensive experience at the apex of local
government organizations tended to demonstrate the use of yellow color-print orientation.
Also, advocates of strong sustainability approaches to sustainability used white colorprint thinking as one of their most used color-print orientation. Other findings relating to
color-print categories were inconclusive.
The personal background of mayors and city managers who serve as chief
executive officers within their city governments and senior leaders within their
communities are similarly affected by their personal knowledge skills and backgrounds
that forms their world views. These world views or paradigmatic ways of thinking form
what de Caluwe’ and Vermaak (2003) identified as color-print thinking orientations that
are described in their color-print typology of leadership change.
The predominate color-print used by all of the participants was the white colorprint that was used by 12 of the sixteen participants, of which, four participants were
ranked as using this color-print category the most; six used it more and two used it less
than other color print orientations. Participants who had been in executive leadership
roles at the apex of their organization in local or state governments as the mayors, city
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managers, president of the city council, or a commissioner of a county or state
department used the white color-print category or orientation. This observation included
only those at the apex of government organizations. It did not include CEOs of profit or
executive directors of nonprofit organizations.
All of the participants that were or had been members of their city, county, or
state legislative or governing bodies used the yellow color-print orientation. The yellow
color-print category was used by all of the participants who had been involved as
members of their respective governing bodies with the exception of Charlie Tomlinson,
the past Mayor of the City of Corvallis. By contrast, Kitty Piercy, the Mayor of the City
of Eugene, used the yellow color-print category less often than her most often used white
color-print and most often used color-pint, green, color-print categories. The blue colorprint category was used as their primary or most used color-print category by Jon Nelson,
the City Manager of the City of Corvallis. This may have reflected his background in
public administration and managing the linear-based public policy process of: policy
analysis, formulation, adoption, implementation, and evaluation.
The number of participants used different color-print orientations was mostly
evenly split between the two communities. The nine Corvallis participants used the
following color-print categories: yellow = 4; blue = 3; red = 4; green = 6; and white = 9.
The seven Eugene participants used the following color-print categories: yellow = 4; blue
= 3; red = 6; green = 5; and white = 3. There is a greater difference between the two cities
in the number of participants that used white color-print category. A partial explanation
of this difference may be that the inclusion of more representation in Corvallis of
participants who strong advocates of TNS Step system. This approach to sustainability
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includes within its framework a complexity theory based and ecosystems view based
view of the community and the environment.
Implications for practice
The issues of providing leadership, determining meaning, bringing about change,
and dealing with conflict produce dilemmas to engage and questions to answer by
communities wishing to engage in a quest to become more sustainable as communities or
as city governments. The approaches that the two communities examined in the study
used to provide solutions to the dilemmas or answers to the fundamental questions for
these issues suggest several implications for future efforts of communities that engage in
efforts to become more sustainable communities.
Change leadership of communities to become more sustainable- Communities
should consider whether the leadership of communities should come from their
governing bodies or from some other organization within their civic culture. The arena in
which the leadership efforts take place has implications for the legitimacy of the process
which reflects the resolve that significant stakeholders exercise in applying human and
financial resources to implement sustainable development and practices within the
community as a whole or within the local government.
Determining the meaning of being more sustainable- Communities should
consider whether it is important to undertake an exercise to define sustainability and in
what temporal order it should take place. It may be more beneficial to explore through an
educational process the benefits to individuals, organizations, and the community of
engaging in sustainable practices. A definition of sustainability may have a higher quality
of meaning if it is tied to practice and positive example. The debate about an optimum
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definition of sustainability may be delayed or take place in a different place and a
different order.
Implementing community change to be more sustainability- Communities
should consider whether change efforts should be instituted in the community as a whole,
within the civic culture outside of the local government, or within the local government.
There is a limit to the amount of change that Americans will accept as a government
program at any level of government. This varies according to the regional and local
political culture. Communities should consider how to approach instituting change within
the civic culture. The findings of this study indicate that there was success in both
communities from efforts to provide education about sustainability in general and in the
benefits of sustainable practices for individuals and organizations. The bringing about
change in values relating to social equity and justice seem to be more problematic
depending on the belief systems of individuals. It may be that the involvement of
religious organizations in the educational efforts of the change process would have some
positive benefits?
Dealing with conflict- Communities should consider whether avoiding conflict
produces positive results in the long run. It may be possible that through conscious efforts
to use facilitation, conflict resolution, collaborative techniques, and consensus building
approaches that a positive outcome to conflictual situations may be achieved.
Adversaries involved in a conflict may be engaged through conflict resolution strategies
that are based on shared education about issues and mutual interests in shared goals.
The findings of the study relating to the use of color-print orientations that were
developed by de Caluwe’ and Vermaak (2003) suggest implications for the use of
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different ways of thinking by the leaders who are engaged in the change processes to
bring about a more sustainable community.
The use of different color-print approaches- The finding that the participants
with extensive experience at the apex of local government organizations tended to
demonstrate the use of yellow color-print orientation has implications for the role of
power and politics in the process of change toward becoming a more sustainable
community. Ultimately, a change effort to move a community to become a more
sustainable community will be decided within the public arena of the agenda-setting
process of the local government. The actors within this arena, based on the research
findings, predominately use the yellow color-print orientation. This should not be
surprising since government is all about power and compromise in resolving conflict and
provision of the overall public health safety and welfare of the community.
Another finding was that advocates of strong sustainability approaches to
sustainability used white color-print thinking as one of their most used color-print
orientation. This may indicate that those who embrace the values and prospects of
sustainability for their communities also tend to use the white color-print orientation in
the way of thinking. This orientation would include an understanding of complexity
theory or at least an intuitive grasp of the elements of complexity such as non-linearity
and multi-causation of factors and events in an ecosystem. It is also suggested that these
change leaders involved in a change process toward a more sustainable community may
appreciate the ecosystem view of his place within the ecosystem as a joint participant in
its management.
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The significance of the findings
This research based on a qualitative approach to a multiple case study of the
phenomenon of leadership change within the context of communities striving toward
sustainability may not be useful to build theory or to generalize guides for future
approaches to community change efforts to become sustainable.
It is very difficult to obtain the time or agreement of community leaders,
including local government political heads and chief executives, to submit to instruments
to measure color-print, complexity leadership, or the ecosystems view approaches to
sustainable governance or sustainable development. The small sample size limits the
generalization of the observations and findings to other situations.
Recommendations for future research
There is a need for more extensive research that examines multiple communities,
organizations, or groups could be examined by a combination of survey instruments that
use quantitative measures to examine the color-print orientations of the participant
leaders. Communities should be examined that represent a greater diversity in local
political cultures, regional cultures, and economic base and demographic characteristics.
There is a need of more extensive research that examines multiple communities that are
striving toward some state of sustainability that includes communities of different sizes or
degrees of urban, suburban, or rural characteristics.
Research designs that include the interative techniques of the grounded theory
approaches to qualitative research may yield important results that develop a richer
understanding of the phenomenon relating to the importance and the relevance of leaders’
color-print orientations to strategic decision making in organizations and communities.
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Valuable lessons could be learned from examining leadership change efforts within
organization where the temporal factors have been considered perhaps through
longitudinal research designs. Research designs that incorporate quantitative or mixed
methods research approaches are needed that explore the different elements and factors of
white-color print thinking approaches that may also include the concepts of complexity
(de Caluwe’ & Vermaak, 2003; Marion and Uhl-Bien, 2001, 2003, 2007; Wheatley,
1999).
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Abstract:
There is increased interest in the leadership of change by local government
leaders who are leading their communities to become more sustainable in the face of the
challenges of climate change and diminishing supplies of oil. The ways of thinking used
by these leaders may affect how they deal with the issues and dilemmas associated with
bringing about the change of their communities to become more sustainable. The
multiple case study examines the experiences of two Oregon cities who have engaged in
the quest to become more sustainable communities. The color-print typology developed
by de Caluwe and Vermaak (2003) was used to examine how leaders used different ways
of thinking to effect change in their communities.
Key words: color-print thinking; change theories; executive leadership; sustainable
communities; development.
Introduction
Agenda 21, as part of the Rio Declaration for sustainable development, called for
leadership of local governments and communities to adopt strategies to become
sustainable (WCED), 1984). To undertake the change towards becoming more
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sustainable, local community leaders will use change leadership styles and strategies that
lead their respective communities to make the necessary changes in their development,
and governance.
Leon de Caluwe and Hans Vermaak (2003) developed a typology of five
categories of color-print thinking that describes different worldviews and approaches to
change. Each of the color-print types represents one of the different paradigms used in
seeking change in organizations or communities. The first category, yellow-print
thinking, is based on concepts about organizations in which interests, conflicts, and
power play important roles (Greiner & Schein, 1988; Hanson, 1996; Morgan, 1986;
Pfeffer, 1981). Yellow-print thinking assumes that getting everyone on the same page or
wavelength is a change in itself. Blue-print thinking is based on the rational design and
implementation of change (Hammer & Champy, 1993; Kluytmans, 1994). An example of
this way-of-thinking is project-oriented management (Kor & Wijnen, 2000). Scientific
Management (Taylor, 1913) is a classic example. The activities needed to achieve the
result are planned according to rational arguments and expertise. The third way of
thinking is red-print thinking. These theories have their roots in the classic Hawthorne
experiments (Mayo, 1933; Roethlisberger, 1941). The intention of the red-print changer
is to change the soft aspects of an organization, such as management style, competencies,
and cooperation. The fourth color-print, green-print thinking has its historical roots in
action-learning theories (Argyris & Schon, 1978; Kolb, Rubbin, & Osland, 1991; Senge,
1990; Swieringa & Wierdsma, 1990). Changing and learning are conceptually closely
linked according to de Caluwe and Vermaak (1997). In white color-print thinking, the
fifth color-print type, the change is filled with meaning and everything is continually
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changing. It is nourished by chaos thinking, network theory, and complexity theory, all of
which are based on living and complex systems with limited predictability (Bateson,
1984; Capra, 1996; Wheatley, 1999). Self-organization is a core concept (de Caluwe &
Vermaak, 2003).
The purpose of this study is to examine the phenomenon of the change leadership
in two Oregon communities that have, through official action, led their communities to
make the policy decision to become more sustainable. The research will attempt to
explore how local leaders used the color-print typology of the paradigms or ways of
thinking that have been described by de Caluwe and Vermaak (2003) within the context
of participant leaders that were engaged in leading their communities toward becoming
more sustainable.
Research methodology
Research Questions- The primary research question was how the leadership
emerged in communities’ attempts to become more green or sustainable? The subquestions related to this primary question were: How did the participants and citizens of a
community who were interested in changing their city to become more green or
sustainable determine what that meant to them and how did they determine what criteria
to use to evaluate the success for the achievement of their vision of a sustainable
community? In what way did the leadership of a sustainable community demonstrate the
use of the different color-print ways of thinking or paradigms identified in de Caluwe and
Vermaak’s (2003) typology?
The approaches to change used by the leadership of the movements to have their
cities become more sustainable were examined using de Caluwe and Vermaak’s (2003)
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color-print thinking scheme for the examination of change leadership paradigms. Two
cities were selected to serve as sites for the qualitative oriented multiple case study:
Corvallis and Eugene (Creswell, 2008; Miles & Huberman, 1994; Yin, 1994, 2003).
Interviews were conducted with community leaders, who had participated in the official
decision by the city government to become more green or sustainable. The participant
leaders were identified by an examination of archival material and by referral using the
“snow balling” process (Creswell, 2008). There were seven participants selected from the
City of Eugene, Oregon and nine participants selected from the City of Corvallis, Oregon.
Participants were selected from the community leadership, members of the governing
body, staff of the city government, citizens, and members of environmental groups.
Transcripts of the interviews were coded (Strauss & Corbin, 1990) to identify the general
overall themes, subjects, and topics of the change process (Creswell, 2007; Creswell &
Miller, 2000).
Findings
The experiences of the two communities in their quest to become more
sustainable communities resulted in different issues and problems relating to: the
leadership of the community; the determination of the meaning of sustainability for their
community; the change processes in which each community engaged; and the way each
community dealt with conflict.
The first community studied, Corvallis, population of 54,000, is the home of
Oregon State University. The efforts to become a more sustainable community in
Corvallis were carried out in two different arenas: the civic culture and the internal
structure of the city government. Within the civic culture the effort began with
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informational courses held by the Northwest Earth Institute (NWEI) in 1994. Then in
1998, NWEI brought The Natural Step (TNS) program to Oregon (James & Lahti, 2004).
In March of 2001, the Oregon Natural Step Network formed a Corvallis Chapter. The
Corvallis Chapter organized the Corvallis Sustainability Coalition (CSC), (CSC, 2011a).
The Sustainability Guiding Objectives for the CSC is a framework for decision-making
based on the four TNS system conditions for a sustainable society (CSC, 2011b).
In 2008, the CSC engaged in a planning process within the civic community. The
process was an inclusive community-wide initiative of three town hall meetings with
several hundred participants. The meetings involved a broad cross-section of the
community. The CSC engaged the services of consultants to facilitate the town hall
meetings and produce a sustainability action plan that was presented to the City of
Corvallis City Council along with a list of over 360 action items to implement the action
plan. The City Council, under advisement of the city manager, chose to not adopt TNS
approach or to officially adopt the action plan submitted by the coalition but to only
select key items within the action plan that they considered to be within the jurisdiction,
role, and funding capability of the city. These key items were based on an analysis of the
coalition action items by the city manager that considered the role and responsibility to
undertake each action item and the cost of implementing the plan. The City Council
incorporated key policy items relating to the action plan within its biennium work plan
(M. Beezhold, personal communication, August 10 & 23, 2011; COC, 2011a; (COC,
201ld; CSC, 2011a; A. Mills, personal communication, August 10, 2011).
The City of Corvallis’s policy making was constrained by the home rule charter
provision that limits city council terms for two year terms with all nine positions subject
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to reelection in the same year (COC, 2011b). At the beginning of a council term of two
years, the collective council engaged in a goal-setting exercise for their two year term.
This provision in the city charter created the potential for short tenure of council
members (COC, 2011b; G. Goeresch, personal communication, August 10, 2011; J.
Nelson, personal communication, August 22, 2011; & C. Tomlinson, personal
communication, August 11, 2011).
The efforts of the City of Corvallis to engage in sustainable practices began
earlier. In the 1990’s the City of Corvallis staff began working on minimizing the effect
of city operations on the environment. The emphasis was on cost-saving aspects of
projects, or how the city could reduce energy consumption to save money. The term
“sustainability,” was not a well-known concept at the time. In 2003, the city council
adopted a general overarching goal of sustainability that provided more guidance in a
policy adopted in 2004 (COC, 2011f). The policy also required an annual report to the
city council on the progress made in each of the topic areas. The City Manager created an
Internal Steering Committee to coordinate and to facilitate the internal organizational
sustainability program of the city. In 2005, the city council adopted a specific goal to
enhance organizational sustainability efforts (COC, 2011f). The city hired a consulting
firm, Zero Waste Alliance to assist the city in meeting the goal of that policy (COC,
2011d). The City Council approved funding to hire a sustainability coordinator in 2006 to
develop a sustainability management plan, and make improvements to the energy system
at the aquatic center. An Energy Strategy Ad-hoc Committee was formed in 2009 by the
City Council to create a community energy strategy and to compile a listing of
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community energy sustainability policies from various planning documents adopted by
the city over time (COC, 2011d).
The second city, Eugene, with a population 140,000, is the home of the University
of Oregon. The first steps toward placing the subject of sustainable initiatives on the
public agenda took place in 1999 when the City Council held a series of work sessions on
Council Goals for the 1999-2001 Biennium. The City Council adopted a resolution
adopting a definition and statement of intent regarding the application of sustainability
principles to the City of Eugene operations and governance (COE Resolution No. 4618,
1999).
The Mayor of Eugene issued two policy papers when she was elected to office
relating to the goal of establishing Eugene as a place with a marketing brand of an
industrial cluster of sustainable oriented firms (Piercy, 2004, 2008). In 2005, the Mayor
of Eugene, with support of the city council, launched the Sustainable Business Initiative
(SBI). The purpose of SBI was to identify, support, and propose deliberate steps that, by
2020, could make Eugene one of the nation’s most sustainable mid-size communities
(COE, 2006a). The Mayor named a 16-member citizen task force to lead the formation of
the SBI. The Mayor charged the task force with obtaining ideas from the public and
sustainability experts and then making recommendations to the City Council, the private
sector, and other organizations for retaining, growing, and creating Triple Bottom Line
sustainable businesses and jobs.
The task force developed their recommendations through an extensive outreach
process involving over 750 people (COE, 2006c). The task force screened all
recommendations for their ability to contribute to the Triple Bottom Line. They also
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evaluated recommendations based on their potential to enhance the four key elements of
successful business and job development as described by Michael Porter’s Diamond
Competitive Advantage (Porter, 1990, 1997, & 1998).
The recommendations obtained from the SBI task force members led to the
development of a vision statement and recommendations for: retaining, growing and
creating sustainable businesses and jobs in Eugene; the establishment of an Office of
Sustainability within city government; the establishment of a sustainability commission;
the adoption of the goal of becoming carbon neutral by 2020 and develop a climate action
plan (COE, 2006c). To achieve this goal, the SBI task force recommended that the City
of Eugene adopt and implement an internal climate action plan and that the plan be
phased in carefully and includes specific improvement targets (COE, 2006c). The SBI
task force recommended that the city government adopt indicators and a system to
continually measure progress toward sustainability. The SBI task force recommended
specifically that the city government work toward expanding sustainable business or
industrial clusters.
In 2006 the Eugene City Council adopted an ordinance creating a Sustainability
Commission (COE, 2006b) and adopted resolutions for: a sustainable buildings policy for
buildings owned and occupied by the city; sustainable practices and businesses that
produce sustainable products and services (COE, 2006c). The Eugene City Council
adopted an official sustainable plan, Eugene Climate & Energy action plan: A
Community Climate and Energy Action Plan for Eugene, (CEAP) in 2010. The city
council directed that all city operations and city-owned facilities be carbon neutral by
2020. The goals of the action plan are to: (1) reduce community-wide greenhouse gas
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emissions, (2) reduce community-wide fossil fuel use 50% by 2030, and (3) identify
strategies that will help the community adapt to both changing climate and increasing
fossil fuel prices (COE, 2010).
Themes, Subjects and Topics- The interviews were tape recorded then
transcribed by a professional transcriptionist, The interview transcripts were coded using
content analysis to identify themes and sub-themes within the two cities. The coding and
analysis of the interview transcripts revealed similar themes in both cities.
The Interviews- There were a total of sixteen participants that were formally
interviewed as participants who were part of the change leadership of the respective
cities. In Corvallis, nine persons agreed to be interviewed. In Eugene seven persons were
selected to be interviewed. The age of the participants ranged from 49 to 71 with an
average of 58.1. There were a total of nine (9) males and seven (7) females interviewed in
the study. The education of the participants ranged from 14 to 20 total years of education
with an average of 17.3. The participants were either born or raised in Oregon, California,
or other states. The occupations of the participants of both cities included three retired
elected officials, two ex-teachers, four professions including an engineer, and seven chief
executive officers (past or present). The participants included: two mayors, a retired
county commissioner, an elected commissioner of a state department, a city manager,
three city council members, and five executive directors of nonprofit or environmental
organizations. The participant’s occupation was identified by their occupation at the time
of their involvement in the effort of their city to become officially sustainable.
The interview transcripts were recorded then transcribed. Content analysis
methodology was used to analyze of the interview transcripts in order to identify the
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color-print orientations of the participants in the study (Palmquist, Carley & Dale (1997).
The transcripts were also coded for themes and sub-themes that emerged from the
experiences of the interview participants and for the participant’s color-print orientation.
A comparative analysis was performed of the use by participants of different color-print
orientations with their interest in the themes that emerged from their stories of their
experience. The coding of the interview data for color-print orientation revealed that the
color-print orientations of the participants reflected their educational and occupational
backgrounds as well as their current role or position within their respective organizations
within the community.
The predominate color-print type used by all of the participants was the white
color-print that was used by 12 of the sixteen participants, of which, four participants
were ranked as using this color-print category the most; six used it more and two used it
less than other color-print orientations. The next most frequently used color-print
categories were red and green with 10 participants each using these color-prints. The next
frequently used category was the yellow color-print category with nine participants using
it more or least often. However, no participant was found using the yellow color-print
category as their primary color-print orientation. The least used color-print category by
the participants was the blue color-print category with three participants using this as
their primary color-print orientation and three using this more and one using it less than
other color-print categories.
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Table 1 Participant color-print orientations
COLORYELLOW
BLUE
RED
GREEN
WHITE
PRINT
CATEGORIES
Maureen
3
2
1
Beezhold
CSC
Bob Devine
3
1
2
CSC
George
2
3
1
Goresch
COC
Betty Griffiths
2
3
1
COC & CSC
Bruce Hecht
2
3
1
CSC
Annette Mills
3
1
2
CSC
Jon Nelson
2
1
3
CM COC
Mary Steckel
1
3
2
COC
Charlie
3
1
2
Tomlinson
Mayor COC
Julie Daniel
2
1
3
SBI
Roger Ebbage
3
1
2
SBI
David Funk
3
2
1
SBI
Terry
3
1
2
McDonald
SBI
Kitty Piercy
3
1
3
Mayor COE
Rusty Rexius
2
1
3
SBI
Jack Roberts
2
1
3
SBI
Code: 1 = most 2 = more 3 = less oriented toward color-print orientation. COC = City of
Corvallis, CSC = Corvallis Sustainability Coalition, CM = City Manager, COE = City of
Eugene, SBI = Sustainable Business Coalition (Eugene).
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The yellow color-print category was used by all of the participants who had been
involved as members of their respective governing bodies with the exception of the past
Mayor of the City of Corvallis. The primary color-print orientation that was used by him
most was the red-print orientation, which may have represented his past background in
marketing and sales. His second orientation was the white-print color-print orientation
that was used more often, and the third color-print orientation that he used least was the
blue color-print orientation that may have reflected his academic and occupational
background in mathematics and computer software engineering. By contrast, the Mayor
of the City of Eugene used the yellow color-print category to the same degree as the
white color-print type.
The blue color-print category was used as the primary color-print category by the
City Manager of the City of Corvallis. He used the blue color-print category the most
often, yellow color-print, the next and white color-print as his least most color-print
category. This may have reflected his background in public administration and managing
the linear-based public policy process of: policy analysis, formulation, adoption,
implementation, and evaluation. This category was also most used by the Interim Public
Works Director.
The red color-print was used by two participants as their primary or most-used
color-print category or orientation. The contexts in which their conversations were
framed reflected an orientation toward values related to human relations, promotion, and
sales. Other participants who were associated with the strong sustainability orientation
used a red color-print orientation in their conversations that was framed within a context
associated with values of social equity or social justice.
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The green color-print was used as the primary category by participants who had in
common a deep dedication toward environmental education as an approach to change
toward sustainability. The white color-print category was the primary or strongest
orientation of participants who were key leaders in TNS and a strong sustainability
approach to transforming their communities.
All of the participants that were or had been members of their city, county, or
state legislative or governing bodies used the yellow color-print orientation. All
participants who had been in executive leadership roles at the apex of their organization
in local or state governments as the mayors, city managers, president of the city council,
or a commissioner of a county or state department used the white color-print category or
orientation.
The occupation of the participants was associated with the color-print orientation
that they used. Participants that had been in the past or were currently involved in
teaching had used the green color-print orientation. The participants who had in one way
or another dedicated their lives to the environmental movement by advocating for or
teaching about environmental ethics, environmental systems, strong sustainability or The
Natural Step used the white color-print orientation category as the color-print they used
more than others or that they used the most.
The number of participants that used different color-print orientations was mostly
evenly split between the two communities. The nine Corvallis participants used the
following color-print categories: yellow = 4; blue = 3; red = 4; green = 6; and white = 9.
The seven Eugene participants used the following color-print categories: yellow = 4; blue
= 3; red = 6; green = 5; and white = 3. There is a greater difference between the two cities
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in the number of participants that used white color-print category. A partial explanation
of this difference may be that the inclusion of more representation in Corvallis of
participants who were strong advocates of The Natural Step system. This approach to
sustainability includes within its framework a complexity theory based and ecosystems
view based view of the community and the environment.
The research relating to the use of color-print thinking categories of the typology
developed by de Caluwe and Vermaak (2003) found that participant leaders in both
communities tended to use multiple color-print categories in their approaches to change.
Certain color-print categories where predominately used by participants with particular
educational and occupational backgrounds when relating to certain themes or sub-themes.
For example, participants with extensive experience at the apex of local government
organizations tended to demonstrate the use of yellow color-print orientation. Also,
advocates of strong sustainability approaches to sustainability used white color-print
thinking as one of their most used color-print orientation. Other findings relating to colorprint categories were inconclusive.
Corvallis themes and sub-themes- The first theme, The City Leadership of
Managing the Agenda, was divided into three sub-themes: a-) City Manager leadership
as the chief executive officer; b-) Mayoral leadership; c-) City Council leadership in
periodically setting goals and objectives. The second theme, Determining the Meaning of
Sustainability, was divided into two sub-themes: a-) the first sub-theme strong
sustainability; versus b-) weak sustainability associated with compromise. The third
theme, Change Processes, contained three sub-themes: a-) within the whole community;
b-) within the civic culture and the environmental movement; and c-) within the City.
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The fourth theme, Conflict, was divided between the sub-themes of: a-) growth versus no
growth views; b-) the avoidance of conflict within the public arena by avoiding conflict
with the forces of the pro-growth business community.
Eugene themes and sub-themes- There were five themes. Four of the five
themes or subjects were in turn divided into sub-themes: the first theme was Executive
Leadership in local government agenda setting. This theme was uniformly centered on
the political leadership of the Mayor of Eugene, Kitty Piercy. The second theme was the
Development of Meaning, for the concept of sustainability. This theme was divided into:
a-) the first sub-theme of determining the meaning of sustainability versus
environmentalism; and b-) the second sub-theme was the development of a definition of
sustainability that embraced strong versus the weak approach. The third theme was the
Change Processes. This theme was separated into two sub-themes: a-) the first sub-theme
was the education of participants of the benefits about sustainable practices in terms of
cost effectiveness for their organizations that led to the conversion toward the more
enlightened view that sustainable practices makes good business sense; b-) the second
sub-theme was education about social equity and human relations. The fourth theme was
Conflict. This theme was split into two sub-themes: a-) The first sub-theme was about
growth and the proponents of environmental conservation; and b-) the second sub-theme
was about the conflict about avoiding regulations versus advocating for sustainability.
Discussion of the findings
The findings in general revealed that the story of the leadership change processes
were unique to each community based on the local political culture and history as well as
the unique leadership of individual actors within their particular social, cultural, and
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physical context. The stories of the quest of Corvallis and Eugene respectively to become
more sustainable as communities were examined above.
The findings of the study relating to the use of color-print orientations that were
developed by de Caluwe’ and Vermaak (2003) suggest that there are implications for the
use of different ways of thinking by the leaders who are engaged in the change processes
to bring about a more sustainable community.
The use of different color-print approaches- The finding that the participants
with extensive experience at the apex of local government organizations demonstrated
the use of yellow color-print orientation has implications for the role of power and
politics in the process of change toward becoming a more sustainable community.
Ultimately, a change effort to move a community to become a more sustainable
community will be decided within the public arena of the agenda-setting process of the
local government. The actors within this arena, based on the research findings,
predominately use the yellow color-print orientation. This should not be surprising since
government uses power and compromise in resolving conflict and in the provision of the
overall public health safety and welfare of the community.
Another finding was that advocates of strong sustainability approaches to
sustainability used white color-print thinking as one of their most used color-print
orientation. This may indicate that those who embrace the values and prospects of
sustainability for their communities also tend to use the white color-print orientation in
their way of thinking. This orientation would include an understanding of complexity
theory or at least an intuitive grasp of the elements of complexity such as non-linearity
and multi-causation of factors and events in an ecosystem.
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Each community in the study encountered issues and dilemmas in their
experience that resulted in choices that were made by local actors that ultimately guided
the path taken by their community toward the overall goal of becoming more sustainable.
The themes identified during the interviews were the issues that were challenges in each
community. They were similar in each city. However, the sub-themes were different in
that they reflected the involvement of different actors under different approaches that
were taken by each community to implement the goal of becoming more sustainable. The
sub-themes, in a sense, are different answers to questions about those similar issues.
There were four issues that were recognized by the participants in each community: the
leadership of the city; defining the meaning of sustainability; engaging in the change
process; and dealing with conflict.
The issue of leadership of the city was addressed by the principal question: How
will the participants lead cities to become more sustainable? The secondary question to
this question was: Who shall lead: the city government, an organization within the
community, the mayor, or the city manager? If the city is to lead, who shall lead the city
government or the community, the mayor, the city council, the city manager or all three
parts of the governing body as a team? If some other organization in the community will
lead, what is the legitimacy of that leadership? How do the choices and decisions become
public policy? How is the agenda process managed?
The issue of determining a meaning of sustainability for the community included
the questions of: Do you really need a perfect definition or collective meaning of
sustainability? If the choice is made to develop a collective meaning or definition, how
will the definition of sustainability be translated into policy and be implemented and
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ultimately evaluated? Should a strong or weak approach be adopted? Should the approach
be applied to the whole community by regulations? How do you develop the criteria for
evaluation? How much will you compromise on the ideal goal? Who will you involve in
the exercise of developing a definition? Will you request help from experts? The answers
to these questions will determine the extent of the involvement from the community, the
amount of controversy and the expense of undertaking the whole process. The answers to
these questions also relate to the ultimate effectiveness of the quest to become a more
sustainable community and the legitimacy of the outcome.
The issue of change processes was associated with the question of whether these
processes for change to become more sustainable include the community as a whole,
organizations and individuals within the civic culture outside of the city government, or
just within the city government organization. There were also questions relating to what
educational processes that will be needed to bring about understanding of community
systems, social systems, and ecological systems relating to sustainability. These questions
related also to issues relating to social justice such as income, food, and housing for the
poor or elderly.
Finally, the issue of conflict was associated usually with questions about the
appropriate values relating to the earth and its resources and how they should be used.
There were questions relating to the growth and no growth as well as neoclassical
economic versus ecological economic approaches to decision making. What approach do
you use to resolve these conflicts? What decision making processes do you use to deal
with conflict and continue to strive toward the goal of becoming more sustainable? Do
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you use consensus decision making processes or do you avoid conflict whenever
possible?
Implications for practice
The issues of providing leadership, determining meaning, bringing about change,
and dealing with conflict produce dilemmas to engage and questions to answer by
communities wishing to engage in a quest to become more sustainable as communities or
as city governments. The approaches that the two communities examined in the study
used to provide solutions to the dilemmas or answers to the fundamental questions for
these issues suggest several implications for future efforts of communities that engage in
efforts to become more sustainable communities:
Leadership- Communities should consider whether the leadership of communities
should come from their governing bodies or from some other organization within
their civic culture.
Determining the meaning- Communities should consider whether it is important
to undertake an exercise to define sustainability and in what order it should take
place.
Bringing about community change- Communities should consider whether
change efforts should be instituted in the community as a whole, within the civic
culture outside of the local government, or within the local government.
Dealing with conflict- Communities should consider whether avoiding conflict
produces positive results in the long run. It may be possible that through
conscious efforts to use facilitation, conflict resolution, collaborative techniques,
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and consensus building approaches that a positive outcome to conflictual
situations may be achieved.
Limitations of the study findings- This research based on a qualitative approach
to a multiple case study of the phenomena of leadership change that was an exploratory
research study within the context of communities striving toward sustainability may not
be useful to build theory or to generalize guides for future approaches to community
change efforts to become sustainable. Research designs that include the iterative
techniques of the grounded theory approaches to qualitative research may yield important
results that develop a richer understanding of the phenomena relating to the importance
and the relevance of leaders’ color-print orientations to strategic decision making in
organizations and communities.
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THE LEADERSHIP OF CHANGE IN SUSTAINABLE CITIES
RESEARCH PROTOCOLS:
RECRUITMENT PROCEDURE:
The participants for the research project will be selected from the lists developed by the
Principal Investigator, Kenneth L. Weaver, of adult participants and residents of City of
Corvallis, Oregon, and the City of Eugene, Oregon. The list of participants for each
respective city and its individuals, groups, and organizations that comprise its respective
civic culture, governing body, and advisory committees will be developed by referral
from members of the city staff, the city governing body, and by members of each city’s
advisory committee on matters relating to sustainability. Other adult participants will be
obtained by referral from other persons previously interviewed.
The Principal Investigator, Kenneth L. Weaver, will contact the Executive Assistant to
the Mayor and City Manager or executive staff of each city to explain the purpose of the
interview and ask permission to come to the city to conduct the research.
The Principal Investigator, Kenneth L. Weaver, contacted representatives of each
participating city in the spring of 2010 by letter or electronic mail to request that their
respective city and community participate in the research study. Each of the two cities,
Corvallis, Oregon, and Eugene, Oregon agreed to participate.
INTERVIEW PROCEDURE:
1. Meet the participant. Develop rapport. Explain the purpose of the research, the
method, and the procedures. Explain that the results of the study may be used in the
dissertation research of the Principal Investigator to be conducted in other
communities.
2. Provide the participant with a consent form. Have him or her review it, answer any
questions, and then have them sign it and provide them with a copy.
3. Explain to them again that the interview will be taped.
4. Test the tape recorder again.
5. Begin the interview.
6. Thank them for their time.
7. Make some final notes and prepare for the next interview.
INTERVIEW QUESTIONS:
1. Please tell me a little about yourself:
a. Where are you from, where did you go to school, how long have you lived in this
community?
b. How did you become involved with the city? What is your role with the
community?
c. How long have you been involved with the effort or issue of the community
becoming more green or sustainable? What has been or is your involvement with
this effort?
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2. How would you describe your experience as a community of bringing about a process
for community change and the efforts to create a more “sustainable” or “green”
community?”
a. How would you describe your personal approach to leading others in the
community in becoming more “sustainable” or “green?”
3. How did your group, organization or community go about determining what was
meant by being more “green” or “sustainable and how did you go about determining
whether you were being successful in becoming more “green” or “sustainable” as a
community?
OBSERVATION PROTOCOL:
1. Introduce yourself to the Chair of the committee to be observed so that he or she may
describe the purpose of your presence at the meeting.
2. When allowed to speak, describe the purpose of your study in general terms and
explain the process of gathering information from documents, the group meeting, and
the individual interviews..
3. Explain the benefits of the research to the committee, the city, and to other cities
about knowing more about leadership of change in sustainable communities. Explain
that a report of the study will be provided to the city and the task force after the
completion of the research project.
4. Remain after the meeting to answer any questions and to gather informal interview
information.
5. Observe the Task Force meeting to observe the dynamics and sociometric indicators
of leadership in the meeting.
DOCUMENT OR ARCHIVAL PROTOCOL:
1. Be considerate of the time of the city and media staff in providing documents related
to the research project.
2. Examine City Council meeting minutes to determine the official historical records of
the public policy actions of the City Council in regard to sustainable cities in order to
understand the history and the local political culture.
3. Examine the minutes of the City Planning Commission and other advisory
committees, groups, or organizations related to sustainable communities to determine
what actions they took in response to the “sustainable” movement in the community.
Did they take steps to include these efforts in their comprehensive plan or other city
planning activity?
4. Examine budgetary documents to determine what policy initiatives were actually
funded and implemented.
5. 5.) Examine the community newspaper to determine whether there was involvement
by the community at large and what conflicts may have developed with respect to the
“sustainable” or “green” movement in the community.
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DATE OF INTERVIEW:

PLACE OF INTERVIEW:

NAME________________________________
DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION:
DATE OF BIRTH____________________
OCCUPATION:____________________
WORK ORGANIZATION:_______________

POSITION_________________________
ENVIRONMENTAL/VOLUNTEER

ORGANIZATIONS_______________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
FEMALE____MALE____ LEVEL OF EDUCATION____________________________
MAJOR OR AREAS OF STUDY:
COMMUNITY
COLLEGETECHNICAL/MILITARY/OTHER:_________________________________
BA/BS:_________________________________________________________________
GRADUATE MASTERS:__________________________________________________
GRADUATE DOCTORAL:_________________________________________________
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to mburbach1, me

Your project has been approved by the IRB.

Project Title: The Leadership of Sustainable Cities: A comparative Study of Two Oregon
Communities

Approvers Comments:
Mr. Weaver and Dr. Burbach,
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Your project has been approved. You are authorized to begin data collection.

1. The approved informed consent form has been uploaded to NUgrant (file with -Approved.pdf
in the file name). Please use this form to distribute to participants. If you need to make changes
to the informed consent form, please submit the revised form to the IRB for review and
approval prior to using it.

Your official approval letter will be emailed to you and uploaded to NUgrant shortly.

Good luck with your research!

Becky Freeman
472-8127
bfreeman2@unl.edu

=====================================================================
This message has been sent to you through NUgrant. To view project/form you can click the link
below.

Link: https://nugrant.unl.edu/irb/projectDetails.php?ID=11731

If you have any NUgrant questions you can contact nugrant@unl.edu for help.
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